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Child KillersSee Page 9
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A plastic laundry bag tossed on
a baby's bed claimed the life of a
four-month-old boy here last Fri-
day night.
The victim was Ludie Tynes, jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ludie Tynes,
Sr.. of 1076 Rayner St.
Mrs. Tynes said she brought
some clothes home from the laun-
dry about 7:30 p.m., and tUrew
the bag on the baby's bed and
went into another room. When she
returned a few minutes later the
child had suffocated.
The child's parents carried the
Victim to John Gaston hospital,
but he was pronounced dead on
Arrival.
It was reported that the baby
rolled on the plahic bag and his
breathing was stopped when the
flimsy material clung to his face.
The youngster's death was theiigrst in the area to be attributed
- plastic laundry bags which have
caused some 35 deaths among
small children across the United
States.
After they have been handled a
short time, according to officials,
static electricity causes the plas-
tic to cling to the faces of chil-
dren playing with them, and in
See BAG, Page 2
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C. R. Darden Will
Appeal Conviction
For Taking Photos
MERIDIAN, Miss. — The po-
lice court conviction of C. R.
Darden, president of the Missis-
sippi state NAACP, will be ap-
pealed to the county courts, R.
Jess Brown, his attorney, has
announced.
Ile had been arrested on May
14 after he had protested the
suspension of his two sons and
other youths for wearing badges
I
to Harris High school hailing
•j "U. S. Supreme Court Decision,
May 17. 1954." He was charged
with taking pictures of them as
they left the school grounds.
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MAR V LEWIS is caught in a
"herding" pose by the photog-
rapher, as she looks out for sum-
mer sporting activities. The Mem-
pfds lovely is an ardent sports
fen and a strong Dodger support.
or. Mary works as a receptionist
/Wed plans to make modeling hercareer. From the looks of Mary,
is 'an easily see why she has
developed into snch a sporting
tea. (Staff Photo)
Memphis' Ficst Plastic Bag Victim
FOCR-MONT11.01.1) Ladle
Tynes, jr., became the first
victim of a laundry plastic
bag last Friday night when he
smothered to death after his
Dr.
mother tossed the flimss ma-
terial on his bed and went into
another room. When she re-
turned a few minutes later the
baby had died. With bowed
heads, the parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lucile Tynes, Sr.. of 1876
Rayner at., take a last look
Boyd Buried; Was
amed Church Leader
NASHVILLE — Final riles were observed here Wed- Tennessee Ada State university.
neaday for Dr. Henry Allen Boyd, 85, one of the nation's
foremost Negro businessmen, educators, churchmen, and
newspaper publishers.
Death came to Dr. Boyd early Thursday, May 28, after
several years of failing health.
He was secretary of the Nation-
al Baptist Publishing Board of
the National Baptist Convention of
America; president and board
chairman of the country's oldest
Negro banking firm, the Citizens
Savings Bank and Trust co., here;
president and publisher of the
Youth Killed.
Hold Boy, 14
A 14-year-old boy accused of
slaying a 17-year-old white b o y
with a long record as a trouble-
maker was held incommunicado
by police here on Monday while
Juvenile court and homicide de-
partments attempted to determine
whether he should be declared
"incorrigible" or tried for first.
degree murder.
The youth is Ernest Smith, one
of 13 children of Mr. and Mrs.
John Smith of 1448 Washington at.
The dead youth was Tommy L.
Donnell of 355 N. Waldran at.
According to Smith, his son
went to a drive-in to buy a ham-
burger and was sitting on a con-
crete wall when three white
youths came by and Donnell said,..Get down, nigger, I didn't come
here for my health."
A fist fight ensued, according to
See YOUTH, Page 2
Nashville Globe and Independent
newspaper; and secretary of the
National Sunday School Congress
of the National Baptist Convention
of America.
DR. HENRY A. BOYD
The publishing unit Dr. BoNd
headed furnished church literature
for constituent churches and mem-
bers of the NBCA. the second
largest Negro Baptist group in the
world.
Top Baptist leaders from Ihru
out the nation came here for the
impressive files held at the spa-
cious Henry Arthur Kean Hall at
Dr. Boyd was a vice president
and director of Supreme Liberty
Life Insurance Co. He was a




A local homeowner will go into
Federal Court here in the nex t
few weeks and ask for an injunc•
lion against the city of Memphis
and Shelby County to enjoin them
from collecting taxes from Ne-
groes until such a time as they
are privileged to enjoy equa I
right to all tax-supported institu-
tions, two officers of the Bing-
hampton Civic League told the
Tri-State Defender last week.
The officers were 0. Z. Evers.
president of the organization, and
a candidate for the City Commis-
sion in the August election, and
Eliehue Stanback, who is seeking
the post of city tax assessor.
"The rich man and poor man,
black man and white man all pay
the same rate of taxes here." Mr.
Stanback said, "but the black
man is the only one getting the
short end of the deal."
SAME TAX RATE
-In paying taxes here," Mr.
Evers explained, "the Negro is
like a man who Vies into a store
and pays ;100 for a suit and then
See SUIT, Page 2
at the child before his burial
in New Park cemetery as M:
J. Edwards, left, of Victory






HUMBOLDT — "Dynamic Lead-
ership — A _Social Transitional
Need" will be the theme of a
three-day meet of the State Fed•
eration of Colored Women's Clubs
at the Stigall high school here
from June 9-11.
Presiding at the meeting will be
Mrs. Cora B. Robinson, state
president. Mrs. Jennie S. Vance
is general chairman of the confer-
ence.
At a welcome program on Tues-
day night, greetings will be pre-
sented by the mayor and other
organization heads in the city, and
an address given by Mrs. Ruby
Stutts Lyells of Jackson, Miss., re-
gional president of the National,
Association of Colored Women's
Clubs,
SOCIAL ACTIVITY
A round of parties have been
planned for the delegates. An ela-
borate garden party will be given
on the lawn of Mrs. Dorothy
McKinney on Tuesday afternoon
which will be highlighted with a
fashion show. Both musical and
dramatic renditions will be pre-
sented during interludes.
A gorgeous display of flowers
and objects of art will precede
the lawn party and will be spon-
sored by the Gloxinia Art a n d
Garden club of Humboldt.
On Wednesday afternoon t ii e
City Federation of Jackson will be
hostess to visitors at an "after
five" tea on the patio of Miss
Enid Sims. Mrs. Mable Davis is
president of the Jackson Federa•
lion.
OLD-FASHIONED BARBECUE
The ladies will don play and out-
ing clothes and enjoy an old-fash-
ioned barbecue at the suburban
home of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Se* STATE, Page 2




A. H. Walker, president of Uni-
versal Life Insurance company,
has been invited to Wilberforce
university by President Rembert
E. Stokes to receive the honorary
degree of Doctor of Humanities.
The degree, to be conferred on
Mr. Walker during the Universi-
ty's regular commencement exer-
cises June II, is conferred on per-
sons who have done an outstand-
ing job in their community and
are well-known nationally.
This will be Mr. Walker's first
honorary degree. However, he
holds the A.B. degree from Fisk
university, the M.B.A. deg r
from New York university, a n d
a degree in actuarial science from
OP, University of Michigan.
ACTIVE CONTRIBUTOR





his time and re-
sources to many
worthwhile proj-




tions is an annual
scholarship
A. M. Walker awarded to a lo-
cal nigh school graduate.
He is never too busy with his
executive duties — as president of
the Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany and the Tri-State Bank — to
spearhead deserving charitable
drives. He recently acted as gen-
eral chairman of the YMCA capi-
tal fund drive, and also served as
chairman of the YWCA building
drive.
A staunch believer in opportu-
nities for youth, Mr. Walker serv-
ed as chairman of the Memphis
and Shelby County Youth Guid•





CAIRO — (UPI) — A pickpoc-
ket, pursued by police through
the city zoo, threw away the
evidence as he ran.
Officers spent three hours get-
ting three curious monkeys to
relinquish the stolen wallet.
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The Baptist leaders of Memphis and surrounding ter-
ritories are in the final stages of completing plans for
entertaining some 8,000 delegates to the National Sunday
School and Baptist Training Union Congress, which to an
auxiliary to the National Baptist Convention, U. S. A., Inc.
Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell of New York,
is president of the Congress.
Dr. J. II. Jackson of Chicago,
is president of the National Con-
vention. The local committee is
headed by Dr. L. A. Hamblin,
president of the Baptist Ministers'
Cohference a n d Or, Roy Love,
president of the Ministers' Alli-
ance,
The Committee has been meet•
ing weekly for several months, re-
ceiving reports from various sub-
Committees. Dr. C. H, Lee of 388
South Orleans Street, Manager of
and a director of the National Bap-
tist Convention, heads the all im-
portant Housing Committee, that
is responsible for the housing of
approximately 12.000 delegates.
The problem of housing h a a
been hampered, because of a seri-
ous lack of hotel accommodations
in Memphis, but the citizens of
Memphis have been called upon
to meet — what Dr. Lee calls—
"A definite challenge to the Chris.
lien integrity and collective efficl•
the Tennessee Baptist Book Store, See MOUSING. Page t 
Miss McWilliams Wed
To James T. Walker
Miss Willa Alma McWilliams and James Thomas
Walker, two of Memphis most prominent civic and social
leaders, were united in marriage last Sunday, May 31, int
a ceremony at Avery Chapel AME church with the pastor,
Rev. Loyce Patrick, officiating.
The announcement was made'
by the bride's mother, Mrs. Joe.
La McWilliams.
Attending the bride is attend-
ants were her sister, Mrs. RecY
Battle of Detroit, Mich., and Mrs.
Ruth Spaulding Whites. Thomas
Gaines was Mr. Walker's best
man, and Prof. J. A. Hayes, an
usher.
MANASSAS TEACHER
A native of Memphis, Mrs. Wal-
ker joined the staff of Manassas
high school at the age of 15 and
is presently a second grade teach-
er there. She is one of the found-
ers of the Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civic clubs and
is now, secretary of the organi-
zation. She formerly served as
president of the Manassas PTA.
Mrs. Walker is president of the
Bluff City Teachers' Association
and was recently elected to the
executive committee of the Ten-
nessee Education Congress and
a member of the board of direc-
tors of the Jessie Mahan Center
for Pre-School children.
She attended Tennessee A and I
State university arid Fisk univer...
sity in Nashville, Jane college in
Jackson and received the bachelor
of science degree in education
from LeMoyne college.
CLUB FOUNDER
Mrs. Walker is also one of the
founders of the Bluff City and
Shelby County Council of Civie
clubs and Is president of the North
Memphis Civic club.
He is secretary of the Local
99 eoopers' Union and a member
of the general executive board of
directors of the Tennessee State
Council, AFL-CIO.
The couple was honored with a
dinner party by Prof. and Mrs.
Hayes at their residence at 574
Walker ave., after the ceremony.
Guests included Mr. and Mrs.
Recy Battle of Detroit, Mich.: Mr.
and Mrs. Matthew McKinney and
daughters, Georgette, Matte.
/yn and Celeste; Mrs. Ruth Spaul-
ding White; Roscoe R. McW II.
Dams, the bride's brother, whet
gave her away; Miss Margaret
Bush and Walter Allen.
Leaders Plan For Congress
MOST BAPTIST CONGRESS
--Baptist leaders of Memphis
are planning the final stages
for entertaining some 12,000
delegates to the National sun-
der School and Baptist Train.
ing Union Congress, an aux•
iliary to the National Baptist
Convention, USA, Inc. T h e
Congress will tonvene June
22 thru 28. at I tic auditorium.
Local leaders above are:
Front row, left to right, Rey.
A. MrEwen Williams, Rev.
Brady Johnson, Rev. R o y
Love, Rev. J. W. Williams,
Miss Lucie F.. Campbell, REY.
W, Herbert Brewster, Rev, L.
H. Aldridge, Rev. C. M. Lee
and Rev. J. I,. Hammonds.
Second row, left to right, Rev.
C. H. Nahrit, Rev. E. W. Wit-
Damson, Rev. V. .1. Malone.
Rev. L. M. McNeil, Rev. F..
V. cGbee and Rev. Clarence
Jones. Third row, left to
right, Rev, W. P Scott, Rev.
A. J. Campbell. Rev. L. S.
Blips and Rev. E. J. Moak
Fourth row, left to right, Rev.
C. H. Gaston and Rev. 0. C.
Crivens. Fifth row, left to
right, Mrs. Helen Matthews,
Rev. B. I,, Hooks, Mrs. E. L.
Wilson. Mrs. Men Brooks and
Mrs, J. W. Williams. Standing
In back, Rev. E. B. Wilson. .4
AWARD WliNER — The win.
net of this year's Wall Street
Journal Achievement at Ten.
nessee A and / State univer.
sity is Pat' R. Conn, right,
graduating senior in a!aicul-
tural education with the
• highest overall scholastic ay-
,- .prage who has indicated a de-
f 'vent interest in research and
4C.antinuted from Page I)
Williams on Trenton highway,
unir clubs will present ''Youth
Night" at the school on Wednes-
day night and a capacity crowd
Is expected to be present.
'Offiters of the local federation
are Sirs. Emma J. Donald, pres-
Rient*; Mrs. Lerlia F. Cunningham,
first vicepresident; Mrs. Cotrell
Thomas, second vice president;
Mis‘ Enid Sims, secretary; Mrs.
Olga Vern Baskerville. assistant
secretary; Mrs. Agusta King,
treasurer; Mrs. Iona Barnet t,
ehaptain; and Mrs. Beatrice
Starks, parliamentarian.
; *Serving as committee chairmen
for the state meeting are Mrs.
A. A. Roe and Mrs. Louise Coop-
er, program; Mrs. Drucilla Tug-
gle. garden party; Mrs. N. F.
Williams, cafeteria; Mrs. Carrie
L. Seat, outing: M. Lerlia Cum
nIngliam, homes; Mrs. Freddie
Thoma,, its; and Mrs. 0, V.
Btliker, tile, transportation.
"-•• 1(0 uth
further study. The award was
presented to him by Dr. Hen-
ry I,. Taylor. left, head of the
agricultural education depart.
ment. The award winner. son
of Mr. and Mrs. ('Iarence D.
Conn, Franklin, Ky., receiv-
ed his bachelor of science de-
gree with distinction at the
Nashville campus on last Mon.
day.
(Continued from Page 1)
ance Commission. Ile is a mem-
from Page 1)
is handed a pair of overalls."
Despite the fact that Negroes
Inane to pay the same tax ratc
as whites, Mr. Eves said, they
only get one day a week at the
zoo, one day a week at the fair-
grounds and are prewented from
enjoying many of the recreational
facilities supported by taxes.
"It is a situation ;which II a a
been declared unconstitutional in
other cities in the South," Mr.
Evers said, -but one which has
not been abolished here yet.
"Wes have four law suits stale-
mated in Federal Court here in
Memphis, and it is very unfor-
tunate that the court seemingly
does not have any respect tor Jus-
tice and fair play," Mr. Evers
said.
HIT 'INACTIVITY'
He said that with this type of
"inactivity" from the 'red e r a I
court, the fight for Kauai rights
could be delayed "indefinitely."
Mr. Evers said Negroes in Shel-
by county paid some $5.1,800,000 in
taxes during 1958, and anyone pay-
ing that amciunt should .be allow
ed access to all public ;facilities
"The lawsuit will be filed in the
near future," Mr. F.vers stated,
"unless we get some iiesmediate
relief from our Federal Court."
Mr. Evers would not reveal the
identity of the person who will
ask for the injunction.
(Continued from Page 1)
member of the Board of Trustees
of both Fisk university and Me-ber of the Tennessee Advisory
- —Committee of the Civil Right s 
harry Medicail college. 
Commission, and is active in the He held life memberships in the
Citizens Non-Partisan V ot er National Negro Business League s
League. and the NAACP. He was a mem-
On the National level, Mr. Wal. bet of the National Council of
ker was named by President Ei- Church ef Christ and Alpha Phi
senhower, in 1956, to the People Alpha fraternaty.
to People Committee, being the Dr. Boyd was identifica through
I only Negro on said Committee. In the years with many business ven- ,
Higher 1957, Vice President Nixon named lures of various kinds in support teachers' salaries, read- president along with other school
him of the Bible in the public board members, and the readingto the Committee on Govern- of his belief in helping any or-
Hams, a second grade teacher
at Manassas high School, and
Mr. Walker is a prominent
labor leader. Roth help to
found the Bluff City and She!.
by County Council of Civic
clubs. She received the Tri-
State Defender Merit Award
last year for outstanding sev•
ice to the community. (Wh-
en; Photo)
ment Contracts, the purpose of
!which teas to formulate policies;
for eliminating discrimination in
Government contracts because of,
race, religion, color or national or-.
igin. This year, he testified before
'the Senate Finance Committee,
ganization or company that gave
employment to Negroes.
Surviving Dr. Boyd are his
daughter, Mrs. Katherine Roach,
Cleveland; Mrs. Lula Landers,
sister; and a brother, Theophilus
B. Boyd, Sr.
representing Negro life insurance
it tax law affecting life in-




(Continued from Page 1)
Smith, and the Donnell youth
-1 broke a bottle over his son's head.
1, The Smith youth then stabbed
Donnell with the broken bottle and
he and a companion ran away.
The white youth was taken to
John Gaston hospital where he
was pronounced dead. Ernes t
Smith. a sixth grade student at
the Carnes elementary school, who
was said to have never been in
trouble, walked into police station
about an hour later and gave him-
self up.
A group of white boys were re-
ported to have gone to John Gas.,
ton hospital looking for the Smith;
boy after he was carried there
when police noticed he had been
cut during the fight.
According to W. C. Itfoxley,
chief probation officer of Juvenile
Court, Donnell has been handled
by the court 12 times and sent
j to the State Training school at Jor-
!donia three times.
I Ile had been home about a weekwhen he was fatally stabbed.
UM CHECK was presented to
Mrs, Mildren Heard. (rights of
the Goodwill Homes for child
rim by Miss Lula Watso n.
sident of the Les Voguettes
(Continued from Page 1)
many cases they are unable to
tear them loose.
Aside from his parents, the,
young Tynes baby is survived by:
one brother, Eugene, and other
relatives.
He was buried in New Park
cemetery Sunday morning. Vic-
tory funeral home was in charge
of services.
Social dab recently. The
check was a direct result of
fashion show held by the
club for the benefit of t h
home. (Photo by Pulley See
story on Page 19)
(Continuted from Page 1)
ency of the citizens of all races,
creeds and segments, to show
Christian courtesy to one of the




are: souvenir program, Rev. A. J.
Campbell and Rev. H. C. Na'
brit; Pre - Convention program,
Rev. J. W. Williams and Miss Lu-
cie E. Campbell: budget, Rev.
B. L. Hooks and Rev. E. Bates;
business, Rev. A. F.. Campbell
and Rev. S. A. Owen; Divine serv-
ice, Rev. E. J. Wilson and Rev.
E. L. Slay; concessions, Rev. A.
R. Williams and Rev. Dave Bond:
courtesy, Rev. Van J. Malone and
Rev. W. C. Jackson; public rela-
tions and publicity, Dr. W. Herb-
portation, Rev. R. S. Ruckett and
per; Host. Rev. E. H. Johnson
and Rev. N. A. Crawford: trans-
portation, Rev. R. S. Ruckettand
ushers, Rev. E. V. McGhee.
The pre.Convention program will
feature 1,000 voices under the di-
rection of Mesa Lucie F.. Camp-
, bell, who is also musical director
of the Congress. Monday night.
June 22, at Ellis auditorium.
OTHER BOARDS TO MEET
The Board of Directors of the
National Convention, Dr. J. H.
Jackson, President, will meet at
the Columbus Baptist church, Dr.
A. E. Campbell. pastor. The Board
of Trustees of the American Bap.
Seminary, Dr. I. II. Ilender,
chairman, and The National Edu-
cation Board, Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, chairman, will ho I d .
their sessions in the Christian
Youth auditorium (across from
Ellis auditorium — Front at Pop-
lar).
The Congress will convene time
22 thrum June 28, at Ellis auditor
ium.
The Education Board will hold
nightly sessions at the Christian'
Youth Auditorium. Among t It e
speakers for each night are: Rev.
C. L. Franklin, Detroit: Rev. Odin
Hoover. Cleveland and Rev. T.
J. Jemison, Baton Rouge.
Registration for summer school
at LeMoyne college will be held
Saturday. June 6, and will be con-
ducted six days a week for five
weeks from a. m. to 2 p. m.
'Two special methods courses 
will he taught — Teaching of So.
coal Studies and Teaching of Gem'
eral Science. These courses are
primarily for in.service teachers
row holding the emergency cer-,
tificate and who are working to-
ward the bachelor's degree.
A variety of other courses with-
in the range of the four ma-
jor divisions of the college will he
offered
Physical education classes will
be available as well as a non:
credit course in recreational
swimming.
Also on the schedule is a VP
fresher roues* in Engliah And
mathemaiiea for high school :rad
'latei planning to enter conc.:, in
the fall.
MR. ANT) MRS. James T.
Walker pause for the photog-
rapher before cutting tradi-
tional cake last Sunday eve-
ning following their wedding
at Avery Chapel AME church.
The prominent couple was
honored at a dinner party giv•
en by it r o f. a n d Mrs. J. A.
Hayes. Mrs. Walker is the for-
mer
.
 3liss Willa A. McWil-
ev. Love Tells
c ool Platform
schools and integration are among
the goals Rev. Roy Love will seek
if elected in August as a member
of the Board of Education.
Speaking on integration, It e v.
Love, who is pastor of the Mt.
Nebo Baptist church, said: "As I
said four years ago, I stand hard
by the Government's decision on
integration and will do all I can
; in an orderly way to help work it:
out."
His platform will be equal op-
portunities and equal facilities for
all children, establishment of an
ROTC in all schools, and the im-
provement of schools by the ele-
vation of teachers' salaries.
OTHER POINTS
Other points include a program
of discipline for unruly children,
,the election of a school board
Two Knoxville college graduat-
ing seniors have been granted
scholarships on the graduate level
the school year of 1959-60. Both
are native Knoxvillians and gradu-
ates of Austin High school.
Richard .Jackson was one of tire
1,000 applicants seley-ted from a
group of 7.000 entered from 700 col-
leges and universities in the Unit.
ed States, was recently awarded
the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.
Mr. Jackson will study at Ohio
State university and receive a sti.
pond of 51.500 in addition to school
tuition and other fees.
Listed in "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges" and a member of
Alpha Kappa Mu scholastic hon.,
orary society, the student leaderi
is president of the Student Union'
of the Bible in schools at least
twice a week.
"Reading the Bible will certain-
ly do no harm," he said.
"If elected I pledge to represent
fairly all of the citizens of Mem-
phis and dedicate my cimost ef-
forts t o the continued advance-
ment of our school system," Rev
Love said.
The minister's candidacy h a 3
been endorsed by Alt. Nebo Bap-
tist church, the Baptist Pastors'
Alliance of Memphis and this
area, the Baptist Ministers' Con-
ference of which Dr. L. A. Ham-
blin is president, the Tennessee
Regular Baptist Convention led by
Rev. A. E. Campbell, the BM&E
Convention, led by Rev. S. A.
Owen and the Memphis District
Association,
Next he went to Ringling Broth-
that have performed undelWhy? era and worked with a group of
The shop was open to "whites Arabians, still young and g 
management include the Kit Kats,
in Memphis, said that this is the to comedians By this lime the
Choclateers, dynamic Estralitn
vue is a Cuban team, Mario and
only."
WAS BORN IN MEMPHIS 
valuable experience. After 1925 he
cut out his contortionist act and 
and singer George Gould.
Mr. Claxton, hron and rearedl acted as straight man exclusively Currently featured 
with the re-
revue. 
the Petuchia, dancers irom Havana.onlp town in the mid - south that said he had begun to gauge
will not allow Negroes to see his
"I don't even have any trouble
from the city officials in Jackson,
Miss., or is any of the towns in
the deep south," he said dejected-
ly. "But when I get to Memphis
it's a different story." A shame
too, because Mr. Claxton never
gets a chance to give his Mem-
phis friends an opportunity to see
his very successful show. unless
Memphian Makes Good; Dejected
Because friends Can't See Show • k
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR. !into shapes and forma, he was
The beautifully costumed brown' spurred into trying the art him-
skin girls kicking their heels Instill self. He soon became quite a body
the may banter of the tan come- twister. Then his family moved to
all part of the colorful and gay
"Harlem In Havana" revue, the
showcase of Negro and Cuban tal-
ent spearheaded by Leon Claxton
; former showman. now manager of
hiis own package.
Harlem in Havana is one of the
best crowd drawing tents of the
Royal American Exposition, t h e
. world's largest midway, which re-
cently completed a profitable
week at the Memphis Cotton Car-
nival.
23.year career. Mr. Claxton took
the Harlem revue, put it back in
the black and now owns the show
outright,
could transport my own little or-
ganization to more lucrative
spots."
deans. and the loud, free-swinging Chicago and as Negro contortion- 
What started out as perhaps a
sound from the Negro band are ists were rale, even in those days, 
six-month venture, turned into a
he didn't have any trouble getting
a job.
He joined the troupe of Jules
McGuire's "High Steppers" when-• CENTERS AROUND GIRLS
he was only 15 years of age. This ,
was around 1920, he recalls, 
andtakTihneg.syhow centers around breath.
he said he stayed with the outfit. 
lovely young Negro and
for about three months. During 
Cuban girl dancers, jokesters and
this time he picked up the add' 
the like all performing in old
ed role of straight man for van- 
vaudevillian style, with gusto, go-
with the now deceased T i m 
lag all out to please its audience.
pus comedians and even played
Moore, who sprang to fame as the 
lar revue Mr. Claxton has han-
During his tenure with the popu-
helped to make the come.But oddly enough. the Harlem immortal "Kingfish" of the Amos
dy teams of Patterson and Jack'show was barred from viewing by and Andy television show.
son. Spic and Span and comicapproximately 45 percent of the WITH RINGLING BROS.
Ch bb Kempt Dancing soupsMemphis public.
At Fisk June 29
NASHVILLE — The 1950 Inst1-1
tute of Race Relations at Fisk ord. :
versity will focus major attention
on "Process and Promise in Hu-
man Relations," Dr. Herman H.
Long, director, announced this
week. 
One hundred and twenty partici-
1
pants from 30 states, plus 2.5
top authorities in the field of in'1
i tergroup relations are expected to
attend the two-week sesaions. In-
Slitute meetings will begin June




Joseph F. Albright. president of
Albright and Associates and pub-
lic relations director of Meharry
Medical college in Nashville, will
be the featured speaker at t h e
opening session of the Tennessee
Ne at Directors As.gro FierierStale 
  sociation meeting Sunday, June 7,
Elks Name Prof. Hunt at the St. John MB church.Mr. Albright, a dynamic speak- ,er will be the keynote speaker for,
the sessions, which will last thrum!. •ch olarshtp Chairman 
Prof. Blair T. Hunt. retiring,
principal of Booker T. Washington'
High school, ha* been named chair.'
man of the Elks' scholarship pro-
gram of "massive assistance" for i
West Tennessee, according to Lt.!
George W. Lee, grand commis.
miner of education for the Elks.
As the chairman of the schol-
arship program. Prof. Hunt will!
head a committee to raise from!
510.000 to 515.000 annually through
cultural programs starring nation-
ally-known personalities backed up
by local talent
In accepting the post, Prof. Hunt,.
an Elk for over 20 years and the,
group's first director of education
for Tennessee, said: "I think this
program to tInd scholarships for
young Tennesstana will give mei
and Phi Beta Sigma fraternity.
HISTORY MAJOR
William G. Woodfint has receiv-
ed remission of tuition In the
amount of 61,050 in addition to a
cash stipend of $300 to study at
Clark university in Worcester,
Mass. Mr. Woodfine applied direct-
ly to the school and received a
scholarship from the graduate
board.
Planning to do this advanced stu-
dy in history, government and in.
ternational relations, he has work-
ed for a year and a half as student
ass,stant to Or. Robcrt Delk,'
professor of history at Knoxville
college and graduate of Clark uni.,
versity.
Mr. Woodftne is a member of
the YMCA and Veterans'
dub.
something thrilling to look for
ward to after my retirement from
the Memphis public school syn.
tem.
ELKS LEAD
"I am glad that the Elks are
taking the lead in this particular:
field," he said, "because there are
many talented young people who:
are finishing high schools w h
should go on to college, but who
are financially unable to go on.''
Lt Lee said the Elks are con-
cerned about the low percentage
of Negroes now enrolled in colleg-
es and universilties. Of the 3.258,-
556 students now enrolled, he ex-
plained, less than four per cant,
or around 125,000, are Negroes.
— _
CHEERING IS NOT ENOUGH
Help make the Golden Anniversary rear of
1959 a real Jubilee with 500,000 members.
$2.00 up to $500.00. Through your Local Branch
Sponsored annually by the
American Missionary association,
Board of Home Missions, Congre.
Valens! Christian Churches, in co-
operation with Fisk university, the
Institute of Race Relations brings
together community leaders, schol-
ars and civil rights experts to eon.
alder key issues and strategy in
problems affecting the nation's mi.
nority groups. This year marks
the sixteenth annual conference of
this leadership training program.
A field report describing "The
Collapse of Massive Resistance in
Virginia" will be one of the high-
lights of the 1959 institute. Other
discussions of particular interest
include "Discovering and Devel.
opine Talent in Minority Group
Youth," "Population Change, Pol-
itics and Civil Rights." a n it
"Utilizing the National Manpower
Resources.''
Patrick Malin. executive direc-
tor of the American Civil Liber-
ties union. and Dr. Richard Scam-
mon of the Government Affairs in-
stitute, Washington, D. C., a r
among the specialists slated for
major presentations.
Other featured speakers will he
Dr. Horace Mann Bond, dean of
the School of Education. Atlanta
university, Dr. Kyle Haselden,
reel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great. either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
ft'a the great favorite, all around the world,
the p_le. gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
likes and dislikes of the public
and was already thinking of pro-
ducing small package shows of his
own.
"Finally I couldn't resist t h e
urge to put together my own lit'
tie show," he said. "I got a few
musicians and started in the Chi-
cago clubs. I worked Dave Deliso,
Rhumboogie and even in some of' ily like it in Tampa just fine.
the clubs owned by Al Capone. Aside from the fact that the Ex.
The big break that Mr. Clax- position winters in Florida after
by special requests, which are ton had been dreaming about each six month season...he has a
limited, came in 1034 when he put tom marvelous $125,000 home there
Come July 1, Mr. Claxton will (her a 100-piece show for a weal- and most of his ties are in Tam-
celebrate his 24th year in show thy doctor in the Chicago World pa. His wife, Gwendolyn, travels
business. "The thrill is gone how- . Fair. Mr. Claxton's face lit up with the show and their three chit-
ever, ' he said. "I plan to get out brightly as he talked of the crowd' dren, Olivia, 17, is in school.
of the game altogether in about coming to see his, gigantic show, Virgna• Leon, jr., 7. and Gw
from which he gained quite a bit nette, 8, are in school in Florida.
of national fame as a promoter. Then there is his 18-foot boat
SHOW WAS BAD OFF which he can take out when the
After this notable success came urge hits him and enjoy his favor-
the Harlem in Havana revue, Doyle sport — fishing.
two years and settle down in my
adopted home of Tampa, Fla."
But behind the much traveled
promoter when he retires will lay
an interesting career. for which
Mr. Claxton said when he re-
tires from the promoting business
he plans to build a 60-tinit motel
on highway 301 coming into Tam-
pa'
Why Florida? Why not Mem-
phis?
FAMILY LIKES TAMPA
Mr. Claxton said he and his tam-
the groundwork was laid here in not for some time did he manage' The dxposition went from Hem-
Memphis. to put the show on a paying basis, phis to St. Louis and then on into
LIVED NEAR CIRCUS When he first joined the revue, , Canada. The season closes Novem-
"I used to live on Lane avenue the futfit was deep in the dol-I her I, after which Mr. Claxton set-
near Ashland. near the circus drums and the owner was in a 'tied down from an exhausting but
grounds," he said mostalgically. 'I state of bankruptcy. Mr. Claxton' interesting tour,
could hear the animals screech-
ing, the barkers shouting their in.
explained that he was working ini "lm getting a little tired of the
Canada and the Royal American, whole thing." he said. "I hope in
citations, and they all seemed to Exposition people wanted him to two years I'll be able to call it
fascinate me. I became infactuat- get the show back on its feet. ,quits. I've just about had enough."
ed wth the whole idea rut circus "Heck," Mr. Claxton said, smth But the way the show packs
life at a very ealy age." ing. "I only agreed to join the . them in night after night it seems
Mr. Claxton said from watching show no I could get me enough 'people will never "get enough"
one of the show's contortionists
' 
a money to get a second hand auto- of Leon Claxton and what he hasI fellow who could twist his body : mobile, I needed a car so that I to offer.
I minister and author of a recentlyRace meet opens, Irma in Christian Perspective, and
Thurgood Marshall, director-coun.
published analysis, Racial Preb-
sel of the NAACP Legal Del
and Educational 
fund./
BILL SIMMONS, head consultant
of tb• Rosemela House of Beauty
in New York City, will serve as
lecturer demonstrator at the a
nual cosmetology Institute to
given at the Gorine College, Inc.,
June 5-10, and which will be di.
maxed with a style show In Bruce
Hall, LeMo)ne college on Wednes-
day night, June 10. The event witl
begin on Sunday afternoon, June
7, when 60 persons receive di-
plomas at the school's commence.
meat exercises at Metropolitan
Baptist church.
CILIUM'S OtsflttCD tONDON (ICY GIN 50 PROOF 100% MIN Nfutitat Selfill it $i








































































































































































Living Is Killing Me
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
Zi'Wan nature is a funny thing.
lanteems to make us think that
s
We can do the next man's job Det-
er than the next man even
SI Mr. Next Man has been an ex-
pert in his field for more years
than he wants to admit.
You know what I mean. You
:can count on your big toe the
number of baseball fans who
dow't figure they could have pilot-
ed the Pink Sox to a nennant.
Show me a man sitting in front
of his TV set on a cold Saturday
afteroon who isn't a better quar-
terback than Joe College, who is
"leading" his co-bruiser into
stonewall after stonewall.
And then there's that breed of,
humans who think the editor of
:their newspaper is nothing but a
scrambled egghead and they let
him know it in purple prose known
AS "Letter to the Editor" or
Voice of the People" or some oth-
er such title.
i
ANOTHER SPECIES , are still there wondering when
Another species ,of -know-it-alls' this fellow's going to learn to New YW Here r •
o they peer over your shoulders I 
1 rrom Postal Servicemires they are the only literates. play poker,on the street car or bus and glow -
your pockets, not a jingle. .
You look around the table cau-I
tiously, wondering whom you can
put the bite on. All eyes a r e
:Wed on the table. No one will
nibble ,at your baP. So you silent-
ly pull your weary frame up from
the coair and start for the door.
FAT 11014.
But something invisible holds
your hand and stops you from
turning the knob, You turn around,
slowly and see Extra Nut slipping'
into your chair with a fat roll of
hills on the table in front of him.
You find yourself drawn back
to the table and you are power-
teas to resist. The cards are dealt!
and you bend your back and put'
a little English on your eyes to
try to steal a peep at Ex-Extra
Nut's hole card. You flinch when
he ups a bet; you grin with know-
ing superiority when his bluff
HAMILTON GRADS — Pos-
ing proudly in front of new
addition to their school are
93 members of the 1959 gradu-
athig class of Hamilton High
school. During vesper services
last Sunday, the graduates
Present a piaylet entitled -- l'he
Road to Happiness." During
Wednesday eight commence
went, June 3, students were
featured in "Seven Keys to
Life." Class sponsors are Mrs.
L. P. Campbell, Mrs. Lucille
R. Woods, Miss C. Merriweath•
Cr and R. Neely. Harry T.
Cash Is principal of the rapid.
ly•growing school. (Withers
Photo)
er at you when you don't turn the
page quickly enough.
But I suppose the most egotistic-,
al and annoying of all is the ki-
bitzer at a card game.
Ever sit down to a friendly card I
game of pinochle and gaze sip
from seven aces to find there's'
an extra on the loose? Extra nut
—not ace. Extra Nut stands be-
hind you and all but breaks his
arm trying to point to the Ace of ,
Spades when you had just figured
out how you can snare a trick
with the Queen.
He shakes his head in blissful'
superiority when your strategy
fails and something inside y o u
swells up like a free-loader full:
of beer and you want to pick up ,
the nearest spitoon and try it on
his head for size.
Mr
Another hour passes and lots of
money changes hands and you 27 Pledges For • Withers Reti res
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they were presented by C. N. Ber-
ry, principal.
Speakers on the program were
the essayists, Ross Bruce Cheairs, i years at Merry.
jr., giving the statement on the! Serving as toastmaster and mar-
theme; Albert Sidney Johnson, the ter of ceremonies for the eyeshot
saluatory address and Joe Louis , was Atty. Enunett Ballard of this
Montgomery, giving the valedic. city. • --
tory address. The theme chosen Events of the 7th annual 40e.
was "The Graduates' Seven Mon of Lane college began mina-
Guides." day. May 22, with Class : pa
The senior awards were an. exercises followed by A w a r cl a
I 
nounced by Prof. T. R. White. It Night on the campus.
would be impossible to state them Baccalaureate Service for the 33
, A total of $190.71 in pledges to- the Post Office motor vehicle serv•i OTHER GIFTS
Later on this Summer, Mr. and 
Francisco 
all here, but 1 feel mention should graduates was held Sunday at 11
l ward the erection of the new Sac- ice, Arthur Earl Withers of 11X2 N.] Workers at 
East station present- 11
r en to visit their 




be made of ROSS Bruce Cheeks a.m., with the sermon being de-
ah H. Brown branch of the YMCA Manassas at. drove his 
truck into, ed Mr. Withers a shirt and a cash
Alice Jackson and eight
' . 
who received the perfect attend. livered by Dr. Franklin II. Littell,
.was reported last week by officials the garage last week and parked ! gift, 
and Isis fellow workers, pre. Mrs. anee award for having been in Professor of Church history, Chan-
of the . it for the last time. 
I sented him a box of cigars andi 
Askeri what he plans to do with cash also. They were given to him
his spare time, Mr. Withers re-; by R. II. Farwell, president of Lo-
Paying 
YWCA.  
out pledges ranging from plied: "I plan to do a little gar- cal 45 of the National Federation
'three dollars to $50 were Mrs. Em-, dening and some fishing in the j of Motor Vehicle Post Office em-
iily Hines, Miss Marguriet Cox, Summr 
'Miss Mettle Bell, Madame G. S. 
Winter."and some hunting in the ' ployees.
, After receiving a letter of com-
lid. Young, Mrs. Geraldine Smith, To get Mr. Withers equipped for mendation from A. L. Moreland,
,Mrs. Savannah Young, Mrs. Effie (Shine trips the employes of the th local postmaster and a certifi-
i Willis, Miss Tillie Wilson and Mrs.' Lanier post office, of which Joe cate of honor from the post office
'Minnie C. Woods. : E. Cobbs is superintendent, gift- 1 department, Mr. Withers told how
I Also Mrs. Elza M. Wynne, Sim- ed him with fishing tackle, poles,1 he had enjoyed his work with the
!eon Wyatt, Mrs. Frankie Bingham, minnow bucket, tackle box and a. post office, paid tribute to the
'Mrs. Verta Boyd, Mrs. Mary R. thermos jug. Making the presen-, postmaster and said that he had
.Cole, Mrs. Ethel Brooks, Mrs. Wil-, .. 4, ...,..i.....„
Ii. Davis and Miss Barbara Jil-'
Paid In Full
Alter 31 years of service with tation was Louis Strieklanil
sec :
f KER GAME ,PROMOTE SCOUT EXEC - Em.
you really want to Extra arson D. James of New York has
And Jarmer Currie, Mrs. Eu•
'sit in action, watch him at a been named assistant national di- 
nice Caruthers, George Gaston,I
Friday night poker game. lie gets rector Interracial Service for the 
Mrs. Lillian Chapman, Joseph'
his kicks out of passing sound National Council of the Boy Scouts 
Holmes, Mrs. Frances Neal, Thad-I
and sight waves to you infrinoing,of America and will assume the 
deus Johnson, Johnnie Knox, Mrs.
and sight waves to you informing post on June 1. A veteran of 35 
C. L. Neal and Mrs. Bettie New-
you of your demonstrat•A ability
to make a nincompoop out of
yourself.
His face takes on expressions
right out of a Hollywood make-up
right out of a Hollywood make-up
man's imagination when you try
to fill an inside straight. And ev-
ery time you dig into the old wal-,
let for another fin, Extra Nut!
wears a smugger smile than Bill,
who just raked in that big pot..
Then, finally and inevitably,
there are no more fins in the,
wallet. Not even a single. And in'
veers with the Scouts, he will serve
local Boy Scout councils across the
country in the extension of the
Scouting program to more Negro.
Indian, Eskimo, Oriental and Span•
Ish-speaking boys. He formerly
served in Chicago.
sum.
Construction of the new building
will begin immediately after all
pledges are fulfilled, according to
the YWCA officials.
o-- e yne Sophs1
Words of the Wise
Our blessings are what we
hase by purchase; and the
purchase is made by God.
—(Edwards)
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER —
Miss Outride McLendon, ren-
ter, daughter of Tennessee A
and I State university's na-
tionally • famous cage men-
tor, .1. B. McLendon, proved
that she too, Is "on the ball,"
when she graduated from
Nashville's Pearl high school
with honors and received a
full academic scholarship from
the university which was pre-
sented to her by the president,
Dr. W. S. Davis, right, as
Mrs. Mildred H. Freeman,
Pearl English teacher and




5 Big Days 5!
RICHARD HeNRY ANTHONY
NVIDMARK • FONDA • QUINN
DOROTHY DOLORES
IVIALONE • MICHAELS
COLOR 9,4 5E15105 %coed STEREOPOOMO: 90050
EDWARD D11771tflt 1"7." ROBERT ALAN AURTHUR
Elect Officers
For Next Year
The sophomore class for 1958-59
of LeMoyne college held its elec-
tion of officers for the coming
school term 1959-60.
Officers elected for the Junior
class posts are Rufus Sanders,
president; Allen Stiles, vice pre-
sident; Miss Florida Adams,
currently "Miss Sophomore" re-
cording secretary; Miss Eliza
Young, "Sweetheart of Alpha Phil
Alpha fraternity," correspondingl
secretary; Mrs. Bobbye Macklin,
treasurer; Miss Doris Owens,
parliamentarian and Miss Edna
MR. WITHERS RETIRES —
When Arthur Earl Withers of
1062 N. Manassas at., retired
last Friday after 31 years of
service with the Post Office
motor vehicle service a large
number of his friends a n d
members of his family were
on band to see him drive the
truck in for the final time. '
Here, posing with truck a n d
Mr. Withers, from left, are
Perry, and Clarence Earl WI.
there, holding Rosalind With-
ers, his grandchildren, Rev.
W. L. Yarned°, pastor of Cum-
ming, St. Baptist church




Members of Mr. Withers' de-
partment presented bins with a
horseshoe wreath of flowers and




Aside from his wife, relatives
on hand to witness Mr. Withers'
retirement were his sisters, Mrs.
Cleo Ells and Mrs. Birdie Tay-
or, a daughter, son and (laugh-
ter-in-law, ,Mrs. Vivian Oxford
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. With-
ers, sr., and grandchildren, Miss
Pearl Oxford, Perry, Clarence
Earl and Rosalind Withers.
His pastor, Rev. W. L. Varnado
of Cummings St. Baptist church,
was also present,
Mr. and Mrs. Withers, Mrs.
Birdie Taylor and Mrs. Cleo
Ellis, his sisters; Miss Pearl
Oxford, a granddaughter; Mrs.
Vivian Oxford, a daughter;
Mrs. Dorothy Withers, big
deoghter-law; and son, Ern-
est C. Withers, sr. (Withers
Photo)
school every day and on time for dler School of Theology, Emory
[four years. The only student to university, in Atlanta. Music WAS
receive the award, he is certain- furnished by the Lane college
ily to be commended, lie also1 choir, under the direction of Rob-
! received the Student Council art G. Owens who Was listed
i award, the Library Award for
reading and the award for having
the most promising leadership
ability.
I Speaking to the graduating class with Dr. James Byas, physician
I on Sunday, May 24 was Rev. J. and surgeon of Memphis deliver.
D. Atwater, pastor of St. Paul ins the address.
I CME church. This was during the The president's seception w a It
annual Vesper Service Other im- Sunday afternoon for alumni, fan•
Hollowell was unable to attend
the meeting.
A banquet followed In Saunders
Hall with Mrs. White presiding.
Classes of "9" were honored.
Greetings were extended by S. H.
T. It. White, who coached at Mer-IiBronaugh, class of 1929 and Mrs.
ry from 1925 to 1958. ,Guyula Johnson, class of 1941).Mr. White is still on the faculty I The speaker, Miss 011ie J. Brown.serving as assistant prhscipal,, class of '09 was introduced by Mrs.
and teaching in languages and I Ewa, M. Perry, secretary to the
mathematics. A 2150 lifetime !National Alumni and member ofwatch was presented to him as al the Lane college faculty.
means of appreciation from t h e jt was most interesting to hearclub which is composed of for.; Miss Brown tell of her experienc-
mer athletes. I es as a student and a faculty
The main speaker for the occa-
sion was Atty. Dupree Davis, 
a! member on the campus. Only four
1957 graduate of Merry who is a 
im were in her graduat-ng 
class. A former co-worker.
embers
district attorney in East St. Louis, 
Ill. He spoke from the subject: 
Mrs. L. Barbee Walker of St. Lou.versary of the United States Su- and the NAACP leader left Jack-
is, Mo., was here to share the ex-preme Court's historic decision ban- son, shortly after the close of the "What the Negro Wants" and ri
ning racial segregation in public Meeting, unaware of the suspend- .th h r
ed arrest order.
During the meeting, attended by "The withdrawal of the war
Maple, chaplain. 
' 
gar Evers, in Jackson, Miss., last 2,000 persons from 40 Mississippi rants," he said later in New York,
Student Council representatives week was today characterized by, counties, eight armed plainclothes "is clear indication that someone
elected for the junior etas% are, Mr. Wilkins as "a brazen attempt deputies arrived at the hall. Re- in authority realized the folly and
to intimidate NAACP members in portedly they had warrants for the futility of arresting us for exer•
Mississippi." , arrest of Mr. Wilkins and Mr. Ev- rising our constitutional right o
Mr. Wilkins was the principal' em s on the charge that their ad- free speech. The NAACP will con-
tinue to call for desegregation
in Mississippi and to take every
that end."
George Moses, Willie Shotwell,
Miss LaRose Macklin and Miss
Marie Edmondson,
Wilkins Calls Arrest Attempt Intimidation
NEW YORK — The abortive at.
tempt to arrest NAACP Executive
Secreiary Roy Wilkins and the
Association's state secretary, Sled'
schools,
Members voted to the Executive speaker at a state-wide NAACP' vocacy of desegregation was in Vi-
Committee are Miss Josephine ISA.' meeting in Jackson on May 17 held l olation of a Mississippi statute.
bel, Miss Pearlie Owens., "M i s in observance of the fifth anni-' The warrants were never







The 14th Ward Civic Club will
'meet Monday night June 8, 7:30
.p. m., at LeMoyne college, Stu-
;dents' Lounge, Brownlee Hall.
The president of the ward is ex-
pecting every member to be pres-
ent to receive the information of
fine indorsement that the organi-
zation has received for its con-
tribution to the NAACP drive
,The 14th Ward Oivic club won all
Icontests from the whole district
'down to the individual solicitors.
It exceeded its quota and then
'some.
The members of each Division'
are expected to be on hand at
this meeting. The registering of
, citizens to vote in the coming
election has begun again and the
meetings are held each Tuesday
night, 7:30 p. m. at the Universal
Life Insurance co. home office.
The club is asking all its work-
ers who have been in this cam-
paign to start again and meet us
at the meetings Monday and Tues-
day nights, June 8 and 9. Presi-
dent Z. L. Bonner wishes to thank
each and everyone for their help
in putting over the membership
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'ILLS ENTERTAIN — T h e
Jilts Social club entertained
their secretary, Mrs. M a e
Hines, who left the city to
make her borne in Washing-
ton, D. C. last Saturday,
May 30. The party was held
served
at the home of Mrs. Carolyn
Williams, 210 Ashland street.
Standing left to right are Mrs.
Wilma Lang; the honoree,
Mrs. Williams, Mrs, Eddie
Mae Bledsoe; Mrs, Juanita
Harden; Mrs. Virginia Brit•
possible step to
ton, sitting, left to right are
Mra. Thelma Warr, Mrs. Mae
Hines, Ms. Mamye Tuggle
and (seated on floor) Mrs.




MERRY GRADS Bruce Cheairs, president.
One hundred and thirty-four stu- In addition to Atty. Davis, oat
dents, the largest class in the his- out-ofdowners included Jessie Me*
tory of Merry high school, were Corry of Paducah, Ky., who play.
graduated on last Wednesday eve- ed during the years of 19X BD
ning in the school gymnasium. 1931 and John Johnson, an lint*
They received their diplomas standing football player during the
from Commissioner Ben Langford,! years of 1935-39. Johnson we
commissioner of education after, coaches the football team at Ma.
nasal's high school in Memphis.
Many Jacksonians were cited .fee
superb performances during their
among the graduates.
Degrees were conferred upon
the graduates on Monday lay the
president D. C. A. Kirkendoll.
portant numbers on the program silty, seniors and parents.
included the band selections un• ALUMNI DAY
der the direction of J. D. McCel- Saturday, preceding commence.
Ian and the glee club under the ment, Alumni Day activities In-
direction of Mrs. E. C. Ramey. 'eluded a Pilgrimage to the grave
CLUB HOLDS BANQUET , of Bishop Isaac Lane, founder of
On Friday evening, May 22, in'the college. The services were
the Merry High school cafeteria, I conducted by representatives of
the newly organized "M" Cl u blthe class of '49.
sponsored their first Athletic Ban- i Mrs. Edna White was again
quet for former and present ath-' elected president of the local Al-
letes. The room was beautiful unini Association at the business
with white dogwood trees, black session which was held in the cot.
and green place cards and a cen-i lege auditorium at 7 p.m. The na-
ter piece of gladioli gracing the tional president, Attorney Donald
speakers' table.
A surprise it was when Mrs. Ro-
setta McKissack, a graduate of
Merry High and now an instruc-
tor at the same school, narrated
"This Is Your Life," the life of
stressed the importance of ftnan- The roll call of classes was
cial backing. • 
I made by President Kirkendoll
Present athletes honored at the with Dr. James Utley of St. Louis,
banquet were Ezell Perkins and Mo., class of '49 giving remarks
Joe Louis Montgomery, both mem- from the business section.
bers of the present graduating The 1959 clan was preented byclass. They were presented troph- Dean Marie Penn, class sponsor.ies on behalf of the Student Conn- The acceptance was given by Miss
Darlene Hutson, past president of
the National Alumni and head of
the executive committee.
The class gave a written pledge
to support their alma meter as
long as they had health and
strength and were employed. The
pledge was given on behalf of the
class by Miss Flora Whyte, the
president.
cil of Merry high school by Ross
PTA Exceeds
Goal For Year
A report on the state meeting
of the PTA held recently in Chat-
tanooga was given at Alonzo Locke
elementary school by PTA presi-
dent Mrs. Warrie Duncan in the ON THE SOCIAL SIMI
School cafetorium, and new offic-
ers elected at the final meeting
of the schoci year.
New officers, lected for two-
year terms, are Mrs. Alice Whit-
ny, president; Mrs. Alberta Samp-
le, vice president; Mrs. Darlene
Willard, secretary; Miss Anne
Spraggins, assistant secretary;
Miss Willie Lewis, treasurer; and
Mrs. Warrie Duncan, chaplain.
Outgoing president, Mrs. Dun-
can, reported that the PTA had
gone beyond its financial goal of
$1,000 for the school year and
had raised $1,019 by sponsoring
movies and presenting its annual
tea.
The PTA purchased a loudspeak-
er system for the school which
permits the principal or any other
speaker to address students in all olds and his orchestra.
40 rooms of the school without, 
calling an assembly,











Al Yew FirverN• Steryt
With vacation time beginning, a
short one is already being taken
by Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell, who
motored to Chicago last week te
attend the annual affairs of "The
Chicagoans" as guests of Dr. and
Mrs. D. L. Clairborne. I can hard-
ly wait for their return to hear
of the exciting time they usually
have.
Many of our teachers will be
studying this summer. Will have
a run down for you in the next
issue.
The spring dance season w a II
climaxed on Saturday evening
when Beta Upsilon Lambda chap-
ter of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
gave a spring formal in the gym.
nasium of Merry High school. Mu.
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161 So. Main — JA 5-1351
Examined and Supervised
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MT. OLIVE CATHEDRAL
, The Madonna Guild of Mt. Olive
Catheral has completed plans for
Its Annual Baby Contest, T h
contest will climax on June 14 in
the dining room of the church.
Support of the project is being
asked by the organization. The
nursery at Mt. Olive ls sponsored
by the Madonna Guild.
Rabies and their sponsors are
May Sue Betts . . . Mrs. Thelma
Setts and Mrs. Theresa Frank.
Bobbye Bynum and Mrs. Berns-
dine Weir; James S. Somerville,
II... Mrs. tartlet Somerville and
Mrs. Sallie Thomas; Judith Ann
Williams . . . Mrs. Grace Wil-
liams and Mrs. Mattis TYosi
Chersfl Yvette Brooks . . . Mrs.
Margaret Brooks and Mrs. Car-
olyn Champion; Theodore Fletch-
er, jr. . . Mrs. Essie Fletcher
and Mrs. Estelle Lewis; Gayle E.
Cox . Mrs. Jeanette Cox and
Mrs. Geraldine James; Michel
Webb . . . Mrs. Bernice Rogers
and Mrs. She r id an Hicks ...
Rickey Spight, 11 Mrs. Pau-
line Spight; Nanette Gandy . . .
Miss Gussye Sweet and Mrs. Mar-
jorie McFerren; Regina! Phillips..
Mrs. Frances M. Hassell.
, Mrs. Earline Somerville Is the
reporter. Rev. H. C. Bunton is the
pastor.
FIRST BAPTIST
The First Baptist Broad Avenue
church will observe Children's
Day on Sunday, June 14, at 3:30
p. in. A variety of talent will be
displayed during the program.
Featured also will be a panel
discussion on "Youth in Church ,
fEndeavors." Six young people
will make up the panel. A recep-
tion will be held immediately fol-
lowing the program.
The Children's day financial is
$200. The captains are Miss Gwen-,
dolyn Williams, Bishop Trotter,
Rev. George W. Trotter. jr., .1.,
Washington, Frank William s,'
Miss Jo Anne Ward, Miss Lillie
Roone, Miss Lelia Myers, James
FORMAL OPENING of the
Clayborn Temple AME church
gymnasium was held la the
sanctuary of the church last
Thursday, May U. with 'iv
eral Memphis lllurninaries
By HATTIE HOUSE
Capable leaders are essential
in church's effort to meet the
needs of today's young people.
Though handicapped by the insuf-
ficiency, the chur eh is trying
hard to fulfill this exigency. This
is the thinking of Miss Marvelle
S. Folsome, a 1959 graduate of Le
Moyne college and one who has
spent many fruitful years working
in the church.
Capable leaders, she feels, will
attract and hold the interest of
youths. They will bring to t h e
church program a broader knowl-
edge of guidance, which she con-
participating, as shown above.
From left to right are Mot.
Hurtle De Lyle', Prof. Marry
T. Cash, Rev. D. M. Grisham,
Rev. H. L. Starks, Mrs. Ger-
trude Smith, Judge of the Ju-
at Columbia, 3. C.
The highly esteemed young
church worker says she has gain-
ed a "spiritual background which
is the basis of her life." Her
life is now fuller, richer and more
meaningful.
Miss Folsome looks back on a
college career filled with many
happy hours as a member of the
Zeta Phi Beta sorority, secretary
of the NEA, vice president of the
Pan Hellenic council, a member
of the Pre-Alumni club and the
Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society.
She attended the Booker T. Wash-
ington High school. Miss Folsome
wants to do graduate work at In-
dians university.
Come September, she hopes to
join the public school system as
HAMPTON — Clarence 0. Hol-
lis, associate agency officer, the
Pilgrim Health and Life Insurance
co., Augusta, Ga., and Hugh V.
Brown, president of the North Ca-
Mina Teachers Association, Golds-
boro, N. C., were the recipients
of the annual alumni awards giv-
en recently by their Alma Mater
during Commencement exercises at
Hampton Institute, June 1, on the
college campus.Wilharns, Charles Paulk. Floyd,of mankind is being unfolded Symbolic bronze medals 171Sampson, Miss Valerie Walls, Mu - 1 throughout the world. They claim presented annually at Commence-ton Burchfield, Mr. Roach, Mr. adherents in 255 countries a d MISS FOLSOME ment to two graduates, one 111Jones and Miss Morgan. territories with 30 American In-I, siders the major need of young large and one from the 20 yearRev. H. C. Cherry, the minis-' dian and 243 African tribes repre• eote 'class, who have made outstandingter, Invites youths of the com• canted. The crusade will termi-munity and elsewhere to attend{ oats in 1983. Folsome suggests that the church
encourage young members more
vigorously to continue their edu-
cation. She doe, not regard edu-
cation as the sole element for good
leadership, but she believes it to company in Augusta. He worked
be an important factor. Compe. as an agent and district manager
tent inactive leaders of the con- before being appointed to his ores
gregation may he asked to fit ant position in February, 1959.
positions of especial interest to Hollis received the master of
them. If there are no organize- business administration el egr eel
tions which these sedentary lead- from the Wharton G r a d u a teera would particularly enjoy School of Finance and Commerceworking, then suggestions could be of the University of Pennsylvan-given and additions made to the ia.''For I know that my Redeem- but no more. Many times he could church program in preferable, A regional director of the Na-ar liveth, and that He shall stand look back and see times when he areas. 'hone! Insurance Association. Hot-at the latter day upon the earth: would have thrown up his hands The pert young lady believes lit is also a member of the Boardand though after my skin worms in despair but not now, also that more r e c re a t ions lot Directory; of the Ninth Streetdestroy this body, yet in my flesh' GOOD ALL facilities are necessary in the YMCA, vestryman and Lay Read-
IN shall I see God: whom I shall! God is that something in aUl church's movements toward meet er of St. Mary's Episcopal churchsee for myself and mine eyes' of us that makes us rise up abovel 
the needsf the
human nature. There is that in, 
Ycaonuteh
ni
s,ow a place where they
e joy clean activities, mentalall of us which makes us want 
retaliate, and makes us bitter atIalui 
physical. Her church, the
our enemies. But when God a 
Clayborn Temple AME of 284 Her-
no stranger to us, we fail to react 
nando at , has just opened a beau-
tiful new gymnasium to the de.allow ourselves to sink to such that way. When God is our dailyi light of the youths of the churchlow levels in our dealings with Partner, with us every day and! and community.our fellowman. Last week we re- every hour, we walk and talk, The church's program for thejoiced in the fact that one woman, differently. We cannct be the same! youths could be further enhancedhad been exposed to the worse and walk and talk with God dady. by a better understanding be-type of hostilities and yet goes on! Being with God daily makes dd. tween the older and younger peo-.living without embitterment. Yet' ferent people of us. Iple, she feels. Miss F ol somethis week the pendulum swings Sometimes my heart is made states -Older people should notto the other extreme . . . In face to bleed. I read the papers, listen frown on clean games. Young peo.of 1;fe at its highest peak this to the radio, and listen to con' ple should respect the opinionsweek I have seen lie at its lowest versations on the bus. I wonder if of the older ones."ebb. what I hear and see is evidence i At her church, the energeticAs we move about observing. of the real hearts of men. I young Miss is a member of thelife in its varied colors we must' Are the prejudices and hates! youth choir, secretary of the Sun-realize that somewhere between revealed so frequently in my dal - day school and a member of theThe people who live life on this ings with people evidence 
of 
the' Matron Pals. She has workedthese extremes we find ourselves gods with whom they are walk-I in the Vacation Bible school as
lowest level do so because there 1n-- u dads' The rising tide oa a teacher. Last summer she wasare certain rewards they want for those anti-God activities so pre.: delegate to the YouthCongress I
their behavior. valent among people today forces'
one to be very rniieh concernedThe man who goes around all of about our world today. CHOIRthe time motivated by nothing but, SOMETHING INSIDEthe rewards low life brings to There must be a large segmenthim is in for a bitter disappoint- of our population today to whom'',Tent. Those he receives are only God is no stranger. There must
fullest make us want to be more andi 
false and fleeting. 
be something that is in all of us tolMan's life realizes its 
only when we aro able In enclunt- more lose God every dayter the adversities and keep on Job dreamed of the day that hegoing. Job's is a classic life of the would see a god who was nogreat virtues of adversities. He stranger to him. In a like manner,wanted a home, security, reeog- when he really must be able tonition by his neighbors and coun- no see what God has done foriless other things that many of 'ii each of us in terms of our varied,desire. maturities that we know him as1END OF ROPE an acquaintance that has been —,-,-After some time he was able to with us trough the years.realize sonic of them. Then sud- Our great need today is a na- Baked whiledeny one by one the things thati lion of people who have a per- you sleepmade life most helpful disappear. sonal knowledge of God. Whened. Finally one day when at the this is done we are then in a po. flavor1end of his rope Job cried Out in, sition to know Gerl not as a strang-short. "One of these days I am er but one who has been the Taysteegoing to see Him who is not' guiding and sustaining force in Breadstranger to me." What a consola-1 our lives through out earthly stay.Hon! 
----- To me as I sit on the sidelines
and watch human behavior God TT rife Prefer, MT
shall behold, and not another;
though my reins be consumed
with me." Job 19.25.28
. One of the most tragic aspects
of human behavior is some of us
this celebration.
CLAYBORN TEMPLE AME
The past Sunday at the Clayborn
Temple AME church, a turkey
feast was held. It was served in
the dining room of the church
Rev. H. S. Littlejohn was in
charge of delicious dinner which
began at 3 p.
This Friday, the congregation
will worship with the Brown;
Chapel AME church in its Re
Vival. Rev. H. L. Starks, pastor
of Clayborn Temple, will assist
the Evangelist.
Sunday, June 7, the Memphis
School for Christian Workers wiil
present a program at the church.
"Dare We Live In the Household
Of God" is the theme of the pre-
ienalion which commences at
3:30 p. m. Rev. J. W. Williams
of Lane Avenue Baptist church
will be guest speaker. He will be
introduced by Rev. P. Gontrel
Hentrel of Trinity CNIE church.,
Rev. A. E. Andrew of Parkway
Presbyterian church will be mas-
ter of Oreinonies. The Lane Ave-
nue and Clayborn Temple choirs
will furnish the music.
Others to appear on the pro-
gram are Miss Ruth Lesley, Mrs.
Louvenia Caradine, Mrs. J. H.
Seward and L. if. Boyce.
Working on the finance commit-
tee am Mrs. Ernestine Rivers,
Mrs. Dona Bryson., Dr. J. It. Sew-
ard and Rev. 0. C. Criven' of St.
Stephen Baptist church.
At 7:30 p, in. Sunday, the mem-
membership will visit with the
New Allen AME church.
The ohurch plans to officially
add to its mist a new Girls' Club
on Sunday, July 5. Mrs. Ernestine
Rivers is the director.
BAHA1
Race Amity Day will be observ-
ed on Sunday. June 14, by the
Baha'is of Memphis. Its purpose
is to spread the knowledge of the
oneness of mankind.
The Baheis are engaged in a
ten-year spiritual crusade in
which the principle of the oneness
To offse this hindrance, Miss contributions in their fields of en-;
deavor.
A graduate of Hampton Inst.'.
lute in 1935, liollis was employed
that year as an agent of the Pil-
grim Health and Life Insurance
Ier U.S... eswlipaaltaa•••
0111111 N1117111 1117,
71,017 11., two. 111ka
Pam Aysilabla
lITt 151 PM (MAK
*MUNGER 1ASI11011
/It II IL cc 71 *Mow tt, S.W.Wesaiaits• 5.5t. atisits 3, Ilegrall
to many of us is nothing but a
stranger. When we think in terms
of the tangible we actually don't
know God. Many of us would like
to have something tangible upon
Which we could place our hands,
anti say "This Is God" But things
do not work that way Our real,
evaluations of God are realized!
through our appreciation for what
He has done for and to us.
Firo plop in **Mown/ ie., boylit-sybe Job could look back over weassi b.te is he sr.-oak the hor•plhis lire and see that on mans esee theseusphir with mop cooeiOPC?.M11, 5e n,a‘'P IY•cool• wofor. Maw, of t•kaao. we a aa.bitter about what happened to him ter stwasediately,
If Sirens' Hoot
Hens Don't Roost
BRAUNTON, England — (UPI)
— The local parish council asked
civil defense authorities to re-
schedule siren tests now held be-
tween 7 and p. in.
That's the hour the hens go to
roost and "the egg yield falls off








so fond of leassile Scott
berries I try to serve them differ-
ent ways while they are plentiful.
Thanks to versatile Carnation
I Evaporated Milk the array of
desserts is almost oneness. So
aconemicai, too, with Carnation
-the milk that schipe of all the
strawberry favorites. pie seems
to head the list, and it's so easy!
PI.UPEY IRISH
STRAWSIRIT Pit
(makes one 9-inrh pie)
I 9-inch leaked pee shell
1/4 cult WV"
V, sups sliced fresh strawberries
1 package strawberry
flavored gelatin
114 cup hot water
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
1/4 cup lemon juice
Add sugar to sliced :).0 awberriall
Dissolve gelatin in hot water.
Cool until consistency of unbeat-
en act white. Chill Carnation In
refrigerator tray until soft ice
crystals form around edges of
tray (about lb to 20 minute.).
Whip Carnation until stiff (about
I minute) Add lemon juice and
Whip very stiff (about 2 minutes
longer). Fold gelatin and straw-
berries Into whipped Carnation.
Spoon into crust. Chill unto Arm,
about 2 hours. Garnish with
fresh strawberries, U desired.
..,!Postpone Trial
H. C. ', Rev. Nabrit To
Of NAACP Exec ' Speak At MBB Meeting
MERIDIAN, Miss. — Trial of C.
R. Darden, NAACP state president; Rev. H. C. Nabrit, pastor of i Along with the Congress ..pro-
in Mississippi, on charges of "wit.'
fully disturbing a session of a pub. 
the First Baptist church, Lauder.'
dale wilt address.11
gram, the Nationa' Raotr-t • --
he school," was postponted until
Baptist Brotherhood, Sunday. June, The session will be held at some
the Memphis men 
Convention Board in
May 25. Arrested on May 13 andI 
will be held here on June 25.
originally scheduled for a police 7, at the Cummings Street Bap- place in Ellis auditorium, at 1
Icourt trial on May 16, Mr. Darden kilt church, 122 Cummings st., p. in.veolle Court; Elizabeth Mc-
'
,Wal immediately released on $100 3:15 p. m. Rev. Nabrit is no At night the Brotherhood is en-Cain, Rev. W. L. Powell and bond. ;stranger to the people of Memphis. tertaining the Board Members atElder C. Randle. Others on ; The Mississippi leader was ar- He is a national figure and is fill- 8 p. in. and as many local mem-the program included M r s.
'
rested otter he protested the sus- ed with information. He will be here who desire to be in on theMyrtis Eivell and choir sing- i pension of this two sons and other accompaned by his Male chorus, banquet. The plate is $1.10. Y u uIn ;youths for wearing badges to Har- as well as the Male Chorus of the are advised to get your tickets
i•is High school hailing "U. S. Su- Greater White Stone Baptist soon as the space is limited.an elementary school teacher. She preme Court Decision, May 17. church. The host chorus will be All tickets are to be reported byfeels her experiences in church 1954." The teenage students, mem- on hand to greet all. Sunday, June 7, or not any laterwith children which she terms "in- tiers of the NAACP youth council This program will be the last than Friday night, June 12, atteresting and rewarding" will help in Meridian, were suspended by Program before the meeting of ,Owen college Final arrangementsher in her chosen field. 'the principal, W. A. Reed, jr., aft- the National Baptist Sunda y will be made. Every church isThe amiable young lady resides er they refused to remove the school and BTU Congress June expected to be represented. Z. Lwith her mother, Mrs. Audrey badges. Bonner is president.Folsome of 700 Tate. Her hobby isi 
i32. ( 
reading.
She was stern as she stated
that she plans to continue work-
ing in the church.
Though well-read, no other say-
ings bespeaks her philosophy bet-
ter than the well-known one often
introduced at the kindergarten
age . . . "Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you."
Of Miss Folsorne, the pastor of
Clayborn Temple AME church,
Rev. H. L. Starks, says "I do not
think there is a more consecrated
young person than Miss Folsome.
She is energetic, creative, will-
ing to assume responsibility and
give herself completely for the
task at hand. She is a little per-
sonification of the c ardina
virtues."
and a member of Omega Psi
Phi fraternity.
Brown, who is president of the
National Hampton Alumni Asso-
ciation, was graluated froni liamp-
Iton Institute in 1924 and 'u-c' ved
the M. A. degree in 1942. He pre-
viously had received a certificate
in Agriculture in 1912 and a di-
ploma in 1913 from Hampton.
A former prineipst at .7 a p
Charles, Harrisonburg. Va., anif
Columbus County Training school.
Whiteville, N. C., he retired last
year after 34 years as principa-1
of Dillard high school, Goldsboro,
N. C.
QUEEN OF LEISURE — The
Men of Leisure Social club
crowned their queen. . .and
seen are the winners of their
I. men!. Queen of Leisure Con-
test and their respective spon-
sors. Left to right: Walter
Polk and Miss Verline Frank,
third place winner and $25;
Sydney Freeman and M iss
Ruby Yarbrough, winner of
the Queen title and 5105;
Claude Strong, cluh president
and Miss Beulah Young, see•
I ond piece winner of $50, and
_
Solve the problem of contacting scores of friends right
away with 0 notice in the 'Fri-State Defender Death
Notices Column. For details, call
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 So. Wellington JA. 61391
Yes, you name it and you can bet your boots, you can exchange QUALITY
STAMPS for it. Plan now to exchange QUALITY STAMPS for that FA-
THER'S DAY GIFT. Ask for them at your BIG STAR STORES.
Yes Madame,
It is true a real home is one
where all members of the fami-
ly are kept well, happy and
alert with good food. Mother,
yours is the task of building the
men and- women of tomorrow.
Teach your children the right
eating and how to choose the
best yourself, so mother always
keep Jack Sprat vegetables and
fruits on your shelf and Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour and
Jack Sprat white cream style
in your carder.
Any meal will take on a
'"'special something' if it is
topped with jellied blueberry
Pie whose crisp flaky crust is
make with Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour for dessert.
I pkg. grape gelatin
't cup sugar




Juice .s lemon —
I baked 9 inch pie shell
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour
THERE, IS ALWAYS GOOD listening when the Rig etar Talentclimbs the powerful WDIA airlanes each Saturday morning at11:30 for you are always assured of a topnotch show. It's acontinuing parade of gifted boys and girls who step before themicrophone of the Rig Star Talent Show to show the sad MidSouth audience what they can do. From young stars COMP thetug stars of IN stars capital world. On last Saturday's show thesetalented little tots who gave a marvelous performance included:First row, left to right—Milton Carter. Karlye Rene Hilliard.
Dissolve gelatin and sugar in
hot water. Crush half of blue-
berries, add to gelatin with nut-
meg and lemon juice. Chill un-
til slightly thickened. Fold re-
maining whole berries. Pour
into cooled Jack Sprat pie shell.
chill until firm. Garnish with
whipped cream and grated
lemon rind. This makes a very




























































 set°"'' An Item:How Jazz Musk CoversThe World
NATHAN MDLEDLE, center,
and girl friend "Joyce" play-
ed by Miriam Makeba a r
shown In a native dance rou-
tine they feature In "King
Kong," as South African jazz
opera now running in Johan-
nesburg. Members of opera's
chorus is shown in rear. Play
will invade London and New
York later this season.
Scribe finds Bias Inside
Jazz Musk Runs Two Ways
The first full story of how the accept white jazzmen is economic.
world of jazz is infected with race From the beginning Negro musi-
prejudice among both white andicians have resented the fact that
Negro musicians, is revealed in white jazzmen, by and large, have
the June issue of Harper's Maga-had a wider choice of better pay-
ing jobs, more publicity, and more
Nat Hentoff, co-editor of The, credit from the public."
Jazz Review, brands as a "myth"i For instance, in the 'thirties,
the idea that "jazz is a micro- whent the large jazz bands were
roam of nearly ideal democracy in: in the ascendant, the Goodmans
which everyone is judged by whati and Dorseys and Shaws were the
he has to say musically, not byi most consistent money-makers.
an external characteristic like while the "musically superior" Ne
akin color." gro hands of Duke Ellington,
There are many Negro musicians Count Baste, and Jimmie Lunce-
"who are not yet ready to extendiford, were "usually restricted to
full musical and social equalitylless lucrative engagements," Hen
to whites," Hentoff says. • toff says.
"Part of the reason for the re-
luctance of many Negroes fully to will not accept white musicians,
And while many Negro bands
most TV and film studio orches- 1
tras remain closed to Negroes.
"And the Negro who is fully
qualified for work in a symphony
orchestra is even more certain to
be frustrated." Hentoff continues.
"Though a very few symphony
orchestras have admitted an
isolated Negro or two in the past
few years, most are all-white, an
area of Jim Crow that for Years
has esoaped the attention of even
the most 'liberal' concert-goers."
In addition, the author says,
"many locals of the American'
Federation of Musicians, thel
union they must join to get work I
of any quality, are Jim Crowed
into divisions, one for white and!
one for Negro."
4 CLAUDIA McNEIL who por-
trays role of the mother in
"A Raisin In The Sun" cur-
rently on Broadway was giv-
en special citation by Queen
Women's Division of the
American Jewish Congress In
Long Island this week. Pre-
senting the citation to Miss
McNeil are Mrs. Beverly
Spiegel, president and Mrs.
Helen Bernstein, executive
vice president of the organi•
ration. Entire membership of
more than 1,0oo turned out
for the ceremonies honorirg
Broadway's "number one
mother."
Helen Humes Adds Socksational
Plea For Bill Bailey's Return'
Since days of yore, femme sine-
ws have been imploring a mythi-
!al gent named Bill Bailey to
,ome home. If Mr. Bailey were
nore than a songwriter's brain.
'Mid, the roustabout would cease
is wandering and answer t he
.sweat plea for his return.
At a recent west coast record-
ng session for the Contemporary
azz firm, amply proportioned
, lelen Humes, who is also amply
nclOwed witn a blues belting
nice, kicked off her size 'very
mall' shoes and waded into the
ane. The result was the swing-
.- 'gest plea for Bill's return this
ide of Bessie Smith.
• The record session itself had
i historic quality. Miss Humes,
- vho is a Count Baste alumna,
7$
,, laving sung with the romping
-sand' in the late forties was the— ,
. • arst vocalist signed by the jazz. -
. -libel whose policy is strictly is.
• trumental. Backed by a roster
.• 7.4f top jazzmen including Benny
1 ..„.•larter. Ruddy Collette, Frankwtosolino. Teddy Edwards. Andre
lit....tarevin. Leroy Vinnegar and Shel-y Marino, humid Miss Humes HELEN HUMES
waxed her very first album. The
LP includes along with the Bill
Bailey tune (which has also been
released as a single) many of the
torchy ballads she made famous
while warbling with the Basle
aggregation.
Since the current release of the
album, Helen's career is on the
upbeat. Greater than ever hefore,
Ilelen is in constant demand in
Los Angeles for television guest
appearances, and is scheduled
soon for a nationwide nightclub
tour. Ironically enough, due to
the upsurge in Helen's career,
she is being hailed as a "new"
discovery by a new generation
of record buyers. Due to a low
calorie diet, Helen is far slimmer
than during her band Vanishing
days of the late forties, but today,
careerwitz, she has bigtime writ.
ten all over her.
The Regal theatre, recently hon-
ored as the most consistent stage
show house in the nation, secend
only to Broadway, unfurls another
spectacular stage production for a
seven day "in person" showing.
Titled "Rock 'N Roll Jamboree,
CECILIA COOPER is shown
on arrival at New York air.
poit from Cannes France af-
ter winning the "Cannes Film
Festival Beauty Contest."
!PATRICIA WILLIAMS, an us.
known secretary who was chosen
"Miss Sacramento" and thus
qualified for statewide "Miss
lAmerica Contest" is also receiving
movie offers. Miss Williams is one
or first acetone to reach "semi-
finals" in the big contest that Is
'staged annually In Atlantic Ciy.
Cannes Festival
Queen Reported
In Line For P ix
NEW YORK — Sam Goldwyn
whose film production stages it
world premiere here at Warner
theatre June 24 is said to be very
'much interested in spotlighting Ce-
cilia Cooper who was crowned
"Miss Festival" at the "1959 Can.
nes Film Festival."
It is reliably reported that Gold-
wyn sent a representative to
France immediately after the
"crowning" to look the beauty
over and to arrange a screen test
for her.
Cecilia who is a secretary at,
iEbony has had no experience as
a professional actress but is re-
ported to have indicated a desire
for such a career. She arrived
ZEO
LOUIS ARMSTRONG and his
combo came on with jazz at
its best in rehearsal for ap-
pearance in film produced in
Hamburg, Germany. Very ex-
otic and charming femme slv.
ins n u t with the dai.ce is
German actress Marika
Reekk who stars In the plc-
ture. You may recognize two
horn tooters as "TrumMy"
Young, great trombonist, and
the great Satchnio himself.
Jazz School Gets $1,000
'Chair' Grant From BMI
LENOX, Mass. — Establishment
of the John Lewis Choir in Jazz
Composition was announced by the
School of Jazz, Inc. This is the first
faculty choir to be established at
the School, now in its third year,
, back in the states last week, and and it is made possible through a
it is reported, talked at length grant of $1,000 from 
Broadcast Mu. lion of $IM. making the full-time
'with a top member of a film cast. sic' 
Inc. (BMI), the music-licen. resident tuition fee in composition
sing organization. Last year BMI $260.
ling representative. I awarded the first jazz composition' The BMI grant is the first that 
Through the BMI grant, comp°. offering a three-week session each
cal office hcire said only that a
representative had been sent to
interview the girl. Some of specte
toting on possibility of her being
cast in the "wife" role in pix
version of "A Raisin In The Sun."
However since Columbia has mo-
vie rights to the play it appears
unlikely that Sam Goldwyn would
be the person to contact her for
that part,
By AL MONROE
WHEN INTERRACIAL couple evict "hecklers" due to the fact
was asked from floor during teleJ that they are "regulars" and quite
vised dance party in Buffalo. N.Y. 
often big spenders.
• • •
'It brought to mind LIKE SHOWS. ALTHOUGH TELEVISION brass
IN CHICAGO. — ONE OF THE has refused to comment on prob-
PROGRAMS permits no Negroes at able television show starring Sam-
all while ANOTHER ALLOWS 'EM my Davdis riJnr., an hour r long 
replace.
on show but not mixed dancing,
gmreannit   time,u igt issumbmeleieved pPearl
i—NEGROES APPEARING on tele- Bailey is top choice to support
'vision in dance parties is common Davis on the proposed telecast.
in Dixie even.—HOWEVER THE IMAGINE WHAT s showthat
ONLY non-Sepians in the house will be Sammy Davis, Jr : great-
are the studio hands and other est of the males and Pearl Bailey,
technicians.—WHEN "PORGY 'N tops among femme entertainers.
BESS" world premieres at New —DEFENDER'S ROB Roy is
York's Warner theatre most of the showing excitement over talents
top stars may be on hand for in- of a young song and dance team,
person spotlighting. — SIDNEY „The Four Stair Steps" the he
POITIER, PEARL BAILEY, Di- predicts a bright future for.
ahann Carrell and • • •
thy Dandridge may be available.
SPECULATION HERE now isS.ANINIA OA% IS MAY tie 
muss when Johnny Mathis next appearsbig party due to out of the section
in Chicago will engagement bringengagement.
.0 • • him to stand at Black Orchid or a
return stay at the Chen Paree?—
HELEN HUMES. once featured
SOME SAY Black Orchid will get
wi' 1 1:,"'' ..'  .' 1 a"e'r,; the youthful singer. — ON SUB-
to b, or r,,' '. ro-d Ii ar•-:--5,-', JECT OF PEARL Bailey she was
comeback after losing a lot of held over for second week at New
time and a lotta weight—EARTHA York's Apollo due to sensational
'UT f WHO iineountered troubies first wee k boxerfiee. __,
in a Boston night club appears to BILLY ECKSTINE may appear
have worked one club too many
IF SHE ACTUALLY PLANS to during
at Chez Paree here for two weeks
July 4 week, if deal goes
through give up night club work as report-
ed.-,-ONE CAN HARDLY BLAME 
as planned.
• .0
top stare for wishing to avoid
night club work. — HOURS ARE 
BELAFONTE pia, "The World,
The Flesh and The Devil" is prov-
BAD and tough, eating hours most i
irregular and the "insults" 
they mitgaytop boxoffice at the Woods and
remain ON e r another week.—
must listen to from drunk ringsid-
ers adi to their many worric: 
_ 
Roberts
sT siBmIwGTLISotunEgeattwrailel tiboen Bat.
IN •• .. , , • • , ,i s i r•,,s
". R. King, blues specialiet who IS
ment of clubs cannot afford to SCHEDULED TO open next week.
sltion students who enter the School
of Jazz will pay reduced fees. For-
merly, full-time composition stu-
dents paid $385 tuition for attend-
ance. Students enrolling this year
will receive an automatic reduc-
Just what plans Goldwyn he'll scholarship in history to Arif Mar- the School has received in its pro.
for the beauty contest winner is 
din, a young Turkish composer, gram to establish faculty choirs in
not known since release from 10-
w 
e School. at the School, These include com-
Announcement of the John Lewis position, piano, bass, guitar, drums,
!Choir was made by Robert trombone, trumpet, saxophone and
1 Burton, Vice President of BMI, vibraharp. By establishing choirs
' when he presented a $1,000 check in each of the areas of study, trus-
to Mr. Lewis, executive director of tees of the School hope eventually
the School. This initial grant will to ,ifer reduced fees to all stu-
endow the choir in jazz compost; dents.
lion for both the 1959 and 1980 , The School of Jazz is the only In.
sessions of the School. stitution of its kind in the world.
year in jazz performance and com-
position, The faculty is drawn from
professional jazz men and has in-
cluded members of the Modern
Jazz Quartet, among them John
Lewis, Percy Heath and Stilt Jack.
son: Lee Konitz, Max Roach, Os-
car Peterson, Jimmy Guiffre, 'Diz-
zy Gillespie, Bob Brookmeyer,
Kenny Dorham and Jim Ilall. The
faculty also includes historian
Marshall Stearns and composers
George Russell, Bill Russo and
Gunther Schuller.
The third session of the School
of Jazz will be held on the grounds
of Music Inn, Lenox, Massachu-
setts, from Augost 9 through Aug.
sat 30, this year. Interested stu-
dents should contact Stephanie Bar-
ber, Secretary, The School of Jazz,
Lenox, Massachusetts.
Chicagoans Await Althea Gibson's
Debut In Movie 'The Horse Soldiers
If Althea Gibson had had her
way she would be a famous singer
today instead of an internationally
renowned woman athlete. Probably
either path would have led her
to the role she portrays in "The
. Horse Soldiers," which opens June'
'26 at the State-Lake theatre, for
she is eminently suited for the
part. Althea plays a courageous
girl who faces every hardship her
mistress does, even though at the
end she must die for it.
lorn in the small town Of Sil-
( •. Smith Carolina on "u°u" ̂ 5,
1927, Althea came to New York
:.;ity at an cans' date with her
parents to settle in an apartment
on 143rd Street where her parents
still live.
The story of her early years
is typical of one virtually brought
tin on the streets of
She learned to fight. She learned
to run, But most of all she learned
to live, no matter what the cir•
eumstances. As she says herself.
'she orid
with almost fabulius reflexes. Get-
ting into aloletics for tier was al
most a foregone conclusion, though
most of her life she dreamed i4
being a singer and studied vocal
from the day she first realized
that she had a voice
However, It was ambitious and
athletically inclined members of
her own race, who pointed out to
her that to be the success she hop-
ed for, she had to do it in a field
where there were few like her.
Negro sinaers -. good ones --
wet around plenty, but a Negro
woman atiiet . who could attain
int,srna fines' lature, was some-
thing else again.
Althea was convinced, made her
mark — a great one — world
Wide When she had attained what
she sought — the desire to be
'ier book, "I Wanted to be Some-
somebody, as she points out in
body," she then struck out in an-
other direction. The one she had
originally planned on, singing.
However, her agent, hearing of
the role of "Luckey" in "The
Horse Soldiers," starring vehicle
for John Wayne and William Mel-,
den. and Malun•Rackin Production
for United Artists, decided to bring
her to the attention of director
John Ford. A screen test left no
ouel'in in any one's mind. but
that here was the perfect "Lii-
. . Cr. —% L.: -pleats, and
exemplifying the devotion and
loyaity of her race.
ALTHEA GIBSON
WH
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Haiti, Land Of Beauty,
Squalor And Intrigue
By PHIL NEWSOM
Frdm the beautiful bay at Port.
- au-Prince, Haiti, the traveller
steps ashore to a park-like atmos-
phere of palms, close - clipped
lawns and low-slung, gleaming
sun-bathed buildings built by the
government. This is a tropic para-
dise.
A short walking distance away
Is the public market. Here the pic-
ture begins to change.
Vegetables from the day before
and the day before that rot on the
ground, the stench of one day
overcoming the freshness of t hi
n^xt.
Inland, a road runs toward the
Woe mountains. The sea breeze Is
a savior here. It is a mad not
usually used by tourists because
it runs through a shanty city of
open sewers, of shacks leaning
one upon the other, of naked
children. of massed humanity lit,
1i2 in unimalined noverty.
POVERTv AND UNREST
Co In the hills are the luxury
hotels and the homes of the weal-
th, where the squalor below is
hiddep from view and it is indeed
a tronic paradise
Haiti is a land of beauty and
poverty, of political unrest and in-
trigue, of .democracy whose
strength is based on a secret po-
lice force which is the antithesis
of democracy.
In st}te midst or all thi, is Presi-
dest Francois Duvalier who was
eleck in September. 1957, a n d
whoa' term under the constitution
should run for six years. But it is
always open season on presidents
in Haiti and in this century only
three have retired of their own
accord.
In this Negro rentublic, where it
has been traditional for the rich to
get richer and the poor to get
poorer, Duvalier's government is
setting a record as one more hon.
est than usual and one whose in.
terest in irrigation projects, public
housing and public welfare in gen.
eral prove a desire to improve the
poor lot of the average man.
But if instability of government
may be taken as an average
among Caribbean nations, then
Haiti. is more average than most.
SOME OPPOSITION
' BetWeen December, 1956, a n d
September. 1957. Haiti had five
governments, each installed a n d
supported by the army.
! Between 1937 and 1957 there
were no less than four. uprisings
In Haiti, in each of which t h e
army took part. In that period, no
candidate could be elected and
bold office without the support of
the army.
By various means, mainly eon.
'slating of disarming the regular
army and setting up a secret force
operating primarily from within
the presidential palace grounds.
Duvalier has managed at least to
drive his opposition underground
Nevertheless, within his o w n
time in office, there have been
these instances of onnosition: sab-
otage of a Port-au-Prince Dower
station, secret radio broadcasts
urging revolution, a suspected
bomb plot set for last May Day.
the hi-jacking of a government
transport nlane and an ..ight.man
invation from Miami which seized
the main army barracks in Port-
au-Prince and held them for a
night .before being wiped out.
Of Haiti's approximate four ma-
llets population. shout 90 percent
I. illiterate. National politics isle.
tidd in Port.au•Prince where the
Itoptilation 1, about 200.000. Most
of the Mbar people are too poor
ile 0111116
ONE OF HAITI'S PRIZES is
this statue of Christopher Co-
lumbus, a rife from the Italian
government. The statue occu-
pies a promintrat place on
Port-au-Prince's harbor. H i a-
lariat's agree that Christopher
Columbus made his first land-
ing on Haitian soil, at Mole
St. Nicolas, Dec. 6, 1492. This
statue was unveiled during
Pawl E. Magloire's term as
president.
Haiti is dependent for much of
its income on tourism. Shop keep-
ers say this was the worst season
-.„..Zin 1111
yet.
As of now, the bets are on Du-
valier to stay in office indefinite-
ly, aided by public lethargy and
his secret police. But the outlook
for Haiti is bleak — a continuing




GREENSBORO. N. C. — Three
honor students to graduate from
A&T college this June have been
awarded grants for graduate
study at leading universities be-
ginning this year.
All candidates in the field of
agricultural economics, the three
include: Victor A. whittsker.
Dumphries, Jamaica; Edgar A.
Steer, Bensonton, Jamaica a n d
Linton A. Cornwall, Kingston.
Jamaica. The announcement was
made this week by Sidney W.
Evans, chairman of the Depart.
mint of Agricultural Economics.
PROGRESS IS SHOWN In Hai-
tile buildings like this educa-
tion nationale. The school is
for young ladies who are pur-
suing studies in the second-
ary classics.
M. L. King To Speak
MONTGOMERY, Ala., — Dr.
M. Luther King. Jr., president of
Montgomery Improvement Lea-
gue, who has just returned from
India, will be the featured speaker
on the annual "Booker T. Wash-
ington Night,” Friday, June 26, at
the National Baptist Sunday school
and Baptist Training Union Con-
gress, Ellis Auditorium, Memphis,
Tenn.
ITlIlIHhlIl
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a girl
18 years of age, 125 lbs., 5 feet,
5 inches tall, brown complexion. I
like the movies, dancing, skating,
television and plain conversation.
Would like to hear from fellows
19-24. Will exchange photos a n d
answer all letters. Do not smoke
or drink. Miss Lois Upshares, 167
Mulock ave., Toronto, Canada.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: Would like
to become a member of your pen
pal club. I am a young man, di-
vorced, 5 feet, 10 inches tall,
weigh 149 lbs., piano player and
song writer. Clete Moore, 535 S.
Gless, Apt, 96, Los Angeles 33,
Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to meet a kind, understanding gen-
tleman interested in marriage that
would be willing and able to sup-
port a wife and home. I am sin-
gle, 39, brown complexion with no
children or family obligations.
Would prefer someone between
the ages of 40 and 60, working
for the government or a career
service man. Others are welcome
to write also. I promise to answer
all letters. Miss B. Humphrey,
General Delivery, Chicago, Ill.
• • .
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a lady,
43 years old, brown complexion,
5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh 140 lbs.
Would like to correspond with a
gentleman between 43 and 53 years
old who likes the better things in
life. Would like for him to be in.
terested in travel as I am. He
must like clean fun, sports, church,
must be tall — color does n o t
matter. Please send pictures with
first letter — will answet all let-
ters, Cynthia Lewis, 10525 Willow
Grove Dr., Houston 35, Texas.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chant,: I do hope
you can find me a good mate, as
I am very lonely. I have fair com-
plexion, black hair, 152 lbs., 5 feet
3 inches tall, 48 years old, Don't
have any bad habits — like all
clean sports. I am looking for a
gentleman who will appreciate a
good wife and is willing to look
after his home and wife, I would
like to hear from men between
48 and 60. If not interested in a
wife don't bother to write. Miss
Bernice Hill, 6640 Michigan ave.,
Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
' Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
reading your column for months
but have been reluctant' about
writing you. I know you have
helped so many people and I
thought maybe you could help me.
I have been a widow for over six
years and I am very lonely. I am
considered rather attractive, 5
feet 5 inches tall, weigh 141 lbs.,
and in my late 40's. I am well
educated. I would like to meet a
gentleman in his late forties or
over — well educated and refined.
He must be living in the Eastern
part of the cbuntry and free to
marry. Will answer all letters and
exchange photos. A. Mildren Mil-
ler, P. 0. Box 10, Crevoort Sta.,
Brooklyn 16, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am not
looking for a husband — only to
correspond with young adults who
reside in or near San Francisco.
I prefer that they be between the
ages of 27 and 40 and have a
variety of interests including mu-
sic, books, dancing and above all
people. Anyone interested in a y
write. Miss Patricia Mason, 3617
W. Grenshaw St., Chicago 24, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young woman of 30, brownskin,
considered nice looking, like clean
fun. I am a widow, 125 lbs., have
two children and love church. I
want a husband that doesn't drink
or gamble — the settled type. He
must have marriage in mind —
between 40 and 45 years of age
and must have a good job. I would
prefer a man who lives in Cali-
fornia, Mrs. Lillian Rose, 4366 Mi-
chael St., Riverside, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: A friend of
mine was married as a result of
your running her letter in the De-
fender. I am a widow, 30 years
of age, weigh 128 lbs., S feet, 3
inches tall, respectful. I smoke and
drink on special occasions. Like
dancing, music, theatre, some
sports and homelife. Would like to
correspond with gentlemen be-
tween 31-37. Will answer all let-
ters and exchange photos on re-
quest. Mrs. Lorraine Gill, 120
Church St., Toronto, Canada.
• • • ,
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
tp meet a nice young lady be-
tween la and 25, race, color or
looks do not matter, but she must
be neat, clean and want com-
panionship as I do. She must also
have a few faults of her own. She
must not be under 4 feet tall or
over 5 feet, 5 inches tall and not
weigh over 130 lbs. I am 30, 5
feet Si inches tall, 135 lbs., light
complexion. She may have one or
two small children. If not sincere
please don't bother to write, Will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Eddie Carter, 5628 S. Cal-
umet ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
' Dear Mme. Chant,: T am a read-
er of your column and I am in-
terested in meeting a kind and sin-
cere man between 30 and 40 years
of age. Someone who sincerely
wants a good wife and home. I
am 34, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, 130
lbs. I am a sincere and honest
person. Will answer all letters and
exchange photos. Mildren Richard-




The average salary and average
workweek of women stenogra-
phers in the Chicago area was
$75.50 and 381/2 hours per week
in April, 1959 according to pre-
liminary estimates released by
Adolph 0. Berger, Chicago region.
al director of the U. S. Depart
ment of Labor's Bureau of La-
bor Statistics.
Among 23 office occupations
studied, weekly salaries of women G
workers ranged from an average
of $57.50 for routine file clerks to -
$80.50 for secretaries. Tabulating- 
470 
Degreesmachine operators averaged
$77.50, comptometer operators GREENSBORO, N. C. — Four.
$74, key-punch operators $72, hundred seventy persons received
class B &counting clerks $70, copy degrees and certificates at the
typists, $83.50, and office girls 60th annual commencement exer-
cises at A&T college last week.
Hourly rates of pay for men in C. R. A. Cunningham, registrar,
skilled maintenance trades aver- released figures indicating that
aged $2.74 or more. Tool and die Master of Science Degrees will
makers had average rates of
$3.16; electricians $3.05: machi-
nists $3.03; pipefitters $3.02; car-
penters, painters, and sheet•metal
workers $3.01: millwrights $2.90;
toolroom machine operators $2.82;
and mechanics $2.74.
In the custodial and material
movement jobs, material handling
laborers and janitors had occu-
pational averages of $2.06 a n d
$1.83, respectively. Truckdrivers
averaged $2.63 and forklift truck
operators $2.30.
Industrial nurses, one of i It e
professional and technical occu-






be awarded to 117 persons. He
stated that Bachelor of Science
Degrees will be awarded as fol-
lows: School of Agriculture 70:
School of Engineering, 83; School
of Education and General Studies,
98 and the School of Nursing, 28.
Seventy-six others will receive
certificates for having completed
two-and three-year courses in the
Technical Institute.
ma State college graduated 334
students at its 1959 Spring Com-
mencement.
At the commencement at Mont-
gomery. the 246 degree candidates
included 6 for the Master of Edu-
cation, 97 for the Bachelor of
Science in Elementary Education,
125 for the Bachelor of Science in
Secondary Education, and 18 for
Loan Association
Deposits S1,000,000
SAN FRANCISCO — Trans-Bay
Federal Savings and Loan Asso-
ciation's Oakland office reached
one million dollars in deposits this
past week. Man of the hour for
the milestone is Leonard V. Jones,
manager of the office.
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Hundreds Of Events Inf
Oregon's Centennial
PORTLAND — Oregon's Centen-
nial celebration this summer ex-
pects to have something 'for ev-
erybody.
In Portland, the 65-acre Centen-
nial Exposition and International
Trade Fair opens June 10. It will
run for 100 days until Sept. 17.
Throughout the state traditional
events, such as the Pendleton
Roundup, the Ashland Shakespear-
ian festival and the Portland Rose
Festival, will be expanded. Liter-
ally hundreds of other events are
being held in communities for the
first time.
CULTURE, HISTORY
Culture and history are being
marked in every county. The Port-
land Symphony, along with other
musical groups, will tour the state.
The San Francisco Opera Com-
pany will perform in Portland.
State-wide art, sculpture, poetry,
music and literature contests are
being sponsored by the state. Much
of the best of the state's culture
will be on display at the Exposi-
tion.
A major feature of the Exposi-
tion, much of which is being held
in an 11-acre building, the second
largest in the wakld, is the Inter-
national Trade Fair, which runs
for two weeks.
SECOND LARGEST
The fair 'has under contract
nearly 30 nations, making it the
largest such fair ever held on the
west coast and the second largest
yet held in America. After the
trading at the fair ends, the ex-
hibits will remain on display for
the balance of the summer.
Ghana, for example, will exhibit
its culture achievements at the
fair for the first time in any coun-
try. Bulgaria and Yugoslavia will
both have exhibits, giving the west
coast its first look at the wares
of nations in the Russian orbit.
Another first for the fair will
be the combined exhibits (in one
area) of the European Community
of Nations — France, Great Brit-
ain, West Germany, Italy, Belgi.
urn, and The Netherlands,
INCLUDES JAPAN
Asia will be represented by Ja-
pan, the Philippines, Malaya, In-
dia and Hong Kong.
The trade fair has invited 19,000
west coast buyers of foreign prod-
ucts to attend, hoping that many
will continue to import through the
Port of Portland after the fair
ends.
The State has budgeted $455,000
to underwrite spectacular - type
shows that will, run slightly at the
Exposition arena, opening June 11
with the 1959 Ice Capades. This
show will close on June 24.
HARRY BELAFONTE
Other top attractions include
Country America, June 26-July 5;
Roy Rogers, July 10-16; Harry Bel.
afonte, July 23.25; Art Linkletter,
July 2.1.30; Sam Snyder's Water
Follies, August 1.14; Japanese Ta-
karazuka Kabuki Revue, August
24-29; "Oregon Story," composed
and directed by Meredith Willson,
September 2-17. Wayne Dailard,
Exposition executive producer,
said he also expects to sign Law-
rence Welk and Fred Waring.
In addition to hundreds of com-
mercial exhibits, ranging from a
$160,000 exhibition home (it has a
bathroom 24 by 26 feet containing
a nine-foot octagonal tub) to a vast
General Motors exhibit, there will
be dozens of. educational shows.
Alabama State College)
Class Of 334 Students
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Alaba- the Bachelor of Science.
At the two-year Alabama State
Branch at Mobile on Tuesday
night, there were 88 candidates
for the two-year general certifi-
cate.
Three college presidents were
the guest speakers.
Dr. Howard D. Gregg of Daniel
Payne college gave the baccalau-
reate message on Sunday after-
noon, Dr, James A. Colston of
Knoxville college, addressed the
degree candidates on Monday
night, Dr. James Herbert White
of Mis . i .. ippi Vocational college
addressed the two-year graduates
at Mobile on Tuesday.
For the two laboratory schools
of the college there were 56 grad-
uates at Calhoun school in Lowndes
County, and 20 graduates from the
Campus Laboratory High school.
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Our Opinion
Little Rock: A Sequel
The outcome of the school board elec-
tion in Little Rock may not be assessed
wholly in terms of defeat of the segrega-
tionists, though it represents a crack in the
wall of Gov. Faubus' temple of segrega-
tion.
The issue, in truth, was not integration
but the summary dismissal of 44 teachers
that touched off a wave of resentment.
The purge rekindled the flames of dissen-
sion when petition was filed asking for the
recall of the members of the school board
responsible for the mass firing.
The most that can be said of this un-
expected development is that the ousting
of the anti - integration members of the
school board clears the way for a fresh
start in the tug-of-war between those who
_akhave been recently converted to modera-
"lion and the intractable foes of racial mix-
ture.
The regrettable aspect of this struggle
is that the masses in Little Rock now split
into warring camps could not perceive the
principle of social justice which underlies
the Supreme Court integration ruling.
Had the schism occurred in the initial
stage of the two-year-old controversy, had
teachers and moderates alike foreseen the
hopelessness of the segregationists' case,
the whole crisis might have been headed
off, and one of the finest school systems
in the nation saved from disorganization
and subsequent ruin.
Even Virgil Blossom, the then Superin-
tendent of Little Rock schools, who is now
sprouting off his views in a series of articles
for the Saturday Evening Post, did not pro-
vide the kind of administrative leadership
that might have rallied the beti,er thinking
element of the citizenry behind him. He
Was too wishy-washy to inspire confidence
in his judgment. In fact no one knew pre-
cisely where he stood. He had one foot in
Faubus' camp, and the other dangling in
the moderates' dug-out.
Had Blossom had the courage of the
convictions he is now espousing. Faubus and
his entourage might have been stopped
dead in their tracks. For, there was a core
of Little Rock citizens who subscribed to
the sane view that obedience to the law
was essential to peace and order. But there
was no assertive leadership to sustain such
a position without the danger of reprisal.
Nearly two school years have gone by
only to find the people of Little Rock
with a wrecked school system. With the
possible exception of the one case pending
in a Federal court, Faubus and his follow-
ers have lost all the legal battles on the
integration front. Though no final, irrevoc-
able solution is near at hand, there are un-
mistakable signs that a strategic retreat
Is in the making.
Sensing a mounting loss of his popular-
ity, and feeling that the political sub-
stance is oozing out of the school issue,
Gov. Faubus has hinted at a face-saving
compromise. He seems prepared to abandon
massive resistance for token integration.
And should he lose the pending court case
in which is questioned the validity of the
legislative acts which grant him wide
discretionary powers in school matters, he
may have no other alternative but to reopen
the public schools on an integrated bogie,
however minimal that may be.
*
Mitchell's Letter To 1959 Graduates
This year'il college graduates may find
the road to employment less rocky then it
was in 1958. That's the sum and substance
of Labor Secretary Mitchell's "Open Letter"
to the 1959 graduates. Though the picture
is rosy, Mitchell observed rather sharply
that the better the academic training, great-
er the opportunity for employment.
He said that though the economic situa-
tion is much improved and job prospects
decidedly better than a year ago, the re-
cent recession holds a lesson which is
especially applicable to the graduates who
are considering additional schooling.
Even at the depth of the recession,
Mitchell said, the job applicant with ad-
vanced training had a much better chance
of getting and holding a job than his un-
trained fellow worker. While one in five Un-
skilled laborers Was experiencing unemploy-
ment, only one in 60 professional and tech-
nical workers was jobless. He added, while
jobs of production workers in manufactur-
ing were being cut back sharply, the em-
The People Speak
Wisdom, Understanding
Dear Editor: We are individuals
as well as part of a group. We
have a part and a place in living
While we have Opportunity and
Rights we must appreciate and
use our time and talents wisely.
Our concern, and our question is
WHAT CAN WE DOS Hope and
*Pray, go direct to God
. Repent as
needed, accept and use our gifts
for good to improve our Personal
Liviig and to help others see and
do better. Life is no longer a ques-
tion of making a living, but in act-
ually living. Meeting events, ac-
complishing purpose!' and letting
them benefit all concerned.
It Is Fairnese, Franknem, and
Fulfilling our Obligations to all to
ployment of white collar workers—who gen-
erally have to meet higher educational re-
erally have to meet higher educational re-
Secretary Mitchell's emphasis on the
economic returns of graduate degrees is
in keeping with the trencia in our modern
society. There is an increasingly strong de-
mand for persons with advanced degrees.
About 85,000 graduate degrees will be
granted this year in addition to the 400,000
bachelor's degrees, Mitchell pointed out.
He advised those who are able to continue
their education beyond the bachelor's de-
gree to do so if they expect significant re-
turns in earnings and career opportunities.
We hope that some of the graduates
who earn their advanced degrees at pain-
ful personal sacrifice will not find the em-
b y NAT D WILLIAMS v 
EGG-HEAD BLUES
In 30310e circles folk who are
highly educated or display a tend-
ency to read good books, listen
to good music, use good English.
and otherwise exhibit evidences
of culture or pretensions to same
are referred to as "Eggheads."
In the United States it lias long
been a popular pastime to needle
 -eggheads." and otherwise deflate
or "bring them down." Americans
generally judge a man not no
much by what he knows or what
be is, intellectually or morally
. but rather by what he has ...
materially and financially.
So. when the average American
youth goes off to school to get so-
called "higher education." he is
primarily such of a symbol . . a
kind of sign to hang on himself
during the time he's looking for
a job. A synibol shaped like a col-
lege degree is supposed to help
him earn more money. The degree
is also considered a rather
ready made prestige sign . . . ss•
penally if one has a fraternity
pen to go with it. It doesn't mat-
ter if the guy bought the degree
while in college. or otherwise ac-
quired it by not studying. The
major conaideration is that he get
the degree . and don't show too
much sense in the possession of
it . . . not much sense. outside
a quick and easy sixth sense for
turning the fast and plentiful buck.
S0000, that brings up a ques-
tion that's rather annoying to a
lot of parents and high school
graduates here during this time
of graduation and commencement.
A lot of kids are being em-
barrassed by nosey classmates,
teachers and neighbors about this
college gimmick. First thing folk
want to know, when they find you
have managed to qualify for a
high school diploma is -Are you
going to college?" or "Where're
you going to college?
Now, it all adds up to a lot of
kids' being pushed into corners
they would otherwise not enter.
Most of them are not going to
college, and know it Many of
them say they are going, and are
only succeding in voicing a vague
and very uncertain hope. A few
who are really slated to find
places in the ivory towers called
colleges and universities, really
know they ought not to he go-
ing . feel it's a waste of their
time, And there are those who
want careers to which college
attendance is the only key for en-
trance.
And then, here and there one
finds the real. budding"egghead"
among the high school graduates.
That's the youngster, girl or boy,
who has sense enough to want to
know something. Such a kid has
a really good capacity for learn-
ing . . . a good mind, a serious
outlook, a desire to know , . a
passion for study, a respect for
facts . . . and a willingness to
spend hours of concentration on
them, with a love of knowledge for
knowledge's sike. Incidentally,
that's the kind of student the col-
leges . the real colleges . . .
really want. They know they have
something to work with then . . .
They know they have some ma-
terial with which to make a col-
lege education meaningful.
Other than that kind of student.
makes American colleges mere
diploma mills enduring 'men-
talities geared to staging raids to
steal the women's students pan-
ties, swallowing gold fish, stuff-
ing themselves in phone booths
being experts on hi-fl recordings,
staging orgiastic sex sessions, for
"heat love," and swizzling multi-
mixed liquor to the tempo of a
"way out."
And that brings up the point
of this splurge. The point is many-
splendored for sides. First, the
majolity of high school kind should
not feel like traitors to themselves
if they don't plan to go to college
They shouldn't feel that they're
unfortunate to be born with par-
ents who can't pay for a college
education. They shouldn't feel they
are doomed to the laundry or a
truck for keeps just because they
never registered for English I, nor
gazed awe-stricken at a teacher
who wears a "Ph.D." title.
And if they are Negro high
school graduates, they should nev-
er feel that they're letting down
the race, their sex, their past
present, and future . . . just be-
cause they won't have time and
money to muddle through four
years of probabilities and improh-
abilities . . . mostly improbabili-
ties. All the best Negroes didn't
attend college . . in fact, most of
them didn't.
Now, this is not to condemn nor
condone a college education. It's
simply a call for putting first
things first in the connection. Ne-
groes and other people suffer
enough frustrations already, with-
out being saddled with an extra
burden . . . such as worrying
and developing a complex about
not going to college.
It is maintained here that a col
lege education can only polish up
what is already there. If the stuff
is there already. it'll come out in
the wash . . one way or the
other . . . and, for the good of
the person who has it.
If the stuff isn't there, no mat•
ter how much the substitute Is pol-
ished, ain't nothing coming in the
long run. When the chips are
down the old truth will only be
re-established . . . -Nothing from
nothing !eaves nothing." You can't
make a silk purse out of a sow's
ear, no matter how iiott- It feels
nor how shiny it looks.
As a matter of fact, that's
What becoming increasingly wrong
with the Negro race . too many
sow's ear purses, looking like silk.
There are too many "literate il-
literates" among us . . . too many
guys and gals who can pronounce
lug words, hot can't read 'em.
They look good and sound good.
Rut that's all. They can't stand to
he cracked open for cooking. They
foul up the place and works ..
like all rotten eggs.
Again. the purpose here is not
to decry college education. Rather
it is to urge the desirability of the
colleges' being more selective in
who is admitted . . if they are
able to afford it. For it is real-
ized that if the colleges are to
slay in business ... if not in "edu-
cation" . they've got to have
students . . . even the cracked
eggshells. But, it does seem even
financially struggling institutions
of higher learning would try to
sport a really "egghead" student
lucre and there . . . if for no more
than purposes of exhibition.
And the hest way to make a
start . . . the best place to make
a good start . . . is to join in
spreading the consoling word that
all high school students don't have
to go to college ... by spreading
the word that no crime is com-
mitted if the high school graduate
hangs up his diploma as a keep.
sake . . . and goes out and tries
to learn how to earn a living ...
by spreading the word that col-
leges should be place, reserved
for the further training of the
best minds . . . and, believe it or
not, the best spirits, or omits, or
what ever one should call that
part of a person that makes
him somebody who can live





. . . with an educated heart, as
count of race or color, or creed It is too ments of sober seriousness is what well as an educated mind. Now,
bad that Secretary Mitchell did not think ought to he, or what's happening whatchubet!
of inserting that clause in an otherwise ex' ininlintlittingulloillnitillmtimmitiininintlmotionittingligitilinNIMMtnignitimmtimmungimming.
cellent message.
Build a Better Civilization. As we
enter a New Age (Atomic) the
Problems, Blessings, and Danger,
are more to a Greater Degree. In-
telligence alone is not Sufficient,
we must have Wisdom and Under-
standing. Reverence for God,
(Good). Respect for each other,
(Concern). Helpfullness to the Leas
Fortunate, (Charity).
Since the Closeness of the world
and a New Change has come, our
greatest need is to be neighbors
that are Trustworthy.
We tither live for God or we Die.
We must pray for Ourselves. our
Friends, our F.nemies, a special
prayer for World Leaders, that
people everywhere May Awake to




CHARLOTTE. N. C.—(UPI)—The Charlotte city
school hoard 'Vended its limited integration program to
4a. itt third year Thursday assigning two Negroes to white
IP schools in a total of 29,000 pupil assignments.
The board assigned two Negro pupil, who attended
integrated schools this year hack
to all-egro schools for the 1959- sally were mostly upon a basis
tern. The assignments appar. of residence.
The universe is too Great, our
Time too Limited to waste sort
wait. War Clouds are Rising.
People are Restless. yet there is
Hope in God, Look up, Only God






Dear Editor: I hope we will
have success in finding the lynch.
era of Mack Charles Parker. "For-
asmuch then as Christ hath suf-
fered for us in the flesh, arm
yourselves likewise with the same
mind; for he that hath suffered in
the flesh hath ceased from sin. '
Peter I: 4,1. James 0. Lawson.
Under North Carolina's pupil
assignment I a w, local school
boards assume authority for as-
eluting pupils to schools using
various criteria. After today's as-
signments, Kelly Alexander Of
Charlotte, president of the North
Carolina NAACP protested.
'BEING PURRED OUT'
"Negro school children are
being pushed out of the desegre-
gation picture by • systematic
pattern of extensive residential
segresetion." he said. In Char-
lotte, he said. Negroes are being
pushed In residential areas on the






"I don't know why I keep on
dreaming so much here of late,"
said Simple, "but I reckon it is
because it dreams so good to
imagine in my sleep that I am the
ruler of Dixie. me colored and all
my people, in charge of the land
we helped to make so beautiful.
It is beautiful in Virginia — and
me setting on the wide veranda of
my big old mansion with its white
pilla:•s, the living r000m just full
of chandeliers, and a whole slew
of white servants to wait on me,
master of all I surveys, black as
I can be!
"Oh, it i5 fine! And deer old
blonde - headed Mammy Faubus
what raised me bringing me mint
juleps in the cool of the evening
on a silver tray. You Yankee Ne•
Rroex don't know what you missed
by never having a dear old white
Mammy.
"The other day whilst I was set-
ting fanning in my cane-bottomed
rocker on my white veranda, who
should come bowing around t he
corner of the yard but Mammy
Faubus. shading her old blue eyes
from the sun with her wrinkled
white hand. She said, 'Mister Sem-
ple, sir, might I trouble to ask
you to do me and mine a mite of
a Christian favor?'
"I said, 'What is it, Mammy
Faubus?'
"She said, 'Excuse me, sir, but
a friend of mine from that tittle
old Caucasian Christian church
down in Buckra Town has come
to the kitchen door to ask II, ser-
vants for donations to their Organ
Fund. We give her what dimes
Simple Pays His Respects
and quarters we poor souls had.
But she says she knows the Lawd
would bless her if she could just
see a rich Negro like you, Mister
Semple. Do you reckon that poor
old white sister could just come
around here to the front porch and
tell you Howdy?'
" 'Send her around here, Mam-
my Faubus, but tell her to he
careful not to tread on my petu-
Mae.'
" 'Oh, thank you, Mister Sem-
ple.'
"Directly around the corner of
the house came • dear old white
Mammy I knew I knowed, be-
cause she had raised colored Col.
onel Washington's oldest boy, I
said, 'Why good evening, Mam-
my Eastland.'
"You would of thought that old
white sister was about to grin her
head off, she were so pleased I
knowed her.
" 'God bless you!' she says to
me. 'And thank you for letting me
come into your presence. Mister
Simple, you are a fine colored
man!'
" 'I try to help all you white p
folks wherever I can,' I said, 'es-
pecially when you are a friend of A
Mammy Faubus. You old genera- h
lion of white folks know how to y
stay in your place, and I respect
you for it. What can I do for you, 0
Mammy Eastland?'
" am begging for my church,'
she said.
"Poor old soul. I though, with s
hardly a rag to her hack, yet beg- c
ging for the Lord! White folks is
truly religious-minded! I were so f
mmed I got up out of my rocker,
reached down in my pants poc-
ket, and give her a dollar. 'Take
that, Mammy Eastland,' I said,
'and God bless you in your work.
Are you still with my friend, Col-
onel Washington?'
" 'I would not leave them good
Negroes for nothing,' shouted
Mammy Eastland. 'Him and his
family are next to God in my
book — quality folks, quality folks!
God never made better Negroes to
look out for poor crackers like me.
Thank you, Mister Semple, thank
you!'
" 'Just don't let me hear shout
none of your sons or grinikone
trying to get into our colored
schools, Mammy Eastland. I have
no respect for uppity young crack-
ers — talking about writing Presi-
dent Adam Powell at his Summer
White House at Oak Bluffs about
how bad conditions is here In the
South. You old crackers know your
lace, and I believe in respect
where respect is due. If your son
asks you who I respects, tell him
his Mammy.'
" 'You's too kind, Mister Sem-
le!'
'Not a-tall,' I said, waving her
way with a wave of my black
and. 'Get on down the road to
our work now, Mammy Eastland,
nd don't spend more than half
f my church dollar for snuff.'
" 'Lewd. Mister Semple'' a he
aughed, whaw.whawine till h e r
Id white shoulders shook whilst
he shuffled off down the drive
lutching at my dollar. That Mam-




LAGOS, Nigeria—If you are than ours. On the contrary, some men
 who want to get ahead oar:
planning to make a trip to this
Note thew  yEornag I i Dailys h  t a blNo iedws a Ina?: thae often
tempt




York Mirror look like Sun. Some of these bright boys 
roino r tso..
corner of the world, it p
advisable to spend a little time 
"
day School publications. They are can be very upstage in the ores- 1 
in England before coming 
here, full of crime and scandal. Their ence of their less fortunate f .1-
The British are said to take 
al- 
w 
divorce stories are detailed and Iowa,
have been reading the West Afri-
ways a little hit of England ith they tell which partner committed For the past several days I
them wherever they go. Certain- adultery and with whom, giving 
ly they have made a profound im-
 
the name, place and date. Prosti-
pact upon the life and cultura of totes are interviewed on some
Nigeria. occssions as if they were Holly-
In a hundred ways, in the ac- wood celebrities,
cents of spoken English and the The Nigerian press, however,
different spelling of the written has not followed the British tab-
language, in the left-handed traf- Mids all the way in this particular,
tic system, in the keen conscious- Nevertheless, when it comes to
nen of class, in the currency sys- political writing, ionic of the boys
tern etc., the Bristish have sought awing a wicked axe. Their verbal
to mold Nigerians after their own —assaults on their opposition sug-
image, Whether it was conscious gent at times that they are using
indoctrination or not, the job has machine guns instead of typewrit•
been well done. era. Compared to the way F.ng-
The British style of journal- lish journalists throw the verbiage
ism, for instance, has given me around, the Nigerian newsmen are
the most difficulty in my job here
as special advisor to the Amalga. 
even more skillful!. Several Niger- ish, there are many remarkable
Ian political writers can hold their things to their credit in a place
mated Press of Nigeria. The aver- own with the best in either Eng• like Nigeria. Then, too, it was the
age English newspaper looks m lore
like a jig-saw puzzle than a news- 
and or America. British who taught so many Afri-
paper in America. There are some 
The impact of British rule Man- Caall to read 
the great writers of
exceptions, of course, but very few 
deals itself in another way which England arid led t
hem to absorb
ours. 
is very interesting. Many of the the basic 
concepts of freedom and
are made up and designed like Africans who are British trained, self-government. in
 so many pla-
including some Nigerians, have es on earth the 
Bristish have whet.
I suppose the shortage of news- absorbed the concepts of class dis- ted the desire for the 
very free-
print has tended to force British Unction. There are some things, dom that they so 
reluctantly
journalists to pack tittle items on some gibs, some forms and ritu- grant.
a page like baubles on a Christ- als which automatically classify a The relationship 
between the NI-
the difference, however, 
man in the society. When one look gerians and the British 
is. itmas tree. Once you are used to
forced to admire their ability to scious of the class to which he Both want
MI are at a man one is immediately con- seems to me, 
exceptionally good.
to make a model self'
get so much news In 30 little 
spar•. 
belongs. Even when color enters governing state that is free but
the picture, the class distinctions friendly to the former m
aster.
We think of the English as far are still important Burring Some unseen accide
nt, the
and one would expect the "Toll"MtS The Story About The Birds An' Boos • .. Like 
more conservative than ourselves On the whole the Nigerian in- new Nigerian nation in 
igen will
One You Told Daddy Last Nit.!" 
English stn . 0 seem very democratic to he a real i•wel in
 the Grown 's
Ones to be less bold and raucous me. Despite this, bright young Commonwealth of 
nations.
The
can dispatches of the Reuters wire
service which comes into our of-
fice. Reuters serves all important
papers here and in all of west
Africa. almost exclusively. This
Bristish service is very well edited
and has a high reputation for ae-
(wary Of all the hell being rais-
ed on this continent, however, no
story I have seen so far was any
longer or more wordy than that
of the recent lynching in Missis-
sippi. It was the best covered
American story I have seen.
However carping or critical an
American may be about the Brit.
BLUEPRINT TO HAPPINESS
Plan For 'Bundles From Heaven', PPA Ready To Help
• MANY FAMILIES who have used the services of
Planned Parenthood Association have found them "b ue
prints to happiness." Mrs. Rebecca Young, Planned Par-
enthood social worker (photo left) answers the questions
of a group of patients at one of the seven Centers in
the Chicago area. Each is staffed by a trained nurse,
a doctor, a social worker and a receptionist. Patients















































are never more than the patient can
right: Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Green attend an Education
for Marriage session given by Mrs. Stella Schultz, pro-
fessor of Home Economics, as a part of their course in
PPA Auxiliary Gives
Valuable Program Aid
O "OUR LIVES HAVE been
happier because we have been able
to plan to have our babies when
we wanted them. We were amaz-
ed to find that so few people knew
what a help birth control is to
happy family living, and that so
very few people knew where to
go to get birth control informa-
tion."
O THESE ARE some of the rea-
sons members of the South Side
Auxiliary of the Planned Par-
enthood Association give for form-
ing an active group to help in the
work of Planned Parenthood Cent-
ers and to spread information on
the many sides of the program —
birth control, infertility help for
childless couples. Education for
Marriage courses and research.
O BECAUSE MEMBERS of the
auxiliary feel so strongly that
every family should have this in-
formation they have been active
in setting up, decorating and help-
ing staff the newest of the Centers
at 6301 Rhodes ave. They also
have been instrumental in having
clinic hours increased at this
Center. In addition, the auxiliary
has carried the PPA story to
church groups, civic organizations
and social clubs.
O "IF THERE ARE too many
children in a family," one mem-
ber explained, "the children are
apt to be cheated. The mother is
often too tired and sometimes
really too ill, to give each child
the love it deserves. Every--:child
should be a wanted child, and
unless families can plan when'
they want children often they
come into the world unwanted."
O "EXPERTS HAVE pointed
out that a child who feels he is
not wanted often grows up to he
a problem child. Birth control is
a great help to those families
with limited incomes, too." she
continued. "A family with too
many children cannot raise its
level of living, cannot possibly
feed, clothe and educate each
child as he deserves."
O BIRTH CONTROL, it w a
further pointed out, is safe. Many
who really want help in spacing
their children are afraid of physt-
cal injury or after effects. Doctors
say that modern methods of birth
control, as offered in the Planned
Parenthood Centers also are pain-
less and effective. More than that.,
they give assurance that the use
of birth control in no way affects
the ability of the patient to have
children when she wants them.
O THERE ARE seven PPA
Centers in Chicago. The down-
town center at 203 No. Wabash
ave. has, clinics on Monday, Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Saturday,
by appointment only. This Center
has an infertility service, also,
for couples who have been unable
to have children. Other Centers
are:
6301 Rhodes ave., Midway 3-4498;
Tuesday, 2 to 4 p. m.; 5:30 to
7:30 p. m. Wednesday 10 a. m. to
12 noon.
734 W. 47TH ST., Friday, 8:30
a. m. to 10:30 a.m. NEWBERRY
CENTE R, 1335 So. Newberry,
Saturday, 9 a. m. to 11 a. m.
MERCY CENTER, 1539 So.
Springfield Wednesday, 12:30
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. ABRAHAM LIN-
COLN Center, 700 Oakwood blvd.,
Tuesday, 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
and Friday, 12:30 p. m. to 2:30
p. m. and CHICAGO HEIGHTS
Center, 1716 Halsted st., 1st and
3rd Wednesdays, 9:30 to 10:30
a. M.
O THE PLANNED PARENT-
HOOD Association also sponsors
monthly Education for Marriage
courses with the cooperation of
the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago. It will provide speakers
for groups wishing to hear more
about birth control, family plan-
ning, marriage education or re-
lated subjects. Members of the
South Side Auxiliary who have
been active in enlarging the pro-
gram in the area include:
0 MESDAMES Paul Boswell,
Donald Cunningham, William M.
Jones. Jerry Coleman, Mikkel
Ilansen, Sidney McCoy, George
Marshall, Robert Stepto, Charles
Runner and Wilbur Tuggle. Mrs.
Tuggle is at present a member
of the board of directors of the
Planned Parenthood Association
of the Chicago area. Mesdames
Runner and Sidney Brown a re
past members.
afford. Photo preparing themselves' for marriage. Courses are held
each month at the downtown center, 203 No. Wabash
ave., or in outlying districts when scheduled.
• NURSE LEONTINE Huff and Dr. Zoraida Valdez discuss birth
eontrol with a patient in one of the PPA Centers conveniently located
throughout Chicago. Methods advised are approved by doctors as being
safe, painless and effective.
• MRS. MADELINE Evans gives literature to interested visitors to
the Midwest Community Council annual heath fair held at
Blvd. Christian Church. Both church and medical groups
to explain value of its services.
sp THE STEERING Committee of the
Planned Parenthood Association meets at
Jones to plan work for the Center for the
dames Charles Runner, Jones, Hansen and
the Jackson
invite PPA
South Side Auxiliary of the -
the home of Mrs. William M.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Visiting in the city are three
prominent Chicagoans and former
Memphians . . . Mrs. Frankie
Fields Robinson - social service
supervisor in the Chicago Welfare
Department: Mrs. Myrtle Camp-
bell, wife of Commissioner Clif-
ford Campbell of Chicago and
house guest of Mrs. Ed Meacham
of White Star Cleaners; Mrs. 011ie
Southern, prominent Chicago so-
cialite and the former 011ie Banks
of Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. William Roach are
the proud parents of a little son, The Interdenominational Minis-
William jr. who bowed in at the ters Alliance gave a Fellowship
Mrs. Stanaey Ish. The Atkins and
Lewises were the house guests of
Dr. and Mrs. Maurice Gleason,
and intimate parties dotted t h e
gay weekend - including a bar-
becue given at the estate of Dr.
and Mrs. A. Spaulding, co-hosts
With Dr. and Mrs. Jolia Lewis.
• .1 •
until 1 p. in. Send your childrenLouis, Mo.. chaplain . . . Atty. Hancock picks up her sheepskin to the Park to take part in allBenjamin Jones. parliamentarian, at LeMoyne college. How's that /he activities.... and members of the executivelf2r.L family record, accomplished CLUB MEETcommittee - Mrs. Charle P. Ro- '" """' ale year? The Book Lovers Club met inland. Benjamin Lewis and Si i as: the home of its president, Mrs.
• • •
Harry Mae Simon. From up Milford, Conn. way. .. Mattie Davis, Friday night. The
members enjoyed the hospitality
of the president, and spent a pleas-
ant evening. A very tasty menu
of Hpm sandwiches, pear salad,
potato chips coco-colaa and straw-
berry sundaes were enjoyed.
The Newnan club met in the
home of Mrs. Jennie Simmons
Thursday.
Evening. The business was pre'
Credit for the overwhelming  „_,
ance in both football and basket- sided over by president Mrs. Lucy
Success was garnered by ballmrs;:,.,_ this year . . . and has been colliers. The members spent a
. Locker& the gems's' chairman; highly touted in Eastern papers:delightful  •Mrs. Mary C. Pruitt, programchairman; Mrs. Letitia Poston,chairman of the grand reunionball and entertainment - assist-ed by Reginald Morris of Le-. _.. none a art department; Mrs. hlo- . a door prize in ohservance of the
sells .1. Starks, and Willie B. KellY, and family, Idr. and Mrs. Chnsto-.club's sixth birthday. A special
jr. pher Roulhac. and family. . feature of the evening was the
Lending their dynamic support Chris will be flying home tlus• 
modeling of the latest fashions for
too were Mrs. Ann Lawrence. week to spend the summer vacs- 
',Spring by Miss Jovado Ballard.
Hall, president of the Memphis tmn with.. his parents, Mr. and.a senior at Lane college. Miss Hal-
chapter and the vice president, El: Mrs. Philip S. Booth. . .and llwi- lard modeled five outfits. A de-
nier L. Henderson. • be a welcomed stag in the young 
licious barbecue plate was enjoy-
Last Saturday was a day filled: social set of the ,city. He also re-'
ed by all present Miss Ethel Sesta
with activity and the joy of re.. cently visited. New Haven and i is
president of the club.
capturing the fun of college life : Yale university,with its nostalgia for friends and Yale entrance exam.
where he took the l
Mesdames Ada P. Buckley,
eveningHis extra - curricular life has' The Outlook Club held its finalbeen most interesting his Ivy meeting for Spring in the horneLeague habitat. . _spending week-
ends with family friends in COn. evening Mrs. D. H. Tuggle, the 
"Darkness Africa.
7:15 Compass Rose
of Mrs. Louise Croom Saturday
necticut and Massachusetts, n d 
7130 Meeting of Mindssixth member to arrive receivedin Philadelphia, with h. 
8:00 Japanese Brush Painting:
gorses
a 4 • a Arrington and Ions Bar-classmat•ss 
who were missing. 
/nett attended the Tennessee State tion
Blummer visits a Naval Air Sta-A coffee-coke break followed the Mrs. Julian Kelso was the house-igeneral assembly which was pm. guest of Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Walk- Progressive Beauticians Associa- 6.00 serenade: "Summer Nightelion, Inc., that was held in Mom. 
•
aided over by Robert M. Rateliff, er, parents of our Dr. John E.
enjoyed h 
Berlioz.They •
the executive secretary of the Jordon, in Nashville, Tenn.. when P • t e meeting 7.00 Story Book Princess: "Lit-and gained much information from tle Bear Goes for A Ride."
alumni and head of the public re- she attended the reunion of her
the workshops ' 7 15 The Friendly Giant.
lotions department who has dour class at Fisk university's c o m-an outstanding job since Jotrung I mencement exercises held on Miss Louise Biggs of Marianna. 7,30 Tactic . . . "Cancer Re-Fla . is the house guest of Mr. search" with Steve Allen
the staff of his alma mater lasOune:September. and Mrs. A. M. Buckley. Mr. and a.00 The Air Force Story . .
Dr. and Mrs. Hollis Price willFollowing the coffee-coke break,1 attend the V, orld Conference of .Mrs Howard Weleford, jr., an (I, (Beginning a new series from thechildren of Milwaukee. Wise , Wright Brothers to the Berlin Me-
th@ classes got together and dis- Churches meeting in Austria this
are spending a few days with
cussed plans for a bigger Le_ simmer. . .and Mrs. Marion M.. ' liftMoyne. The steering committee's Johns has been admitted to fam-business was taken ear, of by ed Smith college at Northhamp-Theodore R. MeLemore. chair- ton, Mass., for post-graduate /O-man, long a powerful segment cial work.in the ranks of alumni, LeRoY,1Vin''Johnson, Mrs. mall, Mr 'fhom.' • • •
every other night is not a special ' •sistance. That is why we, as teen- „occasion. However, this is by no The Rumor:" a group of office Mrs. Roosevelt Davis of 743 So.age Negroes, must act to bettermeans an attempt to slander, de- ,.hei troubled a n d unwholesome 
; workers become concerned about Dudley.
their jobs when rumor circulates.
Set'-
form these places of business. hut future.
grade, or to denohnce iin any
The Youth Council of the NAACP the staff.
i that one of them will he cut from
- , enth.
James Hughes of 1056 Ne, g r.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.I
It is an attempt to warn the teen- , .
is one organization that has done 9:30 PERSON TO PERSON. eaagars wbo attend them so frequent-i v-,ery




We as Negro Youth, should re- 
lagl do if the membership and ac- bar and her young daughter
live members were greater in num-, their Bel Mr, Calif., home, aalized another day is coming. It 1 boi.g. 
: then pays visit to home of notedIs true that our race has made 1 :stockbroker, Gerald Loeb and wife1 The youth of Memphis are doj
yet, thousands of us slant plead-TURDAY JUNE 4 SIMENESS
great and wondrous progress. and 
log very little that can help him- i,,,n their home in Stamford, Conn.
ins at the bars of justice. lself in such a way that he will 'ft-- ,' ,, ..1 600 ANNIE OAKLEY. Dilem-
as. Mr. Ratcliff, Miss Harr) MaeSimon, Mr. Lewis. Mr. Turpin and Meet In ChicagoMiss Murphy. The steering com-
orticians Will
The twenty second annual ast
mittee now goes out of existence
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
sat., Juno 6, 1959
Grange blossoms and strains ly decorated with Greek-letter or-
Of--.Mendelseolan and 1.ohengrin ganization insignia and a unique
wedding marches . • . traditional silver-glittered decorations . a
Barbinsera of June weddings . . . floor show,featuring an excellent
confident youth, happy in fire dance executed by Walter
reaching milestones of graduations Spinks.
end' commencements . . perusal 'Twos wonderful to chat with
of roadmaps, timetables and flight the out-of-towners - especially old
schedules heralding fast approach- friends Clyde Turpin, Linnie
close watch on its father, theing vacation time . . . of such as Pryce and Eugene Thomas, as
Rev. Z. E. Barr, who is in Johnthine are the social items of this well as local alumni who all looked
Gaston hospital. Since his acci-day. : so lovely in their formal clothes.
plUDES AND BRIDES-TO-BE GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN dent the family hasn't left his
bedside through night and d a y
shifts. His condition is fair.
Last Sunday marked the wed-
ding of well-known social a n d
'civic workers Miss Willa Alma
McWilliams and James Thomas
Vaiker who were married at
Avery Chapel AME church
*mud who have the congratulations
aid well-wishes of legion friends
and acquaintances throughout the
city and the Mid-South area for a
Bre-time of 'retinal bliss.
I Personable Miss Geraldine Mar-
garet Anderson will become the
bride of William 0. Little and
will receive the felicitations of
family and friends at their wed-
ding reception come Friday, June E. If. Crump Memorial hospital dinner at Lane Chapel C. M. E.
A. at 1523 South Parkway East. last week. Mr. Roach is the Ma- church Friday night. The minis-from six to eight o'clock. nassas basketball coach: and Mrs. ters had as their guests theirI And beauteous Miss Nora Lee Roach, the former Miss Mary Anne wives. In addition to the wives.Morgan will pledge her vows with' Strozier is the former art instruct- special guests were the wives ofFreddie Anthony Jones, Saturday, or at Hamilton High school. deceased ministers and retiredJune sixth, at Metropolitan Bap-I a • • ministers. Honorees include Mrs.Dot church * five o'clock. Attending the swank Chicagoan's Lucy Collier. widow of the late .
of, Jack-
“A
I Sunday. June 7, is the day of week-end party in the Windy city Rev. J. B. colljer and Mrs. Ella peals and administratorthe wedding of Miss Linda Louise were Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins, Carney, widow of Rev. J. M. Car- son Memorial, stated, e feelHaralson and Joseph Calvin Ise- who also went to Philadelphia to ney along with Rev. and Mrs. W. that routine Door nursing, whileJ/el rites to be held at Collins attend the annual meeting of S. Vance. Rev. Vance, a retired adequate, obviously furnishes few-Fhapel CME church . . . the College of Cardiology and minister has been a member of er actual hours of nursingI And Metropolitan Baptist church where Dr. Atkins Wati arreptedlthe Alliance for more than 30 
service to the patient than he*ill be the scene of the wedding as a member; and the Atkins"years.Of lovely Miss Cynthia Green sister and brother-in-law, Mr. andl Rev. Dewitt Alcorn, pastor ofand Harold Winfrey - whose cup- Mrs. Robert Lewis, jr. ,Phillips chapel CME church, Idi-Pala will be one of ttw inost out- Also attending were Dr. and
etandieg weddings of the season.
;LEMOYNE COLLEGE ALUMNI
Le-Moyne college witnessed a
grand reunion of graduates and Dr. Atkins' uncle and wife . . .,and ministers unable to attend,,former students of the staid 90 while Dr. and Mrs. lab were the namely Mrs. Laura Young, Mrs.year old institution and the or- guests of Mr. Ish's parents, Mr. Neighbors and Rev. Melvin Greer.ganization of a national alumni and Mrs. Claude Barnett. The affair was a very beautifulpasociation last week. Elect. A round of stellar parties were one and the fellowship was enjoy-ed president was Eugene E. Thom. held at Chicago's Sheraton Hotel ed by all who attended. More
than 30 persons attended.
The Campbell Park opened May
IS, at 9 a. for the Summer re-
creational program with Recrea-
tional Supervisors Mrs. Lerlia Cun-




• Calvin Sod Thaddeus represent "the three fuse
g," slogan of the 1155 March of Dimes calulteienarthritis and birth Ws. Thousands ot other cliii
*we will be_ helped your =Wire le_ the UNgreater Vietnam MOM OS 1194910_,L_Ber-
as '37, of Washington, D. C.
jOther officers are Mrs. th'ilhelmien
Lockard, first vice president -
pho was the general chairman of
ghe Alumni reunion Dr. Theo-second vice president . . Mrs.
school 112 Chattanooga; daughter
Latent recording secretary; . . are under the supervision ofMrs. Erline Sherley Somerville, Danes. graduates from Father Mrs. Cunningham from 9 a. in.Bertr
More than 200 persons attending'Made the reunion a big success- including out of-towners EugeneK. Thomas and Clyde Turpin of
Washington. D. C. Mrs. LamleDoeelson Pryce of Loa Angeles
Miss Watson. president; 
Mrs' 8:30 U. S. BORDER PATROL.
are:
methods developed over t h e 1 Ernestine Hooks, vice president:
adventores and dangers that face
men who guard the nation's bor-
ders 
I Mrs. Marjorie Crowder, financial : from illegal entry by persona
and things detrimental to welfare
of the country.
7:30 Y A N C Y DERRINGER.
"Two Tickets to Promontory:"
By YOUTM COUNCIL NAACP And the key to justice lies in Yancy boards train bound for
the hands of the Negro youth of ceremonies commemorating unit-The average teenage Negro to- America. The doors of opportunity ing of transcontinental railroadday is not fully aware of what faces are constantly opening in every and finds fellow passenger riding 
Thomas McDantel of 18 Ash.
him in tomorrow's world. He em- A son, Kneeyn, to Mr. and Mrs.
sur:30Posvisuitmh
inlay, is not aware of the respon- are we prepared to go through 8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "The Kill-
•-a View to 5tusic. field of endeavor for Negroes. But, in coffin. Clifford Marable of 715 Firestone.(Guest performers from St. Louis 
May 29Xreasurer; Henry Rutledge St.. and high school. ..and M.rs. Y P Y. 
sibilities, rights. a n d obligations
which will be his in the not too gni youth realize what oPporiUnitY 
ttle known ac a n g e.. . Will Spencer of 1330 Philadelphia.
A son, Jerry. to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Williams of 20 CeellWidge•
A daughter, Maggie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gehrge Meenweather of 1822
So. Bellevue.
A daughter, Kimberly, to Mr.
at swank Milford preparatorY
school for Boys comes news of Use
election of Christopher Booth as
co-captain of the 155940 Basket-
ball team of the school. Chris ...
following in. the footsteps of hisCalif.; Miss Clarice Murphy of famed athlete uncle, ChristopherSt. Louis. Mo.; Mrs. Mma Junes j Roul‘hac of LeMoyne Mad Magici-of Nashville, Tenn., and Shan- iame, garnered letters andnon Little. also of Nashville :citations for excellent perform-
By BENNIE RUM McCORKLE
The district meeting of the
Church of God ht Christ was held
at Earle chuleb, pastured by El
der Hinton on May 29. Bishop
Minus Jones. former pastor. de-
livered the main message. He is
row the State Bishop of Arktnsas
and resides in Little Rock.
The Earle collegians are begin-
ning to leave college for home in
the persons of Miss Joan Johni•
gran, Miss Clara B a r r, Miss
Georgia Davis, Miss Cole, Miss
Parr and Devon Settles.
The Dancy family went on a
fishing trip Thursday last and
caught the limit. little Miss Fay
Dancy was the first to catch a
fish. Her sister, Bettye Ann, not
to be left out, also caught one.
They hollered so loud at their good
luck that the :rest of the family
thought they had fallen in the
lake.
The Barr family is keeping a
Ian, Tenn . gave the keynote ad-
dress. lie spoke on "The total Min-
iatry."
Dinner was sent out to widows
New Nurse System Can
Cut Cost 50 Per Cent'
CHICAGO - A recent system may need." Group nursing can ful-
of providing private nursing care fill the need and cost the patient
at less thaa half the normal cost only $18 a day. Regular private
Isas.
at Jackson Memorial hosrial ip In addition the patient under group 
Desoto.has proved to be a great success duty nursing would cost $48 a day. 
Mianu, Fla. nursing care pays from $2 to $4
Called the Group Nursing Plan, less a day for his accommoda• Goodwill Homes Getsthe system has one private duty lions.
nurse care for two or three pa- Aside from closer care, the pa-
tients, thus insuring individual's- tient is also afforded certain psy•
ed care and treatment at much cological advantages, such as a $5
lower cost than normal. greater feeling of security. At
In an article in the current is- the same time the patient does
sue of the Modern Hospital, Dr. not grow so dependent upon his
Kermit H. Gates, director of hos- aurae that when the time
comes for him to be discharged
from the hospital, he finds it very
difficult to adjust to leaving.
The nurses themselvea benefit
from working in a group. Steady
employment, diversity of work and 11011••••••••••••••eaHre•••••regular hours are assured them. The presentation was made by
They are also leas confined than Miss Lula Watson, club president,
the regular private duty nurse, but , to Mrs. Mildred T. Heard, execu-
still have full responsibility for j tiate director of the Homes.
their patients. According to one Les Voguettes wish to thank the La • hli htsnurse, "Ws this or nothing f o r many friends for their loyal sup- _g
: port in making this presentation
et•••••••••••••••••••••••
possible. -




Born at Joh* Rastas Hay 23 A daughter, Toni, to Mr. and play 30 711
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perkins of 475 Lip-1 A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Darryl, to Mr. and Hrs. A daughter, Carol, to Mr. ,iincl
/ Jimmy Wright of 1037 Melrose.
Mrs. Oare Ford of 648 Suzette. ford.
side. A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and,
MI Mrs. Johnnie Rtchson of 141
A daughter; Willie Mae. to Mr.George Bowers of 1568 River- Mrs. D. C. Burns of 1275 Capital.
A daughter, Paula, to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Joy of 140 .W. Brooks.,
: A daughter, Tina Marie, to Mr.Mrs. Robert Davis of 1031 Nora.I A daughter, Michelle, to Mr. and ...I lire. Richard juuraue a 31,
A son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs.' Mrs. Rosaevelt Chapman of 2471;44er.
Ernest Redeemer of 690 Boston. W. Utah.
A sofi, Michael. to Mr. and Mrs.A son, Curti', to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs)
May 25 
Tommie Gray of 1437 Lek* Grove.
A daughter. Regina. to Mr. end
Oliver Cole of 5031 Wilbure.
A son. Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Wade Jackson of 1070 A:-
Joseph L. Hamm, Sr. of UM nold.
Spottswood. ! A daughter, Rita, to Mr. ond
A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.' row.
Mrs. Grady Johnson of 1401 Fair. i OdistesoRnutsosemll.r.ofao2d12martsallea. al 4 C I
view. 
i gra. Moses Howard el 370 Cat.
A gm, itaginsid, to Mr and
A daughter, Veua, to Mr. and' Hancock of 2364 Warren.
Mrs. George Jones of 1158 Wil- A deughter, Tdmmie Jean, to Mrs. Ueorge Htegin"1 1" Lass.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Cathay ofson.
A son, Anthony. to Mr. and Mrs. 200 Mockler.
Sherman Rutherford of 490 E. A daushter, Elizabeth, to Mr.
Curtis Jones, Sr. of 240 N. Dun-
lap.
May 24
A son, Larry to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Taylor of 1548 Carnegie.
A daughter. Debra. to Mr. and
A daughter, Wanda. to Mr. mid
Mrs. Alexander Devi. of 711 Wis.
TOW. ,
Georgia.
A son, John. to Mr. and Mrs. er. 
of 850 Put" IleAnnidelr'lltderM tal2M  rE maitabd. Mrs.and Mrs. Fred Young
John Walker, Sr. of 568 Buntyn. A SOO. Donelson, to Mr. and 
A deoghter. Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Conway of 2-aaaA daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Mrs. George Ruker of 656 Ste-
Mrs, Sammy DAVIS of 277 Jacoby. phens. 
New !Weigh rd.
A son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and A son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Veraell Kirk of 240 Baltic. Dennie Chapinan of 163 Locust 
Wiley McKinney of 1142 Hamilton.
A daughter. Doris, to Mr. and A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and Luther Robinson of or Maywood.
A son, Reginald. to Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. Calvin Spearman of 21 W. Mrs. t:rey Aerobia of 943 Kan. A son, to air. and Mrs. Rufus
Grayer of 3500 Rochester.
May 27
A daughter. Sylvia, to Mr. and
wood.
or as 4. . George Smith of 148$ Pillow.
Greer of 4492 Gray rd.
Fred Goodman, Sr. of 274$ Spotta.
A son to Mr and Mrs. Luster
A son. Fred, to Mr. and Mn.
Nay 21
The Les Vogcettes club, as a secretary; Mrs. Martell Jones, A son, Roselle. to Mr. and Mae.
result of their fashion show re- treasurer, and Mrs. Joyce Spring- Albert Richardion of 1844 Him
furniture for the administration of- Green, Miss Alberta alickins and 
'suer.centty, presented a $500 check to field, reporter,
the Goodwill Homes for children, Other members of the club are on. Garland, te Mr. and Mrs.
which will be used to purchase Miss Evelyn Bagsby. Miss Cynthia John Jilts of 36S Allen.







4:30 IMw to Arrange Flower&
' 4:45 Modern Home Digest.
5.00 The Last Continentt
"Seismology."
5,30 Clubhouse: Local Ourdoor
Doings.
6:00 Serenade: "Victory at Sea"
Rodgers.
• 7:00 Story Book Princess: "Lit-
tle Bear Falls Asleep."
7:15 Tales of Poindexter: "Blos-
00 From Voguettes
WREC
era of Mussolini:" plaY Presentss m hon and Washington louver- these doors? Can we? Does the Ne.
/ f t of i tri ue•fill d . A son, alichael, to Mr. and Mrs.
far away future. Seemingly, he is his? Do we care? Or, are we s a). s o a8:00 Decision for Research: New does not care if he has to live 1 in 1945.series on medical and biological in 
humility or suffer the injustices;
justplain stupid?
PRIDA1'. JUNE 5
research. ,_._ ( Southern whites are realizing theimposed on him by his should-tie- 4:30 RAWHIDE. "Incident of the8:30 Em Zwei, Drei. German loved .e..0 -1 u wman. lahundant evidence that shows that Indas Trap:" under attack by packLesson 2. /the walls of racial segregation areWe as teenagers only live for : emoting of wolves, men of cattle drive seek
9:00 New Testament Literature. under persistent in-9:45 World Outdoors. "Nature the next dance or social affair at ternal pressures. And in light of help from woman rancher. Series and Mrs. Leslie Armstrong of 314in Miniature '' i A new series from the Flaininso or at Curries, where this, the are meeting these per. of killings occur and one of
rawhiders is charged with the
the Lucy.Tenn. State Conservation Commis. we are not allowed except on spec- sistont pressures with unknown, A daughter, Vicki, to Mr. andsion.1 tel occasions. And every night or unseen, and even unheard of re•1erime' Mrs. James Morris of 119 Anon.THURSDAY. JUNE 4 • A OUSE A daoghter, Erma, to Mr. and4 15 Prelude.
4.30 Sew Easy "Maideg A
Blouse Front."
5:00 Animals of the Seashore...
"Plankton."
5.30 The Finder - Sonny Fa
tells history of aviation.
6.00 Serenade: "Carnaval" -
Schumann.
7:00 Mr. al r g 1 e's alusee:
8:30 David Copperfielcl 0:45 Carling Clubhouse: "Fight-
9A0 WKNO PRESENTS: Civil log Small Mouth."
Air Patrol TUESDAY, JUNE 9
FRIDAY. JUNE 1 4:15 Prelude.
4:13 Prelude. 4:30 Japanese Brush Painting:
4:30 Japanese apish Painting: "Roosters"
Horses.
5:00 Language in Action ... "50.
mantica of the Popular Song."
5:30 The Finder . . . (Stave
Success of the program at Jack-
son Memorial is attributed to:
"careful screening of participating
personnel and efficient business
their parents end friends 8:30 Looking at Modern Art: -Mrs. W. S. Vance presented her! with Gordon E. Washburn. threat-music students in a musical re- or of Fine Arts, Carnegie Institute.cital Monday night at St. James 9.00 Once Upon A JapanemBaptist church. About 40 young; Time: "Festival of the Stars."people were presented. 9.30 Keyboard Conversation ...
Earlier in the afternoon Mrs. -Ernsmlie Form."Vance eat host to the young peo-i MONDAY. 'lilaPle and their parents in a Gar.: 4:15 Preludeden party. The honored sue/its/ 4.30 Sew Easy: "Making Thewere four young ladies who were' Blouse Back
A major highlight of the day i option of the National Funeral Di-
5.00 Understanding the Child:
was the luncheon which saw the rectors and Morticians association graduated from high school in :
"How Children Grow." •
5 30 Children's Cornier.
8.00 Serenade: "The Three Cor-
nered Hat." Fatia•
7:00 Story Book Princess: "Lin-
de Rear Goes to Nee Fair."
r • 15 Juat Before Bedtime: "Rag-
gedy Ann atgl tbe Kite."
7.30 Survival "Cava, TOVe/Iers
to Cliff Dwellers"
1t00 Measure of Man "Loyal-
n mg ovation by assembled bers in every phase of the funeral nearly invest-fold since labLae ties."alumni and faculty, profession, including local, stale cording to a recent survey made 3o Fin ZWei, Drei Germs,That earn, night witnessed the and national geparirnents regula. hs the President's Committee on L1.11‘nn 3.grand reunion ball . beautiful-11ing the profession. ;Government Employment Policy. 9:00 New Testament Liters




you use ̀ ,14s01:4
fat the House." 
There's a sense of fresh.7/ta' Tales on Pmdextef: "C°w cording to buildings, equipment, in- against the Japanese.
7:30 State of the Union. 
atructors, and supplies. Can we sweet cleanliness that only




8:00 Adventures in Living.
Memphis and get equal or fair-re- er four months in the hospital, ThilltsfbrwinghLy
1449:30.r. Briefing Session. 
wTdisomineozcaukonnutcohkwe:p.,i,thLmyroliociurllefis.rouni:Iamrsironley;
5:30 The Exceptional Chiled..„,
suits? Can any just conception be roan returns home to find his wifeBig° Heritage' Henry Steel --- attained rout this comparison? ROW and his business sold.
\ i Ai fit 
Tfenhdoinyg.iimEnd:wodor by killing
N SA iff 18)6/
\ ‘ t
/ 






 ;Bog 0.1" l  iu: can'tid harmooefo  ay 
better jobSPEAS than • 04""vinsga4tYrid:Pd•rbitz;491-' ill.
your daintiness!
be serving his fellow.man,
ma at Diablo:" Town sets up aThe Negro Youth should stay in
doctor's office for a returning sonschool. And the effects of the policy
who has been studying medicineof segregation will be evident to in East. Turns out that young manhim, 
has been involved in gamblingA few years ago a few Negro and failed to earn his medical de-students realized in Oklahoma City eyee.
that segregation and racial dia- 9:00 GUNSMOKE. The marshal5:00 At Home With Your Child: crimulation could and would ruin ario to keep a slayer in custody"New Baby Comes Home." their emotional and intellectual after his leg is broken on the prai-5:30 Adventuring -a i  HandArta: lives. And upon realization of this rt., many "Weaving." they took action that proved they 
miles from civilizatior
9:30 SILENT SERVICE. "Iii,8:00 Serenade: "Divertimento," care about the future.Nos. 12 and 15," Mozart. 'Ern Again Harder." Story of Sc
'The 
schools we attend are in- tivities of the U. S. S. Harder.7:00 A Number of Things. ferior in every way and form ac- a submarine in World War II
NAACP YOUTH SPEAK
A son. Darrell, to Mr, and Mrs.
Harold Clark of 1181 Cannon.
A toss, Ray, to Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus Bonner of 5111 James.
A son, Morris, to Mr and Mrs.
Walter Welch of 11344 Grimes.
A daughter, Jennifer, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Johnson el 459 Hazel-
wood.
A son. .Terry. to Mr. end Mrs.
Harvey Moody of 251 Cohran.
A daughter, Le \ Wine, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Eaton of 957 Athens.
A son, Otis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Berry of 3134 Erie.
A daughter, Yolanda. to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Blue of 4047 Thiene.
A daughter, Cathy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Thompson of 1347 We-
bash.
A ion. Troy, to Mr. and Ilre.
LeWl4 Williams of 526 Peebles.
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W. Maxwell, Philadelphia et
neater and civic leader, re-
ceives honorary "Doctor of
Letters" degree from Chinni
College, Orangeburg. S. C.
Here J. Milton Shuler (left),
dean of Clanin College, ad.
bits robe for Dr. Maxwell,
president and founder of the
William Penn Business Insti-
tute. 1201 N. Broad St., Phila.,
"in recognition of his growth,
service and the high position
he now holds."
Four Beat Officers In Traffic Scrap
BELOIT. wis — (UPI) — Charzes were filed Monday againq
four persons in the beating of a police officer who stopped their car
for a minor traffic violation.
Mack Henry. 31. was charged with operating an unregistered
Vehicle, driving without a license and resisting arrest.
His wife, Vivian. 29. was charged with interfering with an arrest
and with inflict'ng bodily harm to a police officer.
Ask Congress To Disclose Expenditures
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The American Society of Newspaper
Editors (ASNE) has asked the House and Senate to make public
their payrolls and office expenditures.
It was disclosed that petitions by the ASNE's Board of Directors
were filed with the two Houses last Friday.
The ASNE said "citizens and taxpayers of the U.S. are entitled
to know how public funds are disbursed." Secrecy about congression.
al office finances, it said, "protects against disclosure the acts of
those who may have illegally, improperly or recklessly disposed
of further money."
Urges 'Blueprint' For Fitness
A Chicago physiologist has urged that all agencies wo
rking
with youths adopt a "common blueprint" for developing menta
l,
moral, physical and spiritual fitness among youngsters.
Dr. Arthur H. Steinhaus, dean of George William College, spoke
to about 530 delegates attending the Boys' Clubs of America
convention.
He said adoption of common goals would eliminat- c't”fusion
among various agencies working with youth.
Demands 'Atom-Free' Balkans
LONDON — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev call-
ed Tuesday night for an atom-free Balkan
s. But he threatened to
establish rocket bases in Albania if the United S
tates went ahead
with its plan to set up missile bases in Greece and
 Italy.
Khrushchev also paused in a speech at Tirana, Albania. 
to call
John Foster Dulles an 'outstanding politician" and to 
express con-
dolences for his death. But he told his Communist audien
ce Dulles
appeared to be softening toward Communism along to
ward the
last.
Set To Rocket Mice Into Space
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — (UPI) — The 
Air
Force has tentatively set for today a fourth attempt at
 rocketing
four mice into space aboard Discoverer III satellite.
A scheduled shot Tuesday was postponed at the last m
inute
for technical reasons. It was the third postponement of the Dis-
coverer Ili shot since last Thursday.
Both Sides Cry 'Foul' In Farm Battle
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The battle over farm legislation has
brought cries of "foul" from both sides of the Senate aisle.
Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.) charged "duplicity" by cutting 50
million dollars from the soil bank fund in the House Appropriations
Committee. The House went along with the cut.
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.) accused Republicans of
"fighting a sham battle with the farm question" in Senate debate
on wheat price support legislation.
One Killed, 8 Hurt By Mexico Earthquake
MEXICO CITY—(UPI)—A strong earthquake shook central
Mexico Sunday, killing an 8-year-old girl and injuring eight persons.
Sonic buildings were badly damaged.
The Tacubaya seismograph station at Mexico City reported that
the tremor reached a strength of 5 on the Mercalli scale. The
epicenter could not be located.
Seismologists at Weston college in Massachusetts placed the cen-
ter of the temblor off the west coast of southern Mexico, near
Oaxac and Chiapas provinces.
Insurance Worker, Agents Plan Merger
About 600 delegates from the Insurance Workers of America
and the Insurance Agents International Union met Monday to com-
plete arrangements for a merger into a single AFL-CIO insurance
workers union.
Barring any last minute hitches in separate ratifying conventions
beginning Monday; the joint merger convention will convene Wednes
day.
The AFL-CIO Council has approved the merger. AFL-CIO
President George Meany will be represented at the convention by
R. J. Thomas, an aide to Meany.
Hoffa Pledges Aid To Any Steel Strike
BOSTON—(UPI)—James R. Hoffa Sunday pledged the support
of his giant teamsters union to any steelworkers' strike.
Hoff* did not say what his union would do in way of support
for 500,000 steelworkers.
Navy Witness Raps Army, AF Missiles
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The growing battle over continental
air defense systems was heightened Monday by Navy criticism of
both the Army and Air Force anti-aircraft missiles.
A House appropriations subcommittee made public testimony
by a top Navy witness, who told Congress that 25 billion dollars
has been poured into a "Fortress America" air defense network
that soon will be as obsolete as the French Maginot Line.
Rear Adm. J. T. Hayward, assistant chief of naval operations,
testified that in his opinion no. more money should be spent on
the Air Force's Bomarc anti-aircraft missile. He said the same
reasoning applied for the Army's Nike-Hercules program.
Say Khrushchev Seeks To Split NA TO
LONDON—(11P1)—Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev left Mos-
cow Monday by jet plane for a 12 day visit to Communist Albania.
Diplomatic sources said the trip may mark the start of a new
Communist drive to split NATO allies in the Mediterranean
A United Press International dispatch from Moscow said Khre-
shchev was accompanied by Marshal Rodin Malinovsky, the Soviet
defense minister, and by N. A. Mukhitdinov, a member of the
Celemiulist Patty Presidium.
TWO ART STUDENTS at Bennett College, Greensboro,
N. C. view student exhibits in the Fine Arts Building
which remained on display throughout commencement.
Survives 100 Foot Fall; Then Prays •
Police clocked James Perry. 24, if Gary, Ind., at 100 MN'S in
hour a moment tefore his car sliced through a heavy guard rail and
plunoed down a Ito-root em',ink meet
They found Perry. unhurt, kneeling beside the car is prayer.
'Water Bullet' Kills Boy, 15
PERRY. Ga. — (UPI) — Larry Sutton, 15. was killed Monday by
a bullet which eirocheted off the surface of a pond.
Police said Sutton and Martha Ann Mobley, 14, were shooting
at a snake in a fish pond. Hawkins said a .22 caliber bullet, ap-
parently fired .ns artha Ann, ricocheted off the surface of the pond
and lodged in Sutton's heart.
Scientist's Goal; 'Peace On Moon
UNITED NATIONti. N. Y.—WPII—Scientists and lawyers of 13
nations herttn figuring ways for men to work together ziNiceftilly in
outer space instead of fighting as they do on Earth.
The project was off to a shaky start because of a five.nalon
boycott led by the Soviet Union, but the United States and other
Westearn salons still had great hopes for it.
A. U. S. working paper foresaw the possibility of the U. N. spon-
soring research into long-range weaCter forecasting, communica-
tions through space reflectors and navigation in space.
Gov. Long In Psychiatry Hospital
CALVESTON, Tex —(UPI)—Goy. Earl K Long of Louisiana was
admitted to John Sealy hospital last weekend under the care of Dr.
Titus Harris, professor of psychiatry at the University of Texas.
Hospital Administrator John Truslaw said Long was admitted for
treatment of a condition caused by "overwork and fatigue."
Blames Crewman For 140 Deaths
JAKARTA, Indonesia—(UPI—A preliminary report last 
weekend
train crewman and not sabotage may have been responsib
le for the
worst railroad accident in the history of Indonesia.
At least 140 persons were killed and 125 seriously injured in the
accident, which occured early Thursday morning.
An estimated 500 persons were aboard the Banjar to Bandung ex-
press in western Java, and many of these were less seriously injured.
The preliminary report did not pinpoint exact responsibility, bu
t
said train crewman not sabotage may have been responsible for t
he
coaches.
Frisco Loses As Summit Site
GENEVA — (UPI) — The Western Allies have abandoned San
Francisco as the site for a summit conference in favor of Vienna,
it was reported.
The Western powers have just about made up their minds to
holding a heads-of.state parley in Vienna, probably in the first ten
days of September, reliable conference sources said.
The San Franciso-for-the-summit boom reached its peak about
three weeks ago. Nikita Khrushchev was known to want to visit
the United Sta,es. New York was ruled out on grounds of security
difficulties.
Kremlin Silent On Nikita 's Visit
MOSCOW—(UPI)—The Soviet Union maintained silence Monday
on the reason for Premier Ni'.ita Khrushchev's official visit to
Communist Albania. Western observers thought he might be there
to make up with Yugoslavia's Marshal Tito.
Dulles Loses Ground To Cancer
WASHINGTON — ( UPI) — John Foster Dulles is losing more
ground in his struggle against cancer and pneumonia.
The State Department reported Tuesday that Dulles "continues
to grow weaker." A statement read to newsmen by Press Officer Lin-
coln White also said the former secretary of state was receiving
analgesics pain killers.
The statement said he was "in general, comfortable."
New Technique Aid Heart Surgery
LONDON — ti PI) — British medical authorities Tuesday night
reported a new advance in heart surgery which allows the heart to
be stopped as long as 45 minutes for delicate operations.
The new technique, known as "hypothermia," involves deep
cooling of the blood stream and bypassing of the heart, and does
not require a heart '.ung machine.
Calls Hoffa Plan A Threat To Nation
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Teamsters President James R. Hof-
fa has touched off new demands for tough labor legislation by threat-
ening to combat a union antitrust proposal with a nationwide strike.
Chairman John L. McClellan D-Ark. of the Senate Rackets Com-
mittee said the threat has confirmed the danger which he had tried
to warn tht: nation about when the Senate was considring the labor
reform bill earlier this year.
U. S. 'Kon Tiki' Voyage Hits Legal Shoal
Roy S. Lasswell's projected raft voyage to New Orleans with
his six-year-old son was caught in legal shoals before the father-son
crew even lifted anchor.
Lasswell's former wife. Mrs. Yolande Oglesby, threatened to
seek a Superior Court order restraing him from taking the boy
Mark, on the jaunt and giving her custody of the child.
Mrs. Oglesby, who was divorced from Lasswell in May, 1957, said
she considered the trip "extremely dangerous."
Reach Settlement In Newspaper Strike
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Striking members of the American News-
paper Guild are scheduled to vote Friday night on an agreement to
end their three-month walkout against the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
The agreement was announced Tuesday night in a joint statement
by the Guild and Globe-Democrat publisher Richard H. Amberg. De-
tails were withheld pending submission to the 322 striking Guild
members.
Chief issues in the walkout, which began Feb. 21, were job
security and a pension plan equal to the Pulitzer Post-Dispatch One.
Nikita Predicts Geneva Agreement
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Premier Nikita Khruschev told a group of
American businessmen Tuesday in an interview made public yester-
day that the Geneva foreign ministers conference will succeed "or
we would not have agreed to participate."
Khrushchev predicted there never would be a war between the
United States and Russia.
He said Russia was ahead in rockets now but conceded that the
United States "will not remain behind us long."
They are: Misses Gloria Adams (left), of Bronx, N. Y.,
whose painting of her roommate is in the background
and Adell Taylor, of Chrrlotte, N. C.. who exhibited a
textile design and several copper enamel pieces.
Big Steel Tightens Against Wage Hike
NEW YORK—(UPI)—The steel industry is moving to stre
ngthen
its stand against any wage increase this year.
The 12 big firms, engaged in con'ract talks with the United
Steelworkers of America, have sent letters asking their opinions
on demands.
With the companies calling fc: a wage freeze and the Steel-
workers demanding a big pay hike, the bargaining teams have made
little or no progress on a new contract.
Bomber Crash Kills 2, Injures 2
WINCHESTER, Calif.—WM—A B47 bomber crashed here
early Tuesday, killing two and possibly three crewmen and serious-
ly injuring a fourth.
Flaming debris was scattered over a two-mile area.
Sheriff's deputies in Riverside County said two bodies were
found. They expressed fear a third person was killed in the crash.
A fourth man was taken from the' wreckage suffering firs: de,
gre burns
Plane Drops Leaflets In Havana
HAVANA—(UPII—A mysterious light plane flew over Hav
ana last
weekend and dropped leaflets accusing the Fidel Carr° 
government
of executing "10,000 Cubans."
Heavy rain prevented air force fighters from taking off in 
pursuit,
and the light plane droned off unharmed. The weather 
prevented
identification of the plane, but authorties said they beliesed it ca
me
front a "foreign country."
The leaflets said that since the Jan. 1 victory of Castro's 
revolu-
tionary forces, "10,000 Cubans" have been executed, 40,000 are 
in
jail and 20,000 are in hiding in fear for their lives.
Russia May Brew Balkan Crisis
WASIIINGTON—(UPI)—State Department officials said 
last week-
end that Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev 
may be brewing a Berlin-
type crisis in the Balkans.
The department's cold war strategists kept a 
shall; eye on state-
ments and threats from the Communist b
oss during his mystery-
clouded visit to Albania.
His threats against neighboring Greece and Italy 
prompted a strong
blast from the department Friday night.
Ask Aid For Homeless Moslems
PARIS — (Urt) — The Catholic ann rr
otestant churches of
France have joined in an unprecedented world
 appeal for help
for Moslems left homeless by the war in Algeria.
Maurice Cardinal Feltin, Archbishop of Paris, and 
pastor Marc




Reject Plea To Jack Up Egg Prices
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Agriculture De
partment has
rejected pleas from some farmers and Congressmen th
at it step
into the market with new price-propping programs to ja
ck up de-
pressed prices of eggs and broilers.
The department turned down proposals that it: 1. buy 
up
egg-laying hens to reduce the supply of eggs; 2. purc
hase shell
eggs for distribution to the needy; 3. buy broilers for distribut
ion
to the school lunch program and, 4, provide export subsidies
to promote sale abroad of American fowl.
Two Explosions Doom Atlas Missile
CAPE CANAVERAL — (UPI) — The second combat-type inter-
continental Atlas exploded like a muzzle blast from a double-bar-
relled shotgun late Monday night in one of the most spectacular
blowups ever seen at the Cape.
Only 60 seconds after the giant war rocket blasted off, a huge
orange ball of flames surrounded it in the starry sky. It was 30
seconds later before the twin explosions, reverberated through the
Cape.
Mothers Seek Fallout Health Probe
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A group of mothers, some with
babies in. their arms, asked Congress to approve, for the sake of
children both born and unborn, expanded government research into
the health hazards of radioactive fallout.
Mrs. Lucille Harris, who has a 13-month-old son and is expect-
ing another child in August, made the appeal to a Senate appropria-
tions subcommittee on behalf of women members of the Washing-
ton Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy.
Scientists are in dispute over whether fall-out represents a
significant hazard in either increasing the incidence of cancer in liv-
ing persons or causing genetic damage to those unborn,
Hint Thaw In Geneva 'Cold Front'
GENEVA — (UPI) — There were growing indications Tuesday
of a slight thawing of the East-West cold war positions despite
strong statements on each side.
The first official hint from the Communists came from East
German Foreign Minister Lothan Bola who let it be known the
Russians would drop their insistence on a German peace treaty as
the price of a Berlin settlement.
HIGH SCHOOL freshman
Doug Thure sits at his short
wase radio s e t Ir. Whittier.
Calif., after revealing he has
been in touch with Moscow
and a propaganda program
there called "Moscow Mail-
bag." Doug mailed questions
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to the %Woe and beard re-
plies via the radio. One gees.
tion, "Do you think Russia
will be first to the motel"
brought the reply that the
Soviet Union is not Interested
in being first: UPI Telephoto
Say Family 'Knocked' Gov. Long Out
arALVESTON, Texas—(UPI)—Gov. Earl K. I.ong of Loutinealli
fought plans to put him in a mental hospital so hard his family
had to have him knocked out, it was reported Tuesday.
But authorities at John Sealy llospital in Galveston, where um
colorful chief executive of the Bayous was flown secretely Satoh
day, denied reports Long has been violent since his arrival.
Dr. John Truslow, adininistrator at the hospital, said tho is
year-old Long was "stubbornly resisting attempts to give aim
psychiatric treatment."
See Strike Ahead For Steel Industry
NEW YORK—(UPI)--Steel wage talks resumed Tuesday 
aft
a six-day recess amid growing evidence the United Ste
elworker
of America may issue a "put up or else" ultimatum to the
industry.
With four weeks remaining before the July 1 strike deadline
the crucial contract talks are deadlocked on practically all issue
s.
Presbyterians 'Recognize' Red China
INDIANAPOLIS—(UPD—The governing body of the
 United.Pres
byterian Church in the USA has adopted a 
resolution exprgsain
hope for eventual "normal relations with 
the government of the
Chinese people." 
. -
The cautiously worded resolution, adopted late 
Monday, touched
off a major debate among delegates and newsme
n as to its me
meaning.
The resolution said the church hoped i'the day ma
y soon come
when our government, in concert with free nations, 
may enter with




Two strongly worded requests from- the presbyteries of 
Morris
and Orange, N. J., and Pittsburgh, Pa.. to put the 171st 
general
sembly of the church in opposition to recognition Of COMM
China were not incorporated in the resolution.
Mobster Is Critically III In N. Y.
JOHNSON CITY, N.Y.—(UPI)—Joseph Barbara, 53-year-old
 host t
the Apalaehin gangland convention, was placed on the cr
itical li
at a hospital here last weekend. His condition after a heart attae
continued to worsen.
Dr. Ronald Hamilton, of Binghamton, a heart specialist, said Ha
hare suffered a coronary attack when he collapsed Friday at
home of a sister-in-law in nearby Endicott.
Barbara had only just moved out of his palatial hilltop home a
Apalachin where some 60 mobsters and their friends gathered in 1957
Ex-Colombia Dictator Has Surgery
BOGOTA, Colombia—(UPI)—Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, former d
tator of Colombia, underwent an operation at a private clinic Sat
day for an undisclosed ailment. '
Rojas Pinilla, who is under technical arrest in his own real
dence, was taken to the clinic under heavy armed guard.
Rojas Pinilla was tried by the Senate for "indignities" in off
and was deprived of the rank of general and stripped of all hono
granted him while president.
A second trial against him started last week in the Suprem
Court on charges of conspiring to overthrow the government
President Laureano Gomez in 1953. Rojas Pinilla succeeded Come
as the result of an armed coup.
Town 'Wiped Out' In 1955 Is Restored
UDALL, Kan. — (UPI) — Udalt, a town wiped off the map
 in
gigantic tornado May 25, 1955, has been "completely res
tored,"
time to mark the fourth anniversary, Mayor Ellis 
Sherrard a
Sunday.
The twister killed 80 persons, injured more than 200, and
the entire town a mound of tangled, jagged and splintered debris.
For the first time since it was leveled, a memorial service
not scheduled on the anniversary date, next Monday.
"Many former residents always come back here for Memoir
Day to decorate the graves of their loved ones," Sherrard said, "
we decided to combine the two services on Memorial Day."
Cuban Exiles Confirm Purpose Of Arm
MIAMI—(UPI)—Cuban exiles confirmed Saturday that a pla
load of arms seized by customs agents were destined for an e
peditionary force, training in the Dominican Republic for an aka
against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.
The raid Friday resulted in the arrest of 14 persons and in
have upset the timetable of a Cuban counter-revolution.
FBI Agents Recover $300,000 Ring
ELIZABETH, N. J.—(UPI)—FBI agents raided a motel'
Saturday and recovered a $300,000 diamond ring stolen from
Vera Krupp, former wife of the German munitions manufacturer,
a robbery at her Nevada ranch home last April. Three persona
arrested.
Those seized were James George Revel. 3/, a native of G
wood, Miss., his wife Mary Jo, 31, formerly of Hot Springy,'
and Julius Berger, 43, Newark, N. J., paper bag salesman.
Kills Wife, Self; Leaves Death Note'
VAN NUYS, Calif.—(UPI)—A bank employe who 
shot his
Cantor's Daughter Dies Of Cancer and then committed sui
cide left this note:
"I have broken the Fifth Commandment 'Thou shalt sot
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Private funeral services were held 
'
daughters. 
because he broke the Ninth Commandment 'Thou shalt nor Co
Monday for Marjorie Cantor, eldest of comedian Eddie Cantor's five thy neighbor's wife'."
cancer which she kept secret until seven weeks ago from her fa- suicide. 
m s  Whitakern-  y ea wroter_o l  the 
wife
 notaendFrthitleany shortlyi
Miss Cantor, 44, died Sunday after a two-year battle against forePhoeliceshosatidanWdillkiialmled
ther and her mother, Ida.
HBoth parents suffer from heart ailments and have been placed another 
saidma she wanted a divorce because she fell in love win.
tinder sedatives since learning of her death.
Find Women In More Public Affair Roles JANESVILLE, Whs.—(UPI)—Rock County authorities jailed
PEORIA, Ill. — (UPI) — Women and especially young mothers man and woman from Chicago on charges of lewd and laseiviou
are showing a growing interest in public affairs, according to the conduct Saturday following their arrest at a Lake Koshkottong
state president of the League of Women Voters, tage on a federal warrant charging possession of narcotics.
Mrs. Harper Andrews, Kewanee, said at' the league of Women Deputies said Otis Sears, 44, and Earthie Lee Grace, 38,
Voters, employe of the Chicago recreation department, would face the sta
Mrs. Harper Andrews, Kewanee, said at the league's 29th an. charges in Municipal Court Monday before being handed over
nual convention here Tuesday that "Young mothers of today have federal authorities at Chicago on the narcotics counts.
a vital interest in the future of their children and are getting out Authorities refused to say it the couple had any nareotfel'
and working for these interests as they have never done:before." their possession when arrested at a tourist cabin shortly bete
Pushbutton System Launches Missiles
VANDENBERG AFB, Calif. — (UPI) — A new pushbutton con-
trol system for intercontinental ballistic missiles is said to cut
launching time from 15 hours down to about 15 minutes.
Air Force officials said the system built by RCA would enable
missile crews to fire a retaliatory warhead five minutes before a
Russian-fired ICBM could travel here from a Soviet base.
2 Held For Lewd Conduct Face Dope Ra
midnight Friday.
Predicts High Holiday Death Toll
The National Safety Council warned yesterday that 2,30 pe
may die in traffic accidents and another 10,000 may suffer dleab
injuries during the Memorial Day holiday week-end.
The estimate was based on past records and the possibility





011ie Perry died last week in
St. Joseph's hospital when he
had been a patient since April 30.
Surviving are three daughters,
Mrs. 011ie Ward, Mrs. Ruth
Woods and Mrs. Mary Hamilton
and one sister. Rev. Vincent A.
Walsh officiated. Mr. and Mrs.
Allen are the proud parents of
a baby girl born in Graham hos-
pital.
Mrs. Leota Fields has returned
home after several weeks in
St. Joseph's hospital.
Miss Edna Sellars is te super.
Intendant of Bethel AME school.
Emanuel Reynolds is a patiient
at St. Joseph's hospital.
• • •
CEDAR RAPIDS
By G. H. MONTGOMERY
The 42nd annual sessiion of the
AME district conference was held
here May 20, 21, at the Bethel
AME church, Rev. C. H. Cope-
land, presiding. Elder of the Des
Monies District, in charge, pas-
tor of the church, Rev. E. L.
Johnson.
fiers. Robert L. Brown, who
underwent surgery last week at
the St. Luke's hospital is doing
nicely at her home. Mrs. John
Ware is in the Mercy hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Bell bought
a home at 315 5th it.. N. E.
Mrs. Viola Gibson has left for
New York and Boston where she
will visit with her children.
Illinois
UNITY
' BY MONETTE VAUGIELN
Mr. and Mrs. DeRoy Kyle and
mother, Mrs. Mollie Kyle, have
had as guests recently. Mr. liar.
ry Kyle of E. St. Louis, Ill.; Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Kyle, and Mr.
Ronnie Brown.
' Mrs. Iretta Luster of St, Louis,
Mo., visited her grandmother,
Mrs. Mary Crossland, and her
brother, Norman Vaughn.
Some of the outstanding events
of the month are: The Motners'
Day Program of Mt. Zion Rap'
fist and St. James AME church-
es. The latter had as guest speak-
er, Mrs. Wilson Crimm of Mound
City, Ill. The Closing Day Pro-
gram of the Dunbar school; the
following eighth grade pupils re-
ceived certificates — Alonzo
Hardamon. son of Mrs. Ora Ilan
damon: Ida and Iola Jarvis,
daughters of Mrs. Viola Jarvis;
Norma Jean Allen, granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Vaughn
II; Velma Jean Thompson, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James T. Sim-
mons; Wlbert Venoid Sanders,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Sanders: James Lee Ballentine,
son of Mrs. Isola Ballentine; and
Oscar Lee Moore, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Moore, sr.
A number of people from this
area attended the graduation ex.
ercises of Alexander County Ceti-,
tral High school in Tamms, Ill. Mn. Minnie Shivers attend d
•
the graduation ofThe following seniors from this
Melba at Bennettvicinity received diplomas; Miss-
es Georgia Marie Moore, grand-
GOODMANdaughter of Mrs. Laura Johnson;
Nancy Smith, daughter of Mr. and BY PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
Mrs. Sellie Smith; Lottie Louise James Williams and Miss Fush-'.
Moore, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. al were married in the home of
Jenkins, son of Mrs. Artie Jenk-• Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Ingram in 
Carey Speaks
Sundae accompanied by his broth- in establishing and maintaining. NAACP May Drop
Negro children in the South.her daughter,' Miss Daisy L. Redd graduated 
Integration 
.The NAJS was organized in Ifrom Okolona High school last'college. 
I. 1 week. Her brother. Raleigh is 1942 in Tuskegee with Mrs. M.
i graduating from Rust college. L. Copeland as founder-first prey-
, and Mrs. Aaron Redd. ident. Mrs. Ida Nance Givens
was the first general vice presi-
dent and because of the illness 
_GREENSBORO, N. C. — (UPI)1 They also contend that Negro
of the president. was responsible 
The National Association for children are sent to a Negro
for most of the organizational ac- pie may
the Advancement of Colored Pea:school. no matter what the din'
drop a school integra- tance from their homes, and that
ins; George James, granddaugh-'
ter of Mrs. Pearl Fulce, a n d, s
Viola Jarvis. The following out- LouisianaJames Edward Jarvis, son of Mrs.:of-town guests attended the gradu.
ation exercises: Miss Bettie Ma-
rie Moore and son, Tony; form-
er 
Miss 
Clovme Moore and, 





Mrs. Alvin Lee Warren of In-
dianapolis spent last week here
with her mother, Mrs. Jennie L.
Jones.
Mrs. Louise Watson of Hum.
oboldt spent last week with her
father, Willie Winston,
Ernest Vaugh of Murry City
spent the week end with his sis-
ter ,Mrs. Ida Twitty.
Mrs. Alvin L. Dawson Is visit-
ing her aunt and brother in Wis-
consin.
Mrs. Lula Mack Prather of Sel-
mer Is with her mother who is ill.
Austin Cole, Jessie Twitty, Miss
Ella Williams, Mrs. Eloise Har-
ris and Anne Steward all of Ala-
mo attended the singing conven-
tion held at Mason Grove Metho-





Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Atkins,
Mrs. Francis Atkins Rowlitt, Mrs.
Myrta Atkins Shinault and Mrs.
Myrtle Atkins Bishop all of St.
Louis visited with Mrs. Belg
Branford, Susan Fox and friends
and relatives herepast week.
Many attended commencement
service in Dyersburg Sunday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Augie Coleman
and children; Mrs. Lela Coleman
and husband and children all of
Dyersberg visited with relat-
ives in Newbern last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Whitemore and
daughter were dinner guests of
Mrs. Bertha Pierce last Sunday.
'Graduates of Bruce High this
Year are Donnie B. Shockley, Bet-





Dr. J. II. Jackson president of
the National Baptist convention,
will preside at the Annual Board
meeting of the Convention to be
held in Memphis at Columbus Bap.
list Church, 324 N. Decatur St.,
the Rev. A.E. Campbell, pastor.
This session will be held during
the meeting of the National Bap-
tist Sunday School and BTU
Congress, June 22 • 28.
The Pre - Congress musical will
be Monday, June 22 at Ellis Au-
ditorium at Main and Poplar ave-
Sales Techniques, Employing Some
of the Latest Discoveries in the
Fields of Applied Psychology and
Speech."
Dr. Frank G. Davis, director of
research, Johnson Publications,
Chicago, led off a series of work-
shop speakers with a presentation
of current facts on the Negro mar.
ket potential. Dr. H. Webster
Johnson, chairman, Department of
Marketing, Wayne State Universi-
ty, headed a discussion on "The
Role of Research in Studying Con-
sumer motivations."
A third workshop featuring Rob-
ert P. Leatherwood of the firm of
Leatherwood. Cleveland and Log-
an, Detroit, and Stan Matthew,
Caldwell and Ballard, Chicago,
centered on "Current Public Rela-
tions Developments in the Negro
Market."
One session of the NAMD meet-
ing called "An Idea Trading Post''
featured William L. McMillan of
Smith, Scheer-McDermott; Char-
les Smith III, director of public re.
'Minns, Florida A & M University,
Tallahassee; H. Naylor Fitzhugh,
Howard University and The Moss
H. Kendrix Organization, Washing-
ton. and Bill Howard, photograph-
er and hat designer, Detroit.
Greetings from the Mayor of De-
troit were brought to the conven-
tion by the Honorable William T.
Patrick, member of the Common
Council. Chairmen for the various
clinic sessions were NAMD presi-
dent LeRoy Jeffries, Chicago, j.
R E. Lee, Jr., vice president,
Florida A and M University, Talla-
hassee Florida, and NAMD exec-
utive director. II. Naylor Fitzhugh,
Washington, D. C.
After considering invitations to
presenting a chorus of 1,000 voi• several cities the convention votedces under the direction of Miss
Lucie E. Campbell, Geo McFall, 
to hold the 1960 Marketing Clinics
and Annual Convention in Chicago,will be the organist.
The Rev. .1. W. William
chairman of the pre -
musical.
All of the general
meetings will be held
auditorium. The Young
division will meet at St.
Baptist church on Wicks ave.
near Mississippi at.
Dr. James B. Cayce, director
general of the Congress stated
that in promoting the vast pro-
gram of Christian Education, there
will be 80 classes with class mom
work at Booker T. Washington
high school. This laboratory
school has operated in the Con-
gress program for 10 years. Miss
Mildred L. McTyre, director states
that preference will be given to
those who have completed re-
quirements for a second certifi•
cate of progress.
The Rev. C. ht. Lee, 388 S. Or-
leans Si. chairman housing com-
mittee, states that there will be
ample homes and hotels to ac•
comodate the 11,000 delegates and
visitors expected.
Fugitive Asks
tivities during the first four years- tion suit here because the Greens- there after the burden for re- ury TrialShe was elected to the presidency horn school hoard has voted to assignment is on the Negro child.At A&T College
as the first counselor. 
meJrgeKeannei




ed Rtwinoggt oeirdm r s. as Mrs.e l eMetaead-
; GREENSBORO, N. C. — The One year after the national 
one of three attorneys for six as alleged in the suits, is another
Negroes said the merger would issue
were children of Mr. and Mrs.'
Eugene Moore, Sr. Mrs. Doris- ,
thy Mitchell and brother, Clyde
Fulce, of South Bend, Ind., visit.i
ing their mother and Mrs. Mtch-
ell's son, Mrs. Pearl Fulce and
George James,
Miss Georgia M. Moore left
Sunday night for Milwaukee. Win..
where she expects to find em.
ployment. She will reside with re-
latives. Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Neilly and daughters, Maxine and
Sandra.
The sons of Mrs. Ors. Mardi•
mon, Curtis and Carletos of Chi.
cago. Ill., Homer David, AFC of
California. and Alonzo of this vi-
cinity, motored to Seattle, Wash.
to visit their father. Jesse Harda-
mon.
Rev. I. H. Wiggins, pastor of Mt.
I Miss Bertha Jennings of Mem
'phis is visiting her mother. Mrs




Ed Goodrch and Dorsey Hoop-
er of Waverly motored to Nash-
ville to visit Mr. H. Lomax at
the VA hospital.
Mrs. Lillian Gardner of Waver.
ly is in Indianapolis visiting her
brother D. H. Goodrich and oth-
er relatives.
Mrs. Mary Cowen of our city
was in Nashville over the week
end.
Mrs, Dora Mays and Miss Mar-
garet Jo Pierceson of Nashville
were visitors here last week.
Charles Porter of Indianapolis
spent the week end here with his




By IDA B. HUGHES
Mrs. Matlean Gilbert is in the
hospital at Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. Minnie Henderson is im-
proving from her illness.
• • •
501,1 VAR
Mrs. Ada Moore was here recent-
ly to visit her mother, Mrs, Alice
Pirtle.
Mrs. Nannie Sue Pratt has gone
to St. Louis to be with her uncle
Percy Homer who is ill.
Promotional exercises were held
at Bolivar Ind. School. M. L.
Morrison, principal of Bruce high,
Dyersburg, delivered the address.
Awards were presented in twelve
categories.
Maggie McKinnie died May 16.
Rev. and Mrs. Homer Gatlin,




By HENRY C. CRUMP
Funeral service for Mrs. Adel-
lar Pruitt was held last Sunday
t Rest Baptist church
with the Rev. Stokes officiating.
She leaves to mourn her pass-
ing her mother, two sisters, two
brothers, nieces, nephews, grand,
children and great.grandchildrenl
and a host of other relatives and
friends.
The religious service of Vine
Street high school was held last
Sunday. The Rev. S. T. Cunning-
ham, pastor of H. V. Baptist
church, Columbus, Miss., preach-
ed the commencement sermon.
Fifty-eight graduates received di-
plomas.
• •
, Jeanes supervisors. Other found-
ing officers present were Mrs.
Lelia Yancey, first treasurer,
and Mrs. Louise C. Taylor, first
'recording secretary.
Jeanes supervisors from all
parts of Louisiana attended.
i Chief consultants and speakers
were "top" educators from the




DETROIT — The National Asso-
ciation of Market Developers clos-
ed its sixth annual marketing clin-
ic and convention after an inters-
live study of treds and develop-
ments in the Negro market.
Holding sessions at the Gotham
hotel, convention headquarters, and
the Detroit Urban League, the
professional association of persons
engaged in marketing and its al-
lied fields heard talks and discuss.
ions led by some of the nation's
leading experts in the marketing,
research, public relations and ad-
vertising areas.
Mario S. Garbin, training officer,
Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, an-
nual luncheon speaker, gave a
demonstration lecture on "Modern
Department officials, representa-
tives from leading colleges, pro-
fessional organizations and phil-
anthropic foundations. R. L. Cou-
sins represented the Board of the
Southern Education Foundation.,
Chief consultants and speakers
were Miss Dorothy I. Height, Dr.
Kimball Wiles, Dr. Jane Fran-
seth and Dr. F. D. Patterscrn.
Richland vocational high.
Mr. and Mrs. V. G. Nelson
and family moved in their beau-
tiful new home here last week.
THE IMAM TALIB AHMAD
DAWUD, leader of the Muslin
Brotherhood, U.S.A. and di-
rector of the Islamic and Afri•
can Information Center, with
headquarters in Philadelphia,
said on his departure from In-
ternational Airpei t Idlewild,
New York to Mecca, Arabia
to make the Hail or Pilgrim•
age to the sacred Mosque,
"there is no racial segrega-
tion and discrimination in Is.
lam as there is in Christiani•
ty." The Iman Dawud will
visit Egypt. Sudan and Ethio-
pia before going to Mecca
where he will also attend a
meeting of the World Islamic
Congress of which. Col. Anwar




TUSKEGEE, Ala — Officers andRev. and Mrs. M. C. Billing-
slea attended church services at members of the National Associ-
First Baptist church in Kosciusko. ation of Jeanes Supervisors, in
last Sunday. Rev. Billingslea de.: their Eighth Biannial Convention
livered the morning sermon. Rev.! last week at Tuskegee Institute,
R. C. Ingram is pastor. Rev. and, sponsored the JEANES GOLDEN
Mrs. Ingram and Rev, and Mrs. JUBILEE in recognition of 50-
Billingslea dined at the Keirns. years of Jeanes service.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Books and The Jeanes Fund, now known
fami:y have moved to Durant. as the Southern Education Foun-
J. W. Glover, jr., of Durant, dation. was created by Miss Anna
district field director of MiSsis. T. Jeanes, Quaker lady of Phil-
sippi Union BTU convention via- adelphia, through a gift of
ited Goodman Bapt, church last $1,000.000 in perpetuity for use
er Harris and Howard Hawkins, educational opportunities for rural
nie Orps, all of Chicago, Ill. These cedonia Baptist church worship- ate services May 31, at A&T col-
lege here.
Nearly 500 persons received de-
grees and certificates at the 65th
annual commencement exercises
AME church will meet every sec- at the college on Monday, June 1.
C. R. A. Cunningham. registrar,
announced that the tentative list
of graduates includes 473 persons.
The breakdown notes 120 candi-
dates for the master's degree; 273
for the B. S. degree and 80 can-
didates for certificates from the
Technical institute.
J. Spencer Love, president and
chairman of the Board of Burling-
ton Industries, was the main
speaker for the commencement
program. A native of Cambridge,
Mass . and a Harvard graduate
he has served as chief executive
, department of the Louisiana Erl- 'Negro children attending a segre-I; elected first president with Mrs. physically, to the white school. Recorder Dies
ucation Association. She was gated school which is attached.
'Sadie M. Keel as the first secre- They now attend the Pearson i
n 
Greensborotary.HONOR FOUNDERS ,Street annex of the Washington;Street school. The building is on
. ry celebration these three local all-white Caldwell school. 
GREENSBORO, N. C..— A lead-Ai the recent NAJS anniversa- the same lot and adjacent to the
persons served as consultants and INTEGRATED UNIT 
er in Greensboro civic affairs and
d major contributions The Greensboro school board 
former member of the A&T col-
lo trip three-day program. 
lege staff died here at a local
Under the leadership of Dr. ing with the next school term 
hospital. Sunday. May 17.has voted to merge the two. Start-
Kara V. Jackson. national Jeanes September, the Caldwell school 
Mrs. Naomi H. Simmons, who
served t h;eed
Registrar
rdaetr l hien collegethe   office 
forsuipervisnr, the NAJS nresident, will -open as an integrated unit, about ten years, died following aMrs. Velma Wiggins Adams and Lee made it plain that the basicmembers of the convention Steer- issues would not tie changed even wan the wife of the late S. B.
critical illness of two weeks. She
ing Committee made and imole- if the Caldwell suit is dropped:simmons, state supervisor of Vo-mented plans for a unique buffet The NAACP attorneys ask a fed-supper honorine thb founding of- eral court order forever ending July of 1957.
rational Agriculture who died in
(leers and former and retired segregation in Greensboro schools.'
of the world's largest textile lab- 
A na
r. 
s tive of Richmond, Va., ,
of the members of Mt. Zion. wor-
shipped 
,
Zion Baptist church, and a few.phone OW 4-7468. ! ganization in 1923. Bill Rosensohn
Send all news to E. R. Tyce or ric fabricating firm since its or-
with the Shiloh Baptist
church in Future City, Ill., Tues-
day night.
Those on the sick list are Mes- ,
dames Carrie Winston, and Mary:
Crossland; Mr. Mark Kay. 'l
Mrs. Lucille Jackson motored
to Little Rock, Ark., to visit tu,




Sunday was pastoral day at
Hopea ell Baptist church after
which Rev Hancock took bis
place in the pulpit. Many vs..'
ore were present.
Jim (Tomo) Davis passed away
•at his home after ass extended ill-
ness.
Mrs. Carrie Walker had as her
guest her niece. Mrs. Ethel Wil-
liams and cousin Fortune Walk-
er of Ennis, Tex
Mrs. Vera M. Hunt and (laugh.
ter Juliette Medcalf visited Mrs.
Hunt's mother, Mrs. D. M. Walk-
er and sister.
ed with St. James at M. E. church,
last Sunday morning. Rev. G. E.!
Martin is pastor.
Missionary Society of St. James
ond Saturday evening. Mrs. E.
B. Leach is president.
The Shelby County Training
school baccalaureate service was
held last Sunday evening in the
school auditorium. The graduates
numbered 26. Rev. G. E. Martin
of Tuskegee delivered the mes-
sage. Rev. W. E. Jones is prin-
cipal.
Mrs. Beatrice Robinson spent
the day with Mrs. Beulah spears.
Mesdames Hattie Butler, Eora
George Knight, Dora Hundson,
James Baker, Arthur Rhoden are
still on the sie's 1.si
ARTHUR MURRAY, lanior
student, Mansfield. Is being
congratulated by It. Colonel
John ROA%P... professor of
Military science and Tactics
of the Southern University
ROTC Regiment as being the
unit's top cadet. Murray. who
aill wear the rank of a Col.
oriel has been elected to bead
the regiment of cadets, the
ensuing year.
Threatens Suit
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Promo-
ter Bill Rosensohn issued "a decia-
rauon ot independence" against
manager Cub L.) Amato and lie,1%)-
weight champion Floyd Patterson
and threatened to sue them if they
attempt to shift the Patterson-
Ingemar Johansson fight from
New York to some other city.
I want my position made crys-
tal clear," said Rosensohn.
'D'Amato has caused intimations
in the press to the effect that he
may try to take the June 25 field
to some other city. If he attempts
that, I'll immediately bring legal
action against D'Amato and Pat.
"And I'm tired of being serums-
led tO, the press nf being a mere
stooge for D'Amato and Irving
Kahn (president of Teltprompter
Corp.)"
The slender young promoter
said D'Amato's reaction to last
Friday's ruling spinal "stooge
manager" Harry Davidow was
"very unhappy one."
The commission rejected the
application of Davidow - a farm-
er D'Amato partner — to manage
Swedish Johansson, after Johans-
son's testimony that Davidow mad
been forced upon him by D'Aniato
— in order to get the title shot at
Patterson.
. "Because nf that ruling, 1
don't know what D'Amale will'try
to do," Romensohn said.
Today Is Christmas?
PHILADELPHIA (UPD —
'bora in 1927 to take (he A&T post.,
She has lived here since.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed at the Providence Baptist
Church here. Tuesday, May 19,
by the National Spiritual Bahai
Assemhlv of Greensboro. Officiat-
ing were Mrs. Terra Coward
Smith and Miss Kathryn Potter,
officials of t h e local Assembly
and assisted by Rev. Lorenzo A.
Lynch. pastor of the church and
Rev. J. E. Prower, pastor of St.
Matthews Methodist Church in
Greensboro. Interment followed
at the local Piedmont cemetery.
The deceased was president of
the Board of the Metropolitan Day
Nursery, a past board member of
the Greensboro YWCA, and was
a member of the Women's Auxi-
liary of the L Richardson Memo-
rial hospital, she was administra-
tive assistant with the USO here
during war years.
The word is out — June 1 will be Mrs. Simmons is survived by:
'Christmas day. At least for thsvorie daughter, Mrs. Naomi Mac-
Procrastinators Club of America Neal; two sons, Llewelyn and
Singer Johnny Mathis will lead Demdom, all of Chicago; two step-
tre club in singing Christmas Car- daughters, Miss F. Bettye Sim-
ols after members and their mons. Baltimore and Miss Sidella
wives decorate the tree. The affairiB. Simmons of Washington, D. C.,
will be highlighted by collection.and a slater, Mrs. J. M. Menem'
of gifts for unfortunate children. lot Greensboro.
With Negroes
ATLANTA — (UPI) — A Negro
convicted 20 years ago for murder
asked for a new trial this week
claiming the exclusion of Negroes
from the jury violated his rights.
Two Detroit law ers filed
s, is the
congress vote To Fire
assembly Any Teacherin Ellis
People'smatthew A • • •suing Mixing
By BARBARA FRYE
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.—(UPI)'--
T h e State Senate Wednesday
overwhelmingly rejected a house-
passed bill that would require the
governor to take steps to prevent
Integration of Florida schools.
The bill was killed, 29-8. after
Sen. Doyle Carlton of Wauchula
warned that it would invite the
federal government to send troops
to enforce court-ordered integra-
tion in Florida.
Before reaching this bill, the
senate gave quick approval to
bills providing for automatic dis-
missal of any teacher advocating
integration in the classroom, and
authorizing "straw ballots" in the
countries to sound out the senti-
ment of the people on integration.
These bills now go to the house.
The controversial bill dealing
with the governor's powers rats
into an overwhelming wall of op-
position, led by Carlton and Sen.
Joe Eaton of Miami.
One of its provisions would have
set the stage or impeachment of
a governor who refused to order
the sheriff to remove students
trying to integrate a school and
the school board to transfer the
"troublemakers" to another school
district.motion for a new trial for Ed., 
labeled the bill danger.ward Hall. who escaped a Georgia
ous and unconstitutional.prison in 1948 and was recaptured
recently in Michigan.
Hall has not finished his Georgia •
sentence and extradition proceed-
ings are being negotiated.
Hall was sent to prison in 1939'
when a jury found him guilty of
voluntary manslaughter in a safe
ice pick murder. He received a
12-15 year sentence.
The pre-trial motion asserts
that Hall was tried at a time
when "Negro citizens were sys-.
tematically excluded from grand
and petit juries."
, His lawyers contend that the,
.exclusions of Negroes from the;
jury violated Hall's rights under
the 14th Amendment.
REV. GEORGE LAWRENCE of
New York, executive director of
Baptist Headquarters, has been
called to the pastorate of Antioch
Baptist church. Brooklyn. Antioch
one of the larger Baptist church-,
is, h a s helm without a Pastor ;
since the death last year of Rev.
Moses P. Paylor. Some 400 mem-
bers were present it the meeting)
when it was decided to 'steed
the pastorate to the Rev. Law-
rence. Some 3,500 persons are
I members of the congregation.
ew York
ELMIRA
By G. MARIE GREENE
Miss Marian Steele of 810 Dick-
inson at., was called to New
York City hv the death of her
Mrs. Maude Williams.
Jacquelyn Fauntleroy 5, of 118
Jones et., was treated at St. Jo.
seph's hospital for a scalp wound
received in a fall.
Doiottas Hurst of 506 E. Clin-
ton st., has been elected prem.
dent of the Lagonegro School Par-
ent-Teachers Association. Mrs.
George Aaron of 108 High St.. is
the new secretary.
Bruce Strom an. 4 months, of
522 Perry st.. died May 22. Ile Is
survived by his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Stroman: brothers,
Clyde, jr., and Stanley. at home;
grandmother. Mrs. Sarah Keith
of Elmira and several aunts and
uncles.
The proposed urban redevelop.
ment program AS it Pertains lo
housing in Elmira was discussed
May 17 at a meeting of the howl-
ing committee of the Elmira Chap-
ter NAACP. The meeting was
held at the home of Lewis Stark
of 613 I.ake st, James Glover of
503 Perry st., is chairman of the
housing committee which is stu-
dying local housing conditions.
City representives attending
the session were City Manag-
er Angus T. Johnson and Second
District Councilman Vincent 5,
Clune. Johnson spoke of the possi..
bility of the master plan being
able to improve the housing Otte-
ration.
Mr. and Mr.. Robert MEW,
of Jones Ct. are parents et














































































































































and Mrs. T. C. Williams and other
friends.
Services at Mt. Joy Baptist
church were highly enjoyable and
well attended last Sunday.
Rev. J. E. West of Pinson 
made a brief visit Monday at!
Rae home of Rev. and Mrs. T.
C. Williams.
Mrs. Mattis B. Hunter and




minica F. Martina of Willem-
stad, Curacao, Venezuela,
toured the Maytag company's
Integration Can Work
automatic washer and dryer
manufacturing plants In New-
ton. Iowa. recently as part of
a week long trip through IOWA
during his six-month studies
•
In the United States. Accom•
ponying Martins to Newton
were two members of the
Iowa Bureau of Labor, Shown
above are (from left) Dave
Potter of MaYtag's safety de-
partment; Martina; Howard
Selberg, state safety Inspec-





By M. N. RINGGOLD
Since this month seems to be
one of many, many National and
other types of meetings, we at-
tended two this month, then de-
cided that meetings and rest were
in no way related, nor have they
any provisions for rest or relax-
ation during their sessions. How-
ever, each provided means of re-
newing interests, meeting friends
not seen every year etc.
Our first National Meeting was
that of the National Association
of Jeanes Supervisors of Schools.
Held, as it was in Tuskegee In-
stitute, and being composed of
educators from many sections of
our U. S. A., it was naturally,
a very enjoyable session — Of
course it meant much work. Many
committees, many discussions;
"Heaps and heaps of good food
connected with everyone of the
many invitations to breakfast. din-
ner or "After Meeting Lunch." '
Then much planning for im- ,
provement in the schools and.
two of them with gladness told
of how each had a grand child, it
at once brought the realization o
how years have crept upon us.
Then, when meeting the differ
cut teachers also, from the differ
ent states where we, as State Su-
pervisor in Louisiana, was sent
during several summers to give
instruction to principals and su-
pervisors, the realization came.
more vividly of how the years had
passed and how mine bad advanc-
ed.
Having our enjoyable meeting
in Tuskegee we came on with
Mrs. I. N. Givens, the Regional
Director of the South West Re-
gion, to a meeting in Mobile, Ala.
There we met an interested, work-
ing grove) under the presidency
of Mrs. Sarah Dickerson, in Mo-
bile, Ala. Each interested in car-
rying out the wishes of our late
founder, Mrs. Mary McCleod Be-
thune, and keeping the Regions
of the National Council of Negro
Women alive and helpful.
1
end caused us much concern and
The rain storm of last week' Arkansas
personal loss of which we were
unaware until tenants informed
us of the damage done not only BATESVILLE
to the house hut also to their By REV. M. WATKINS moor of "Ain't It A Shame" was
furniture, to the walls, etc. Richard Bone, '17, died at his infectuous and alive the singitr:
We were so glad to finally be home laht week. Ile is survived become some what carried away
able to contact Atty. Patterson of by his wife and one brother, I3ob. with it too. 
,
Southern university a n d to tell Services at the Friendship Bap- For years this has been a re-
him of the many kindnesses tist church with the Rev. Albert liable Male choir and they have
shown us by his moher while we Sinclair officiating. Burial in Dry speutntthemreanyarehoteirnsiesinthraethesaurscalh.
were in Tuskegee this month. Es' Run Cemetery by the Davies Fu-
b
pecially of the delightful drive neral home. , groups are unable to give top
news items.
and the enjoyable luncheon, etc.
The many accidents being re-
ported in our city surely means
that we as parents are allowing
too many yOung drivers to use
our cars. Or, either we are too
lax about their system of driving.
Women's Day program as plan-
ned for next Sunday in Shiloh
Baptist church is being looked for-
ward to as it's usual by helpful, 
ivos. 
Mae Robertson of Little Rock vial. suit on the stage?
ited here last Sunday with relat- The conductor's role Is to lead
and Interesting. Also the Chil-! the unit, blending and molding
dren's Day exercises. — Oh, aril George Brown is ill et the home it into an agreeable musical whole,
many different acitvities keep all. of Mrs. Meack Valentine. and not to amuse nor entertain
on the go. We are hopeful of
quieter, more pleasant, less acci-
dents, etc. •
We are happy to have been called
to the telephone a few minutes last Sunday morning.
ters and their children from Bir- communities supervised by many Our return trip home was made ago and to have a talk with • • •
In this large group of educat- very enjoyable because of the our babies in New Orleans with DANyff,LE
ors. Much encouragement through company of former Supervsor of our darling liable. By IIENLEY TORRENCE
reports made of activities carried schools, Mrs. Lelia Yancey of Although we have made many
out in different sections and co- Wilson, North Carolina. Now re. visits to Tuskegee since 
resigning 
The 19th annual meeting of the
' WSCS, Little Rock district a n doperation received from officials tired. Mrs. Yancey is visiting her from faculty duties there, this
daughter, Dr. Maude Yancey who
is a faculty member in Southern
university here, and who is en-
joying her mother's visit as only
an only child usually does. She
is n o t even allowing for being,
spoiled by a lovely mother who
would, if allowed. We are sharing
Mrs. Yancy's visit by taking her
even to a faculty wedding; a
meeting of our retired group, etc.
Our stop off in New Orleans
meant so much to us. A night
with our niece and nephew and
their two very brilliant children.1
A long time with our own daugh-
ter, our son-in-law and our darling,
babies. My! but we were happy.
Although much concerned as to
the condition of our neighbor,
Mrs. Carrie L. Taylor, owner of
Carries Beauty School, we were
glad to find her improving after
her serious illness. We found her
out of the hospital, though not
yet discharged from Dr. or Nurses
treatment. Baton Rougeans are
doing their hit to assist in get-
tin,g her to an early recovery. Her
sister, Nurse M. Broussard, is still
with her where she has been
during the term of all her
neSlh'iloh Church's Children's Day
program is listed as being as
excellent as those of former years.
Unusual interest on the part of
adult members has meant so
much to the kind and type of pro-
gram prepared. Excellent.
Young People usually try to
pose as being older than they
really are. That is as long as
they have not begin reaching the
full years of Maturity. For in-
, we received a beautiful
"Remembrance" card from a
beautiful, scholarly, young school
principal this week, signed "Moth-
er Shirley." Ten years from now






held Sunday at Southern Normal
last Sunday. There were 44 gradu-
ates. Commencement exercise was
held Monday, May 25. The speak-
er was from Michigan. K. B.
Young, principal.
William Humphrey, jr., son of'
Mr. and Mrs. William Humphrey
won a $2,00 scholarship to More-
house as a result of the inter-col-!
legiate examination.
Baccalaureate service Was
held at Booker T. Washington high
Tom Cleveland. Invited organize- Elmore Stallworth Is improv
tions were Order of Eastern Star ing.
No. 761: St. Luck, St. Paul, Ey- Mrs. Hortense Seger of De-
ening Star, Gillfield. Tabernacle, troit is home visiting.
Lovely Baptist, Louis Chapel and Alonza Harvey, principal of Per-
Hopewell Baptist church. Rev. ry County high school is home.
J. II. Gibson, pastor; Deacon • • •
Frank Jones, master of ceremon- ADAMSVILLE
ies. By CLIFF SUMMERVILLE
John Dew passed away Friday
night Ile was a deacon of Mt.' 
of my age would dare call her In New Orleans where we made
Hebron Baptist church. Survivors Cites State Agent 
.
that. Bless her heart. our next stop, we were met by
ilier's Day and the 9th an- relatives and friends. i 
Women's Day celebration
are his wife, one brother other •n , A •griculture , next Sunday means Women's DaYhis beautiful home where our,
We have just been notified that Mr. Curtis GodChaux, went to
nua in our church. We know it will niece, his wife, and their two sun-
held Sunday at Mt. Canaan( 
home.
Cliff Summerville is confined to GREENSBORO, N. C. —The' mean an enjoyable, instructive usually intelligent children wel-
Baptist church. Rev. T. C. Wil- his state agent of the A & T College program. But, we could enjoy a corned us. Next day after goingThe pastor of Mt. Carmel CMEhams pastor. Extension Service was cited last
t h e c Sunday at home 
if we were not to see our sister, Mrs. E. N. Deanschool hurch and his members worship-Following Sunday
choir rendered an elaborate pro- ped with Rev. 
Jett at his church 
week by the USDA Department a minister's daughter who was and family, we went to the home
'
grain paying homage to moth- in Ensley last 
Sunday Rev. Lynch - of Agriculture. I trained to "Remember The Sab- of our children, the four Claytons.
erg The pastor later delivered a delivered the 
sermon. R. E i. Jones, n 
charge of the, bath Day.- I Even the one-year old baby wet-
burning 'message. A throng of at Mr .and Mrs. 
Zedic Treadwell Extension 
Service here at the, We were so glad of a "stop-off 1 mimed us. Bless their hearts. We
tending visitors participated on and Mrs. Erma Pritchet recent 
college since 1943 received the call from Mrs. Elnora Johnson I are always happy to he with them.
the program. Mrs. A. I, Hearn IY attended the May 
Day eelebra-'Superior Service Award, one 
of.;this morning although she did not We are enjoying excellent cool
with well befitting words intro- lien at Prace• 
the highest honors available for, have had. Then while she was weather since being home again.
of
duced Mrs. .1. L. Bradley. prem. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Grigg 
professional workers in Agricul-s 
t
dent of the New Era Progressive Albertville were recent guests ef 
ture• in special ceremonies a
Baptist Women's State Cowan- Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Brown and 
Washington, D. C., Tuesday, May
• '26.
lion delivered an inspiring MPS: Mrs. Mary Farrell.
sage. Sam Hearn presided at the The Jefferson and Walker coun-
piano. Miss Murry Lee Kidd, ty Singing convention W4t held
graced the audience by singingl here.
a solo. . 
• • •
Napoleon Griffin who is in the EMPIRE
Army and stationed at Fort, By ErEIE PENDLETON
*Ky., is here visiting Rev.i The Empire ball team defeat-
in different locations, kinds, and
types of schools supervised. More
like a family get-together.
Well, it was a glorious meeting.
All enjoyed it and all participat-
ed in their respective group dis-
cussions, which meant new ideas
of helpful activities for all. But
tke surprising factor that would
have been most enjoyable to any
one else, caused this reporter
much concern about a fact here-
tofore not given enough attention
and concern. It was the fact that
so many former pupils in Tiiske•,
gee who were so glad to greet
"Miss Nance" as I was when 1
taught them there but when invi-
tations to their homes were ac-
cepted and the visit made then
awareness of how the years have




MAYVILLE, Ky. — The an-
nual Young Adult Assembly of the
Lexington Conference of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction of The Methodist
Church will be held in the Scott
Methodist Church, June 5-7.






white and Negro students can be
accomplished virtually anywhere
in the United States, a leading
white educator has said, provided
the proper authorities make up
their minds with "firm determina-
tion" to carry it out.
Citing the experiences of com-
munitiea in 13 different states
in both North and South, H. Harry
Giles. professor of education at
New York University and founder
of the Center for Human Relations
Studies, pointed—in his book, "The
Integrated Classroom," (Basic
Books, $5.00) — to numerous ex-
amples of peaceful integration sue.
cessfully accomplished as a result
of "' at he called "orderly, wen-
t laded" planning, folllowing
th supreme Court's mandate to
Sunren,e court's mandate to ints-
integrate schools.
According to Giles—who has him-
self participated actively in admin-
istrative planning for school into-
gratin?, in such cities as Philadel-
phia, Tulsa, and Gary. Ind.—cas-
es of unsuccessful integration may
primarily he attributed to made-
(male prepartion of the school sys-
tern and the outside coin munity
local officials who misunderetood!
the nature and operation of feel-
ings of prejudice.
To forestall the kinds of pressure
that succeeded in obstructing in-
tegration in Little Rock, Clinton,
Tenn., and other towns, Giles
recommended that local school of-
ficials contemplating integration
take the following concrete prepa-
ratory steps:
1 .h;tefore any public announce-
nii,jare !made, gain the active
coo ?ration of all responsible local
!leaders, including church groups,
newspaper editors and radio coin.
I mentators, labor and management
!officials, and parent-teacher or-
ganizations behind the forthcom-
ing integration decision:
2. As early as possible--even be-
fore step number 1—institute a
program of "in-service training"
for all teachers, board of education
member, and school administra-
tms, so that all understand the
need for school Integration as an
aid to effective education for de-
mocracy, and are prepared to sup-
port it open-mindedly, even though
they may privately have feelings
of anxiety or unresolved prejudice
3. Upon announcement of t
date of integration, employ an a:
Utude of "firm determination" to.
wards all opponents and attempt to
reassure them—"not in a dictatori.
al or angry way"—that the dire re-
sults which they fear are highly
unlikely to come to pass; make ac-
tive use of the support of the re-
spected local leaders nreviously re.'
cruited, in order to "take the fear
out of people's hearts."
4. Be prepared, finally, that
there will he individual incidents
involving students and possibly
even teachers following school in-
tegration: hut treat these as indi.
vidual incidents, keeping in mind
that once integration has been put
into effect, children will—as Giles
pointed out, citing his own experi-
ences over a period of nearly
twenty years in the field of school
integration—learn to accept differ-
ences of skin color as they now ,
for the most part accept differ-




By G. W. IVEY
I Mrs. Delois Johnson was given
a surprise birthday party at the
home of her sister, Mrs. LaVerne
Terry. The occasion was arranged
by her sisters, Mrs. LaVerne Ter-
ry, Miss Malene Gates and Miss
Edna Gates. Guest included re-
lative and friends of the com-
munity. Mrs. Johnson received
many gifts.
A family argument caused An-
drew Smith to be shot by his
uncle Taylor Tucker. Andrew is
in University hospital. His con-
dition is fair. His uncle is being
hel Chola bond.
1 benefit program of Col.
Cha E. Young Chapter No. 12
and supper was observed by Dis-
abled American Veterans at the
Elks' Rest. Introduction of guest
speaker, George Myatt. Henry
Williams, guest speaker; E. W.
Ivory, commander; Percy Wil-
son, adjutant; Howard Johnson,
service officer.
Annual Men's Day was held at
Ward Chapel AME church last school and commencement hekt
Sunday. Theme, "Men of Yester- the next night. John L. Fisher le,
day, Men of Today Working To-,principal.
gether for Christ." Class night was held at Southern,
Introduction of guest speaker !Normal on Friday night. Merril!
Rev. E. R. Sample. Guest speak. i Lewis and Burnett Paul were hon.'
er, Rev. G. M. Frazier; Rev. E lored. Also James Sanaford and
R Sample, pastor; A. T. Woods;1 1-1enry Malden.
secretary, Lucius Calvin, chair-1 Mrs. Lock's son-in-law recent-
man. Program committee Abra-I ly visited here. He is also visit.'
ham Long, Eddie Lee Calvin, ing his wife, son and mother.
Wash McCain and M. C. Kinley Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson at-
DeRamus. Lucius Calvin, master tended the graduation of their
of ceremonies, daughter in Dothan.
Funeral rites for the late Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Porterfield Ow-
Ellen nettle were held at First ens attended the commencement
Baptist church. Eulogy by Rev. at Southern Normal.
L. A Walker. She leaves to mourn Mrs. Serena Jackson has her
heir .suing a devoted huabaed brother and his friend from Mont-
five -children, 17 grand children gomery as guests.
one brother, two aunts and many The daughter of Mr. and Mrs
other relatives and friends. Dav-
enport and Harris funeral direct-
ors in charge. Interment; Oak
Dale cemetery.
Corner stone services were held
at Mt. Canaan Baptist church for
Linden Lodge No. 520. Sermon by
Rev. A. D. Bell- alternate Rev.
Porterfield Owens is here visiting
her family and friends.
Mrs. Anderson Jackson is on
the sick list.
Don McCovery is also on the
sick list.
Mrs. Stella Lock is returning
to Brewton to live.
• • •
TRUSV1LLE
By L. R. MEYERS
adult work of the Methodist Board
of Education, Nashville, Tenn.,
Thomas V. Bryant, Lexington Con.'
ference Director of Adult Work,
Jeffersonville, Ind.; Rev. Benja-
min Ward, pastor Haven Method-
ist Church, Washington, Ky.; Da-
vid White. Jeffersonville, Id.; I
Mrs. Mattis Wilson, Maysville,
Ky.; Louis Johnson. Cincinnati,
Ohio and William Grimes, Cleve-
land, Ohio.
ed Oakman 16-5. ,
Mrs. Ethel Jackson and Mrs.
Leon Turner attended church in always in a hurry. Mrs. Yancey is
Porter last week. a retirent. but is always in a
Dora and Empire school have hurry alsn. Anyway, we had a
closed, few minutes to discuss current
as both of us would have liked to
have had. Then while sy was
chatting, who should stop and chat
but Mrs. L. M. Yancy. How the
three of us wished for more time
to chat, but Mrs. Johnson is an
official in the Orphanage, and is
time with faculty members, fend- in the home of the bride. She is
lies on and near the campus; with w--- the daughter of Mr. and Mm.
former students and with the T. V. v Henry. The Rev. J. H. OIL
hundreds of supervisors who
were meeting there, and whom
we were supposed to be a part.
Well,Ave had a glorious time, and
received so many courtesies, such
as breakfasts, luncheons, rides,
gifts and then, we did not get to
see many community people who
used to treat us so very kindly.
"Better luck next time," — we
hope.
Leaving Tuskegee with our sis- vine.
ter, Mrs. I. N. Givens we came to, The Rev. 1. S. Anderson of Lit-11
Mobile where she, as their Re- the Rock held services at the New'
gional director of National Council Zeal Baptist church Sunday morn-
of Negro Women held two very ing.
interesting meetings with interest- Miss Wilma Mize, Roy Torrence
ing groups of earnest members. and Lee Roy Torrence were him!'
After their first business meet- 0,red guests at a birthday dinner e
ing invitedwere o ie f Nin ot o, firstrs. party at the home of Mr. and , 1
recePwtioen 
in th h 
A. Mrs. Roy Torrence. Those who:
Little. There many local people, enjoyed the dinner besides the r
mostly members of the organize- honored guests were Mr. and t
lion met us welcomed us and Mrs, Holt and Bugs; Herbert Cole
served us to choice refreshments! and Joyce of Little Rock and Miss l
Then we will not attempt to pie- Wilma Mize. Mrs. Inez Howell)
ture the many pleasures we had and Mrs. Alma Torrence served!g
as hostess. IsIn the home of Miss Julia Hen,-
ley. Here we were made to feel
at home throughout our stay in
Mobile. Then the palatable
breakfast we enjoyed in the beau-
tiful home of Mrs. Velma Shop-
man! We will not go further ex-
cept to say that friends we met
in Mobile will not, and cannot
ever be forgotten.
Enroute from the Convention of
the National Association of Jeanes
Supervisors which was held in
Tuskegee last. week, Mrs. I. N.
Givens and Mrs. M. N. Ringgold
visited two days in Mobile, Ala.
Dr. Maude E. Yancey of the
Department of Health Education
at Southern university is enjoy-,
ing a visit from her mother, Mrs.
Lelia Yancey of Wilson. N. C.
ver of Hot Springs performed the
double ring ceremony. They are
residing at the home of the bride's
parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Hen-i
ry until the annual conference
convenes in June.
Vira Lee Joyce and chil-
dren moved here from Wells,
Tex., to be with her husband Sha-
ham Joyce who is employed at
the Payne Lumber co., at Dan-
Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C STONE
The Chicago Umbrian Glee Club
presented its 84th Anniversary con-
cert Sunday, May 24, at 3:30 p. m.
In the Dunbar High School audi-
torium. with the present director,
Sidney F. Johnson, at the helm.
As is the established custom
two prominent soloists were fea-
tured as guest artists. They were
accompanied by Hans Angerminn,
and Blanche Skinner Evans, dra-
matic interpreter.
The audience though moderate
In size was well disposed to the
program which the hale and
hearty men presented.
For many years the Umbrians
have sung these concerts and un-
der varying circumstances, b u t
Sunday's program held to selec-
tions which were fsmiliar as well
as musically sound.
This is a happy group of men
and they generally turn in a spiri-
ted performance, even though,
some of the tenors may seem a
bit anxious to star in the sec.
lion rattier than seek the neces•
sary blend to unake the singing
of the unit compatible.
There were instances for ex-
ample in "OP Man River" (from
Showboat) by .lerome Kern. as1
well as the old favorite "Kentucky]
Home" that the tenor strayed,
from the pitch and while the hu-
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair drawer performances.
attended services at LaCross last Seemingly Sunday was one of
Sunday. those times, or maybe we heard
Mrs. Lucy Thomas is improv- the wrong part of the perform-
ing from her illness. ; ance.
Floyd Strong left Sunday to,' Why in the world would a con-
visit in Little Rock with his sts-' ductor make such a spectacle of
ter. himself as Sidney Johnson did On
William Thorp and Mrs. Verna Sunday, wearing a white full dress
visit last week was the first ni 
south west conference was held
made since the loss of Mr. Ring- at 
Trinity Methodist church here.1
gold. So the welcoming, the invi- 
Mrs. Florence Fountain is presi-
tations to different homes, the 
dent. Mrs. E. T. Hickman is dis-
trict president. Rev. Lloyd Smith
rides, the "get-together" with for-
mer co-workers, made one 
is pastor and Rev. J. It. Oliver
feel that she had returnd to a 
His district auperintendent.
Neita Joyce Torrence was a re-
cent visitor in the home of Mrs.
Suetah Perry at Dardanelle.
Miss Hattie Henry and the
Rev. Lloyd Smith were married
big faculty family. We even forgot
that we were supposed to be ill
and to keep from rushing too
much — we lust had a glorious
Bud Taylor is ill in University the audience in any way, but that
hospital, of the music. This attire would
Rev. and Mrs. F. S. Thomas have perhaps been more accepts-
attended services in Jonesboro ble on the theatrical stage, and
not on the serious concert stage
as it occurred.
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ART1fUR I.F.E SIMPKINS, golden
voiced tenor singer olll appear at
Use First Church of Deliverance
4315 S. Wabash , sunday, May
31, at I p. m. one of the
nation's top radio and Tv sots ie
sponsored by the First Church of
which Rex'. Clarence II. Cobbs. is
pastor and Evers body's Church, ef
which Dr. James G. Seott, is
founder pa•tor. The famed %Inger
will be assisted by the choirs of
the sponsoring dimities directed
by Julia Mae Kennedy and Ace
Singleton.
• • •
HURL GW1N AND her talent
bureau presents a second annual
musical production "One Night
Of Heaven", at Lincoln Center,
TOO E. Oakwood blvd., Saturday,
June 20, at 7:30 p.m.
The star studded musical will
feature among the participants
Doris Worthington, actress; Mar.
guerita Kim. dancer; Greater
Bethel's AMP: Choir; James
Brown, director: the Senior Choir
of Blackwell Memorial church,
Joseph Lockett, director and
Walter Lott, and his dramatis
group.
The Stroud family an outstand-
ing musical unit of Chicavo will
also appear along with a num.
tier of distinguished soloists.
Among the soloists will he Gay-
nell Brown, Augustus Banks,
Charles Jackson, Hobert Magitt,
Joseph Joiner, Richard Fullman,
John Stevens, and t Keller dan-
cers will appear on the big event.
I ZELMA PADUA, director of
Cameo Opera Club, presented an
evening of music Sunday, May 24,
at 8:15 p.m. in Unity Center, 821
Fine Arts Bldg, before an appre-
ciative crowd.
Among the many vocal select-
ions were several operatic arias
sung by advanced voice students.
Among those students of Use fain.
ed !tame. Eadula's class were Al.
lea Nelson, Rose Wolfson, Patri-
cia Hozian, and Barbara Neal, a
13 year old soprano.
Corinne Clark, and Frances
Gaynor were also prominent in
the program of secular and op-
era music. Mme. Padula has been
active in the field of music for a
number of years and is assisted
by her distinguished husband, Mae-
stro Vito Padilla.
Isom Williams visited his wife
Mrs. Addie Williams at the Uni-




Prentiss Earl Ellis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ilazie Ellis, an honor
student at Aliffalsi has chalked up
another honor by doing outstand-
ing anthropologoical research in
social sciences. Ile recently woni
second place award for a book on'
the Ilfe of George Washington,'
Carver. Winning has become al
habit with Premiss. During the
fall his high scholastic average
placed him on the honor roll. Last
year while a senior at Bradley
county high he was the third high.
cut ranking student in the school.
Mrs. P. V. Wallace and sons,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Feaster
and George Alexander and Mrs.
Lillie Hampton spent some time in
Bearden last Sunday visiting Mrs.!
Mary Wallace and other relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Irma Beavers, the charm-
ng daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. S.
ladley has left the city for her
iome in Chicago.
Mrs. Marion Pickens and hus-
band and Mrs. Pearl Davis of Chi-
cago one of the Windy City's most
handsome couples spent the week-
nd in our city visiting with re-
atives and friends.
The Gladiola Garden Club car-
ied beautiful flowers to the pa-
ients at Bradley County Memor-
al Hospital on Mother's Day. Your
columnist wishes to thank all the
adies of this club for being so
racious and thoughtful to the
ick and shut-in.
Dr. IL H. Rhinehart who has
been ill in the Bradley county
l hospital is much improved and isrecuperating at his home.
Miss Sherman Jean Jones left
for a lengthy vacation in Chica-
go with her mother. Mrs. Marion
Picken.
Last rites were held for Robert
Elliott of Oakland, Calif., and
formerly of Warren at Union Hill
Baptist church with the pastor,
Rev. W. L. Strickland officiating.
He is survived by of son, Jame,
C. Elliot, one sister, Mrs. Rosa
Bell Belin, two brothers, Lee and
Willie and other relatives a n d
friends.
Mrs. Theresa Jarden of Madi-
son, Wis., spent last week here
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Myzell
Alexander and family and visit-
ed many old and dear friends.
Dan Jones is on the sick list and
we hope he'll have a speedy re-
covery.
Mrs. Mable Eaton of Dermott
spent a very pleasant week end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charleston Alexander and fami-
ly.
Mrs. Esther Jones worshipped
St St. James AME church last
Sunday.
Yours truly Is chairman of the
American Cancer Fund drive in
South Warren. My co-workers are
Rev. J. E. Milton, Mrs. Essie
Crags, Mrs. Kathleen Jones, Mrs.
Girlie Russell and Mrs. Essie Bell
Moore. We are working hardfor
this worthy cause to help make
it a success. We wish to thank
all our good friends for the do-
nations.
Be sure to see Charles Alexand-
er for your Defender each week.
•
PREP FOR GRADUATION—
These leaders of the gradua•
Ing class at A&T College had
the responsibility of working
out details connected withthe
•
commencement exercises held
at the college on Monday of
thle week. They are from
left to right: Norman Mc-
Daniels, Fayetteville. presi-
dent; J. E. Garfield, Class
advisor: lames Spnrlock, Roa-
noke, Va., vice president:
Sylsla Overton, Elizabeth
City, secretary and Raymond
Crump, Danville, Va., treas-
urer.
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HECTOR LOPEZ, Kansas
City A's second baseman, who
along with Ralph Terry, was
Involved in a trade with the
New York Yankees, packs his
gear. Lopez said "I thought
(manager) Harry Crant want.
ed to talk to me about my
bad fielding when he called
me. But then it turned out to
be the trade." (UPI Telephoto)
TOP SPONSOR — Howie Da-
vis and his lovely wife show
off trophy presented to the
Dasises for constant support
of local bowling activities.
Davis is also co-owner of Hot-
lywood Bowl.
Aaron Needs More Patience To Be In .400 ClassBy STEVE SNIDER
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Hank
Aaron ol the Milwaukee Braves
might be baseball's next .400 hit-
ter — if he really put his mind
to it.
The only "trouble" with ham-
I
merin' Henry is that he's a hitter
not a waiter and it takes a guy
with the patience to wait out those
bases on balls to valut into the
400 class for an entire season.
Off on a fantastic spree at
.430.plus, the willowy bomber of I
the Braves is in a good spot I
to be the first in the .400 class
since Ted Williams of the Red
Sox In 1941.
"But he'll never make it unless
he changes his ways," said New
York statistician Seymour Sinoff.
I "The most walks he ever had in
, one season was Se last year. He
averages around 40 a year."
Hammerin' Henry avoids walks
: as if they were poison. He goes
up to hit the ball, fair, foul or at
a fielder and to heck with the
!figure batting average.
.7or comparison, when Ted
Williams of the Red Sox hit .388
in 8937 — only five base hits
short of a .400 average for the
year — he drew 119 bases on
balls. Not all were intentional.
Ted makes the pitchers reach
the strike zone or he won't bite.
But Aaron, with a completelyi
natural power swing, insists, "li
just go up there swinging a n cl!
when the breaks are with me
hit."
He likes certain pitches as his
particular "best to hit" but he
can't afford to wait for them any
1 more since the pitchers all know
;now what he likes.
In his sixth year with the
Braves. Henry knows his way
around the league and where
f once he didn't care who was
pitching against bins he knows
them now — maybe better than
they know him.
Off the last three years, an
average of .325 looks like his
"Norm." He was .3226 last
year, .322 the year before and
.328 in winning the National
League's batting title in 1956.
With more patience to watt out
walks he'd soar higher but lien-
ry figores walks are mostly for
guys who hit singles.
Frank Lane, now with the In-
dians, once said Nellie Fox of the
tlucago White Sos could ti '00i Nellie is a nervous type and you he'll swing.if he would wait for walk 9 .ut put a pitch anywhere near him, For five straight years, Fox h,
led the American League in sin
Hank Matches Muscles
' MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — The
Braves' flank Aaron, Eddie Matel
hews and Joe Adcock will match
:their home run museles against tine,
Yankees' Mickey Mantle, Hank'
Bauer and Bill Skowron prior to
,a charity game between the two,
clubs here June 29.
Each of the sluggers will be al-
lowed to hit five fair balls and
the player with the moat home.
runs will be the winner, in case of
a tie, each will hit another three
balls.
O the six stars, Mantle has hit
the most home runs in one season,I
52. Mathews has the highest home
Sugar Still Holds Title In N. Y.
Down The Laneslcommission
By EDGAR L. CHEATHAM beginners to learn this sport. Al- \Nrth 1 oldsN. B. A. CONVENTION most all lanes are air conditioned
so '
Two weeks from now, some 150 - - 
you need not fear the beat. 
delegates representing the N. B. 
And above all you can dress
A. bowlers and many guest will very casual in toe 
bowling lanes., 
meet to plan the new year, elect 
DecisionYours truly must not let this I
new officers and evaluate the 20 slip by as I don't often have
years of N. B. A. something good to say about NEW YORK — (UPI) — The New
' • - • th idea was my bowling . . . so here 'is . . . York State Athletic Commission
brought forth to foster organized I made the 6.7-10 once in each reserved decision on whether to
. .
new officers and evaluate the 20. of the three leagues that I bowl. vacate Sugar Ray Robinson's mid-
years N. B. A. g Top that triplicate if you can. dleweight title.
Twenty years ago the idea was! Last Saturday Charles Bedell, In announcing the ruling, chair'
brought forth to foster organizi the assistant manager of the Al. 
man Melvin Krulewitch gave no
bowling among Negroes and has hambra Lanes, met with Eddie 
indication, as to when a decision
grown into a large business in-!Kowalics and bowed, (yes, I think would be handed down.
corporated in the state of Illinoisd that is a better term to use) as The chairman's announcement
Maybe the term "business" isn't! Kowalics had his two fingered ball was made after brief concluding
what you would call it, but I wish in the groove and did the bowl. session of a hearing that was
I could convey to you the amount ing, 'As you know the final 
re..drawn out for more than a
of money the N. B. A. bowlers sults were Howalics, 709 and Be- week.
alone spend in this sport durinOelL 595. The games bowled by The hearing's purpose was to de.
the season and in going to tour. the Cleveland member of the 
termine whether Robinson had
naments. Brown Bombers were not the complied with commission a n d
For an estimate. 4:000 bowlers! worst seen on TV but by coin- 
court orders to enter into articles
spending an average $125.00 (min-I ',arisen looked and were Made. of agreement by Slay 15 for a
'imum) would total $500,000.00.! quate. title defense against Carmen lia-
Those figures are obtained with- There isn't any rule that says a s'''°*
Robinson's attorney. Martin Ma.out extensive research. bowler must get a certain 'scoreI
There are very few big busk every time he steps up to 
the chat, put manager Bob Melnick
nesses that spend that much dur-lanes. If there was, after a man'
ing a nine month period every set an average he wouldn't have 
Jones in case Basilio still refuses 
on the stand and had him offer
to negotiate for a title fight with, to bowl again just put the figures'rear. 
Robinson. Jones once outpointedStatistics show that the figures' on the score sheet and forget it.'
will change upward . . . with the' That is my answer to the ques-1 
Robinson.
trend for shorter work weeks and ion I heard after the shooting' 
Machat told the commission he
i increased participation by young was over. Bedell has scored i 
was unable to bring promoter Sam
and old in the sport, it can go much higher and also lower, it 
Rose of Philadelphia to New 
York', to testify because he will be con-only one way that is higher and just wasn't his day. !fined for about two more weeks(higher. -------- — to his home because of a heart leThe evaluation of the past is Griffith Scores ailment. I
f
SUGAR RA' ROBINSON, his
lawyer, Martin J. Machat (left)
and fight promoter Bill Rose.
sohn are shown after the New
York State Alletie Commission
ftege4t
again reserved decision on
wether to vacate Robinson
middlieweight crown. In the
meantime, promoter Rosesohn
announced that he was ready
to stage a Robinson • Carmen
Basilic. fight in New York. He
reportedly offered Basilio $250,-
000 and Robinson 6500,000
(UPI Telephoto)
Winston-Salem Captures Third
Consecutive Carolina MU Tide
Be JOHN A. HOLLEY reeked up a total of 52 points to, in a total of 10 events, making
Last Sunday, the Chicago Worn- 4ured third place with 126. ann
en's Golf Club kicked oil the
season with their annual Chicagol
goal Horton fired 177 to take the bool
prize.Memorial Warm-up Tournament at
The members met, after thelalaPipe 0' Peace Golf Club.
Anne Gregory took the champion- in the lovely
ship flight with a score of 87, Selma aldine Cade in Chatham Parke.T1
rumpus room of.Gc
Barbour and Josephine Hughes winners were awarded prizes at
tied for second place with 107. all of tile members were entertai
They will play-off for second and cd with movies of Europe tale
third place • prizes this Sunday. last year by Dorothea Hooks al
Mrs. AnniFirst flight winners were: Hat. Anna Robinson during their to 
president oftie Price, 110; Ida Rae Jackson, of the old country.
•lementary112 and Beatrice Williams, 125. ' Anna Robinson, this years. tot the organizeVirginia Simmons round of 114 nament director, announced th ,lng of the ytook first place in the second flight. Josephine Hughes, widow of t i she itice,Maxine Harris followed with 119 late Bennie Hughes, had given t Who has seand Jackie Moran was third with club the championship trophy Ill PTA presid122. 'Mr. Hughes won at the United' 6( wars.In the beginners ' flight, Judy Association tournament in 1948. During theCampbell won with 110. Second i This trophy will be awarded ye:, gave a repoplace went to Albertha Lambert Jty to the winner of the warm- meeting hewith 120 and Lou Alma Rose cap- lehampionship flieht, which she at
lea. He's way up there again th.
an even .300 though hif
year. But last year, Neltilh
hi




PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Ge
Baker, Pittsburgh Pirates iniiel
er, was restored to active du.
and immediately placed on t.
waiver list preparatory to givii
him his unconditional release.
Baker, 33, came to the Pirat
in a trade with the Chicago Cii
in 1957, but he has not play.
since injuring his knee while • fie








•• Mrs. fez-editDURHAM, N. C. — Lee Cal- Jones. The former North Caroni sa the iciondhoun, 105e Olympic gold medal-, college moved a yard aimedist in the 110-meter high hurdles,' he broke the tape in 13.9. Jotshowed flashes of his old form was timed in 14.0.as he reasserted himself at the! Chuck Cobb of Stanfoed;vitop of the heap in the 120 yard, had already run below Om'high sticks last Friday night inf second mark, finished in Ili •
of Eastern Michigan's Hay e s,




teammate, freshman Russ —RJo
run total for time in the majors
among the six, 268 to date. Ad-
cock has the best record of hom-
ers for one game among the six,
four in a single contest.
The Braves' share of the charity
game will be turned over to the
Milwaukee Braves foundation, ded-
icated to the memory of the late
Frederick C. Miller, which pro-
vides scholarships to Wisconsin
young men and women for the
colleges of their choice. The Van-
equipmentfor needychildren
kees' share will be used to buy
sports equipment for needy chil-


































capture their third successive clean sweeps of all four places lers, replacing the injured Yir
from 2 to
the schoolThe relays pitted the hest eight Washington, finished sixth. L
Winston-Salem Teachers Col ; tle here in the Carolinas' AALli In the broad jump, hop, step, ande Rams led by Godfrey Moore,' track and field championships herei jump, 100 yard dash. and 120 yard men in each event in the country Other top-flight hurdl e's Mary
cord-breaking broad jumper,'Iast Saturday night. CIAA per-I high hurdles events. er -1 .1M other on this
 re
 8-lane the 
fine only if it shows us a 'ley- Rose was the promoter for: 
, race were Clarence Treat terintendent
• 1Joe Middleton, and Elias Gilbertaormers swept first place awards! Wilber Ross' harriers, winners 
gr-ass track.
• I Occidental, Willie May of Inca ng elf the
to the future. By careful consider 12th Straight Win whom Robinson signed on Mayi ation and fore thought
and UCLA's Rater Johnson hleeting of
. 12 for a Sept. 21 Phildaelphia de-;shone the events to ('orne. Let's NEW YORK — (UPI) — Emile fense against Basilio. However.'concentrate on the future, plan Griffith. unbeaten Young Ne'v Basilionever signed nor negotiat-Icarefully, and then watch the N. York welterweight, registered his ed for the flout. 1B. A. grow into a larger "bush 12th Straight professional victory Twenty minutes after the hear-Bess." 
, on a lopsided 10-round decision in: had closed and Krulewitch.P M. B. P. A. WINNERS over Willie (Pineapple) Steven- had announced the commissionThe Matadors were given the son of Boston at St. Nicholas was reserving decision, he noti)cod to go to the semi-finals by arena fied the reporters that no decisionvirtue of their 3118 three game Griffith had Stevenson on the would be announced and thattotal. The Shriners had a good floor for a count of eight in .the they will be given "ample notice"chance only to fall short by one fourth rotind. It was a hard right, before a verdict is made pub-mark, The Shriners' total was to the chin that dropped Willie, tie.
3,111. • for the only knockdown of the" When the hearing ended pro-For the women, two teams were bout. moter Bill Rosensohn obtainedsemi finalists. They are the Ter-1 Twenty-one-year-old Griffith, ' permission from Krulewitch tomites and the Dynamos. Their, weighing 147 pounds to Steven- make a statement. Rosensohn.scores were 2801 and 2781 re- , son's 144. kept after the elusive promoter of the Floyd Patterson-spectively. I Bostenian in e,,,ry round but was Ingemar Johanseon heavyweight
SUMMER LEAGUE TIME unable to put him away. . title fight, announced that he was,
This week many houses are The 1.402 fans, wlio paid $2,648, willing to offer at any time withini
signing up bowlers for the sum-. expressed their displeasure with the next 48 hours a guaraneC
mer leagues. Now is the time to Griffith's fai'tire to score a kayo of $250.000 to Basilio and $500,000
try that new grip, new stance or by stomping their feet during to Robinson for a title fight in
now delivery. Practice, and more the last :our rowels. New York City any time between?
practice will help improve that now and Sept. 30.
game. free advice on the changes SAN JOSE — (UPI) — Lt. Bill
you want to make can be obtain- Nieder pushed the 16 pound shot cut toss under any conditionsied from your sports store or from an incredible 64 feet 6' a inches USC freshman Dallas Long, co-the many competnnt instructors in a practice put following an all holder of the world mark of 63at your favorite lanes. ,comers meet. feet 2 inches. had a 64 feet 6This is also a good time for the It was believed to be the long- inch put in an exhibition
h T'S1' QUARTERRICK CLUB
Members of the recently acti•
sated Quarterbacks Club gath•
er around Dr. S. M. Nabrit,
TSU president (in light suit)
to pose for a picture. Left to
right, W. C. !McCleary, Athlet-
Iit Business Manager, Herbert
Provost, Photographer. "ellen
Purnell. Houston Mot fll ian,
Dr. Nabrit, Lloyd Well., sports
writer, Homer McCoy. lloes•
ton Mortician. and Alexander
Dii ley. Athletic Director. The
Purnell spearheaded group will
spotlight athletic activities in
general among Negro schools
Houston, but in particular. will
wo/ ' s ,d in hand with Athletic
program at Texas Soud'ern
university. The group will go
all out to fill the stands at
all TSC home football games
next season.
Tst." GOLF C0.1(11, Alfred
Mims, left, eongratulates
Reginald Golden, Captain, Tex-
as Southern university Golf
team on his having won the
Conference trophy awarded
for the longest drive in SWAC
play. The occasion was the re-
cent southwestern Athletic Con-
ference Tennis and Golf Tour-
ney held in Houston, Texas.
,a 9.4p n er, was off'of the meet for the last three, the blocks with the sound of the1 university's Athletic Association,)gun. and led Calhoun who Month-,years, finished ahead of D u k e led at the start until the fifthwhile North Carolina college fin- 
hurdle 
,
:mull, closing as much• uhed third. Duke had 37 points ,
as a 5 yard deficit held by Jones,to shade NCC for second place, pulled up even with the Eastern,NCC garnered 32 points.
Michigan flash at the fifth hurdle.,This marked the second straight.
. ; 
i
Both came off the 5th hurdle neck'week s inhaad row 
claimed
thai thae celebratedbideast 
a.'id neck 'id 
in•
til the 9th hurdle when Calhounnweek the Rams swept the IAA's came down a head out front of,4 38th annual laurels at Petersburg,: —.. 
Friday night's meet was '.. rrhiej,the second competitive eet - he Sc
the season for Calhoun( at r flturning to actii,i)y after s fele , . Mc
a one year ban. Now runnihrl _tar. Mrs.
attached, lie is slated to run ' r'the Modesto Relays in Moil7, •
Calif. on May 30, and the „Cbi TamilIon Invitational and Meet of Cita
ii w,m Pions in Houston, Texas on-s (statist, uts elsresolve nights, June 5 and. 74; TiVa.  -
Godfrey Moore and Joe Middle.,
loin were leading pointgetters for
the Ross-coached Rams, each get-
ting a total of 8 points in the
. broad jump and the hop, step, and
jump.
Moore, a sophomore fie Ii-
more's Carver High W1 VP
the ('IAA another outstanai..s pro-
duct in Jennis White, formerly of
Hampton, set a new meet stand-
ard in the AAU meet when he
leaped 246,x inches. The leap sur-
passed the old Carolinas' AA1,1'
mark of 241, a set by Bobby John-
son of Fayetteville State in 1957.,
Moore is currently ranked as!
one of the three best broad jump.
ens in the country, having jumped
, 252 already this season.Gram bling Boast Best
'58-'59 Sports Campaign
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON detractors and opposing coaches
I insist that no team in the South.,GRAMBLING, LA. (sPEci- wetsern Conference has a brighter
.
AL) — Future historians will note future. .
that Grambling College enjoyed
All-American Jamie Caleb andone of its best athletic seasons
during the 1958-59 school year.
The record reads like something
writtien by Horatio Alger, and no
fictional story based on the age-
I old rags-to-riches theme was ever
!more unbelievable fantastic.
Grambling athletes compiled a
foothalLbasketball-basehall record
of 52 victories in 60 events.
' The school dominated the nation-
:al picture in basketball, attract.)
I ed sectional attention in baseball'
and football, and made giant',
I strides in a thrilling and enter:
taming track campaign
In addition, the track team was
able to umbrella in Southwestern
Conference and NAIA interest
'what it failed to accomplish in ac•
tual combat.
Freshman Stone Johnson annex-
ed the 100 and 200 yard sprint
titles and high juniper Charles
: Lewis set a new conference mark
by clearing 6' 7". Both will parti-
cipate in the NXIA champiionship
meet in Sioux Falls, S. D., June
6-7.
Victory during the football sea-
son was perpetuated with some
difficulty by a young squad, but
his mates are ready to reacW
heights carved out by their prede-
cessors.
The basketball team cut the:,
Southwestern loop to pieces, fin-
ished the regular season as the
nation's only unbeaten squad, mut
ranked second natiionally in the
final United Press poll.
James Hooper and Jerry Barr
were named to the NAIA All-
American teams and Fred Hobdy
was cited as "Coach of the Year."
As usual, basebell absorbed the
widest and deepest campus inter-
est during the spring sirts pro-
gram. The team had an impress-
ive reservoir of talent and attract-
ed as many as eight major league
scouts for a number of home
games.
James Joseph. an honor student
seldom lacking in incentive, led
his mates with a lusty .407 aver-
age. Scene stealing Leroy Robin-
son topped moundmen with a per-
feet 6-0 mark.
A 1939-60 won-lost record like
the current one may be beyond
recapture, but coac'es feel the
healthy prosperitY will keep Tiger
fans peering contendedly for an-
Middleton, a Boston lad, finish-
ed second in the broad jump
with a 2381/2 leap, but bounced
hack to best Moore in the hop,
step, and jump event with a bound-
ing distance of 461;2. Moore clear-,
ed 45-11 1-4.
Gilbert copped the 220 yard lnw
hurdles in 23.3, but had tja settle,
for a second successive night in the
120 yard high sticks which was cap-
tured by Lee Calhoun, returning:
to AAU competition after a year's
absence. Calhoun was clocked in
13.7, tying the meet record set,
by Gilbert in 1958. The previous;
night, in the Coliseum Relays, Cal.!
houn had beaten Gilbert in hurd-
les events.
Calhoun, now a grad student at
NC(', took the lead from Gilbert'
after the second hurdle and was,
a hair ahead all the way to the,
last hurdle when he came down
about a half a yard ahead of Gil- .
her( and streaked across the fin.,
ish line with a yard lead. Gilbert's'
time was 13.8. His teammates,'
Carl Brown and Russ Rogers, fin.
ighed third and fourth.
GRIER SIGNS PACT
turi) — Roose-
velt Grier, 275-pound defensive
tackle from Penn State, signed,
his fourth contract with New!
York Chants of the National
Football League.
rider, wao '.ands returned'
to the Giants in /958 after A 3car
in the army but was hampered
most of the season by an arm




sing manager Lincoln Boyd
of the Indianapolis Clowns. an-
nounced the signing of Earl Pal.
more, bristling young fireball hurl-er, front the team's home state
of Florida.
Palmore joins an impressive
mound corps that includes Ulys-
ses Grant Greene, double-duty
pitching are (and jitterbug champ
of North Carolina) and Ross Lin-
thicum. He has already been ques.
honed by scouts eager to learn
more about the sensational young
swiftv.
P iorp has a motion remi.
niscere of the great Bob Fell-
er. Ile is lightning fast, and (
has very good control.
With the announcement of Pal-
more's signing. Boyd stated that
the 30th anniversary edition of the
famous barnstorm is routori
into the biggest and best in tE
history. Fans are raving about/
fabulous pre-game show of lit;
Nickerson, "Screwball of Bg,
ball. and playing antics of e
tureboy Williams, hardbitting fi
baseman who has had almost,,
many mare league offer. ei
ter has liver pills. k '
Other Clowns players inchlr
Joe Samhrana, 2h: George Prie
If; Byron Purnell, cf Lin&
Boyd, rf: Eugene Edward
Louis Clark, c; Leo Or;
Dan White, u, and Leroy Towns(
C,
Coming stops on the Clew;
30th anniversary tour will inch,
Danville Stadium, Danville, 1
where they tackle Abe highly '
garded Danville Boosters.'
JIMMY O'NEAL and Ple clot-
Chambers two of Chirago's
top flight golfers and mem.
berg of the 1Milersal Golf
club base just finished their
round of golf Sunday at
0' Peace Golf Course. $ •$ I
were in the low 70's, but
big problem Is how el


















outlay. May 24. Mai Race'lane
Cite DAY for members of the class
school, and celebrating tht High
Mass and delivering the sermon
Was Esther Capistran Hem OFM,
supervisor of the Wart
Preceding the High Mass, stu-
. (UPI) — Ge dents formed a Procession a n d
Pirates infiel crowned a statue of the Blesaed
to active du. Virgin.
placed on t, At a brunch served by the SU--atory to givii tars of Charity, BVM, Father
onal release. Capistran presented awards to Miss
! to the Pirat Crystal Strong. valedictorian; Mial,ic Chicago Cs Emily Pettigrew, salutatorian!'has not plas Stephen Boon* and Miss Peggy
knee while fie' • Hilliard, the Danforth award for
Louis last'Ju leadership; and itarold Moss, the
award for religion.
Others hoaored were Sammy
Robinsoe, perfect attendance for
the claaa; Stephen Boone, science!
madallum, Miss..patricia Neal annd'
William Edmunds. typints: James i
Greene, music, Miss Betty Situp.
d Stephen Boone, choir; and
Emily Pettigrew, National















Of EllrOPe k At Klondike
othea hooks a• 
Mrs. Annie M. Able was electedluring their to 
president of the PTA of Klondiy. ke
elementary school last week whenthis years. tot the organization held its final meet-announced th trig of the year.
s, widow of t She succeeds Mrs. Katie Sextones, had given I svho has served as the school.*nship trophy th 'PTA president for the past fiveit the United G, „yearn.
ament in 1948. During the meeting Mrs. Sexton
be awarded Yea JlVe a report on the State PTA
of the warm- ineetthe held in Chattan00Sa.- Which she attended as a delegate.— heals also presented with a1,W lifeWbership pin to the sor-
t prise.
A report on the Principal and'PTA presidents meeting was gives!by Mrs. Able, and closing remarks
made by the principal, Miss ArmstF. Jones.
MID SOUTH'S LARGEST
One of the largest classes
In the history of Booker T.
WasIdngton high wheel lines ' auditorium. E. C. Ball, form.
up for diplomas tota Wednes- er superintendent of the Mem•




I of May is passing Michigan to attend the funeral ofMrs. Freddie Gatlin is secretary sway and by the time you read, Mrs. Lydia Willis. We extend ourcr North Caroni Of the Klondike PTA.
a 3 ard ailead I 
this It will be gone. Many mothers' sympathy to them.
were made to feel happy in this 1 TOM Moore, Sr. is being made
month and many persons were happy this week by the visit of
made to feel sad. Each month his SOD and great grandson from
in below llW Start At St. John 
takes its toll of sadness or happi• ' Chicago, Tom Moore. Jr. and son.
nesses into its history. We hope They are with Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
for you this has been a happy die Ball and Rev. and Mrs. D. E.
Bridge man.
Floyd Wayatt, Jr , of lodianapo- to get rid of them, by stressinglig, is visiting his father and sons respect for law, the necessity ofthis week. unity and teaching patriotism.Mrs. Juel Collins and daughter Machines and material are greatdeparted for their home in Los and necessary, hut we must not Angeles this week carrying with 'lose sight of the worth of man.,them her sister and brother. Miss The story goes that during the
Jr. to spend the summer. They are
Patricia Payne and Sam Payne, late war between Italy and Eno
opts. an Italian tank was going ! ougaloo Prexyall children of Mr. and Mrs. Sam through the woods shooting right
toe in 13.9. Jo:
of Slanted 
•
.4.0. .*"..:* Sib!. School To; .
finished in th
Winston-Salen
ilbert hit the' Ms
t his stride:-I
hman Russ • R
the injured II
he annual Daily Vocation Bible
ool of St. John Baptist church,
Vance will begin June 8, and
n through June lg. Reeisir,ition
the school will be Friday, June
ished sixth. from 3 to 3 p. in. ai the church.
I Mrs. Mary Francee Pruitt, su-
it' 
hurdles
rintendent of the school 13 ask-Clarence Treat
rig all the workers to attend thee May of Inca
afer Johnson. eeting of the school personnel
meet was 'h Friday. June 5, from 1 to 2s 







and Meet of Cha •u„ u, ',g als:74'40w
Cbt 1 00TIIACNE tVer"taltal Hat30, and the
on, Texas on.s 11•0111, i thamhist niat oitiwau•
June 5 and :0 'oist:•:
atUor five years.. McEwen Williams is thel




and best in ta
:e raving about-t
me show of Ba
rewball of Br;











; on the Claws
y tour will brill
im, Danville, 11
•kle the highly I
Ile Boosters.:
ine what the month has done for ee, are visi ing eir   aw• off the gun barrel with the clubdell Fisher.them with visits from these two. end pulled the man out. Thus anMrs, Geraldine Burnett, andMrs. Martha LaRue, mother of
four, became very ill last week children are spending the remain- 
Ethiopian armed only with Hui' Almost ancient of weapons, a club,
The month
Month.
Mr. and Mrs. Ell hie of Dyer
bay, been made extremely ham
with the visits of two of their
children who live away from home.
Dallas Ivie of the U. S. Navy,
spent moat of the month with theme
and left for California Tuesday,
where he will go back to the call
of duty soon.
Miss Tyree Isle of Indianapolis
Where Would We Be'
the com men ement address,
and E. C. Stimhert, the pees. 
out a near truck-load of di- were held In the Blair T.
[stomas. Baccalaureate serv. Hunt e) m last Sundayriet sepeattatendeat, will pass
Ices for the mammoth class with Bo!. B. L. Hooks. pas--   —
tor of Middle Baptist church,
Without Newspapers?
By EDGAR 1'. STEWART ,help mold the right kind of char-,
also visited them during the month Payne, Sr!
and being the baby daughter, sod
Dallas the baby son. you can imag. Mrs. Eloise Stanback of Milwau-
Charles. Fisher and son, and hiding
club suddenly dashed out, broke
and left, when a giant Ethiopian
Gets Honorarybehind a large tree with a!• th father,L 
The United States do still grow-
ing and becoming more powerful
day by day. It is working from
sun to sun as it prepares to de-
fend itself against Communism.
It is the duty of every citizen and
every organisation to help prepare.
We must not depend entirely no
physical force, but also prepare
mentally, morally and spiritually.
'meter. People who read rarely re- 'AkW!
; main indifferent or unmoved.I
Many wrongs and injustices are,
not noticed until newspapers and
magazines put them in glaring!
headlines.
I recognize the fact that unfor-
tunately there ire newspapers and
magazines that advocate thel
wrong, but t e y are i n the mi-That is where the newspapers and warily. However, they help, bymagazines come M. They hi lp I
dOeignating injustices and helping
'llahowing how low humans can
sink, and the necessity for more
vigorous action on the part of
right thinking individuals and
more support for the right news-
papers and magazines.
Cr one for this month.
Mrs. Virginia Brown and her
aunt, Mrs. Nettie Willis. went to
BY BUS• w co„„„si,„.,
• Feat
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
 MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
and was rushed to St. Mary's hos- der of the !school term with her
timed a man armed with onepital where she stayed for several husband, Wallace Burnette, who, 
of"P the most modern war ma-is a student at Gupton's Morti-days. She is improving now and her TOUGALOO, Miss. — Dr. Sam-chines, a tank. Man s still theclans school. in Nashville. i
greatest thing God has put on 
uel C. Kincheloe, president of Tou-,
family is breathing better. Anoth• 
galoo Southern Christian college,'
CHURCH SCHOOL CLUB
Fairview Baptist Church of
Dyer added a large milestoned to
their history when on their Annual
Rally day they also held Corner-
stone laying. The day was full and
111111 
complete. Sunday school had a
highhigh attendance and morningl
worship was beautiful with the,
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY GI
I Sunday at hp ,
f Coarse. B e3 I
ow Mrs, but KM.
Is bow op













Light • Mild • 90 Proof
'TUCK? STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
AUKBOVL1SIILIddY03.,feAmuoii,ItY,DISTR.81 Witt& wit. PitoO co
Pastor, Rev. D. E. Bridgeman'
delivering a wonderful Old Testa.
ment message, "Sowing and Reap.
ing."
Dinner was served In the an-
nex to the community and visiting
friends of the church.
=1 The Local Masonic Lodge, with
n, Brother E. L. Nolan as Worship-
ful Master, took charge of the aer-
rz vices in the afternoon. Brother Will
= Cole of Kenton, along with others
from the Lodge and members
from the Trenton Lodge, assisted
in the services. The message was
delivered by Rev. Burrs from Jack-
son. After the indoor services the
Cornerstone laying proper took
  place on the outside.
earth.
Newspapers and magazines
was presented a certificate of
honor retaining from the scholar-
ly attainment of one of its former
students, L. Thomas Hale, son of
Prof, and sirs. Leo lisle, The
award was presented by Mrs. Car-
rie B. Seat, a Fisk alinnnl, and
County Jeannes supervisor.
Gibson County Board of Educa-
tion has begun cleaning out Dyer
Rosenwald school in preparation
for moving and rebuilding a big-
ger and better building for the
students of Dyer and surround-
ing communities.
The Neighborhood club met in
Dyer with Mrs. A. Jamison. The
menu was centered sound bar-
becued chicken. Prizes were won
by Mrs. C. B. Seat and the hostess
Mrs. Josephine Barnett. club pres-
ident, was recipient of many love-
ly birthday gifts.
If you don't see your news, did
Gibson County Training school you call it in? See you next week.
rage
I will be granted the honorary de.,
!gree of Doctor of Divinity by Drake
'university, Des Moines. Iowa cluri
ing the commencement exercises,
Monday, June 1, ism.
One of the feature attractions
of the commencement week end,
iMay 29 • June 1, will he the ap.
Tearance of Dr. Kincheloe at the
IAII-Alumni dinner.
Dr. Kincheloe, one of the fore-
most authorities in sociology of
religion, received his bachelor of
'arts degree from Drake universit!.
After acquiring the masters and,
doctor's degrees from the Univerl
sity of Chicago. he went on to




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the 111131111111111
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after s
boat time of being away and at last she is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you disc,-,,,raged? If any of these aro your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an opts book.
Tell you why your lob or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at one,.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 1 Meeks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She  had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't maks any home calla or answer any letters. Be pure
to look for the right alga and the right name.
/11•111,
Words of the Wee 1
So long as we love, we
aerie; ao long as We are loved
by others. I wossId almccrt say
that we aro indisperusable:
ond no men is assilms whhlolbe has a friend.





HONORED — Alvin Crawford,
son of Robert Crawford and Mrs. In the first place, if a self-em.
Irina (System, of Memphis, was ployment earnings report for so-
recently honored at Tennessee A. cial security credit is not made
and I State university at the re- within three years, three months
cent annual scholarship &war& and 15 days after the end of a
day. Mr. ('rawford, who was grad• particular year, credit for those
noted from Melrose high in 1957, earnings is lost entirely. For ex-
a Junior at ASI, was given the ample: you can't get credit for
1955 self-employment earnings if
you failed to make your report
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15
Sot., June 4, 1959
delitering the aermon. Mrs.
A. M. Roberts and J. N.. Cum
ningham are class advisors.
titithers Photo)
Farmers Lose By Not
Reporting Earnings
Alpha Kappa Mu award for high
scholarship, the University Schol-
ar award and the Beta Kappa Cbl. and didn't pay the social securi-
ward for excellence in scientific ty tax by April 15, 1959. Credit
research. He oleo received the for 19% earnings will be lost for.
American Chemical Society award ever if a report is not made by
for making the. hinghesit score on a 
standard chemistry examination. Castro OrdersMr. Crawford is a member of sev
eral campus organizations Ile
plans to enter Meharry Medical End To Trials
school upon graduation.
Some self•employed farmers are
failing to report their earnings
and pay the social security tax
every year, Joe W. Eanes. dis-
trict manager of the Memph.ig so-
cial security office. declares.
In some cases, the farmer thinks
that he can report earnings for
back years at any Wile in the
future and get social security
credit for those earnings. Some
other farmers think that it vill only
be necessary to report earnings
for the years when they near re.
tiremant age. All of these farmers
are wrong, Mr. Eanes said,
Orders Feetless Socks
NOTTINGHAM, Englan d.—
, (UPI) — A local hosiery mill does
not know why but it's started to tions, a total of 621 persons haveI prodace an order from the Ethic,- been executed by firing squads
plan Army for 14,081 pairs of since the military war crimes
woolen socks without feet. !trials started last January.
I -
"Integrity Means a lot th I
me. I want to do business 
Iwith people who mean 
what they say. That's why I













As benefit payments to a self-
employed farmer and his depend-
ents will Ise based on all of his
I reported earnings after au, ml ij
obvious that the benefit amount
, will be reduced if earnings for
some of those years are not credits
ml to his social security account.
•Moreover, failure to report earn.
ings and poy the social seceris
ly tax can result in a farmer los-
ing his social security insured
. status. If this happens and he
dies, his dependent survivors
would not be eligible for survivors! '
benefit payments.
Mr. Esnes also pointed 0 uf
that in failing to make these re.
ports, a self-employed person is
breaking the law and may he call-
ed upon, not only to pay the so-
cial security lases, html in addition,
be subject to penalties and Inter.
eat on those taxes.
ttlii)1,-;;I:.",",,..„?',4.i,:...;"41413=2.? 
aw
nice Orin Tickets lent Hiles Axon, tga
• Franklin Ave., Walley &ream. Long
_
HOUSEWORKERS!
Plotter lob. for one Work In new Tort
Wornee at 530.5.55 per "eels, fres more
and board, Ticket. tient. ReOlic &vialmune. 'acre., telentien. 0? Wausau.
HAVANA — (UPI) -- 
Premier,Domestic Emplovro•nt AsensT
133 E. lleah at. New York Ca/
Fidel Castro Friday ordered rev0. 
lutionary war crimes trials endedi TROUBLED? LOVE?
and cases still pending turned overMoney?
to civil courts.









Ilex 10, Of tory, Caper, South Africa
Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET S WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING Cr BURN
NOW
ON SALE SI."
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
I. 
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 ChB& 110, III
Ellsassissi is $100 (plus 20c for moiling).








Zone ... State "1-1111—'n
DIALER JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
alSISC.r
flight will he given an extra spec-
ial prize in a trip to compete in
the junior division of the Central
States Golf Association's 29th An-
nual Golf Tournament to be
held July 19 through 23 at Forest
Park Golf course in St. Louis, Mo.
Some of the nation's finest golf-
ers are expected to participate in
the Sam Qualls golf tournament.
Paul L. Jones is, the club re-
purpose of promoting talent among
teenage youth to provide whole-
some recreation, to encourage
church membership and curb
juvenile dehinquency.
This Summer the club plans to
provide such wholesome outdoor
recreation as swimming, hiking,
'softball and tennis.
Booker T. Wade, jr., a student,
; at Booker T. Washington High ,
school, is executive secretary of
the [5:1KYCA, and Harry L. Strong
and Rev. B. St. Dendy are advis-
ors_
York Evening Post, then published
by Oswald Garrison Villard, con-
servatively announced: NEGRO'S
RIGHTS DISCUSSED.
The basic structural organiza-
tion of the NAACP was formulat-
ed by a committee and present-
ed to the conference by Villard. It
called for the establishment of a
permanent civil rights organization
with legal, legislative and publicity
departments. This proposal was
i adopted by th. conference.
Auxiliary, Manassas High school
PTA, Manassas and Melrose High
schools, Mt. Olive CME cathed-
ral, New Era, St. John and St.
Paul Baptist churches, Radio Sta-
tion WDIA and Mrs. John Kohl-
beim.
Mrs. Clifton Satterfield is presi-
dent of the Auxiliary Post No.
27, and Mrs. R. Q. Venson de-
puty of the Eleventh district of,
West Tennessee.
Sat., June 6, 1959
21 Top Students
To Girls' State
Seventeen Memphis girls, along / purpose of educating young worn-
with four from other parts of West en in the duties, rights and re
Tennessee, will be leaving here on sponsibilities of American citizen
Sunday afternoon, June 21, for the ship and their individual obli•
campus of Tennessee A and I, gatios to the community, state
State university to participate in and nation.
Girls' State for Junior High school' Sponsors of the Memphis girls,
girls. 1who paid $35.82 each, are the La-
The girls, who will be seniors, dies Auxiliary of Autress Russell
In high schools next year, are Miss-' Post No, 27, American Legion:
as Carol Q. Bass, Georgia Bohan. Barrett's Chapel school, Booker T.
ner, Henry Etta Bridgeforth, Dor-lWashington High school, Charles
othy Burnett, Alberta Clark, Irma McAllen Unit No. 108 American
Jean Cody, Alice Carol Hayden Legion Auxiliary and the Charles
Also Misses Carol Jean Jacksoni MORE SPONSORS
aud Betty Jean Henderon. P. Smith Post No. 237 Auxiliary.
Sammie F. Lynom, Kervenna Mc-1 Other sponsors are Douglass
Christon, Alice Morgan, Lorraine High school, Golden Leaf Baptist
D. Petties, Doris Jean Thompson, Jackson, Tenn., American Legion
Claudia B. Williams and Alice
Johnson.
GOVERNMENT LESSON
, Other West Tennessee represent-
'lives are Misses Delois Beskett,
Union City; Mary Ann Gilstrap,
Jackson; Marjorie M. Matthews,.
Covington; and Pggy Jean Woods,
Babson.
The girls will remain in Nash-
ville from June 21 through June
27. Girls' State is dedicated to thel 
  BEULAH BAPTIST church
I kindergarten will hold its
I graduation exercises SundayWork Prospects Bette evening, June '1, at 5 p. m.Principal Mildred Carver of
, Work prospects for Negroes, laying, carpentry, sheet • metal
are better than ever, according work, and other building skills,
to art Ebony magazine survey, but
opportunities and salaries vary
with the region.
In a June article called "Profit-
Ebony points out that while jobsable Careers Without College,- the
for unskilled laborers are dimin.znagazinne points out that of ish. g.
m more work is available144,000 Negroes who will graduate,
in semi-skilled and white collarfrom high school this Spring,:
classifications. and more a is d63,000 will be seeking work. 
'more white firms in the North,In the predominantly agricultur-
East and West are seeking Ne-al South, expansion in both the
o clerical, sales and secretarialnumber and quality of Negro busi- ,:i
messes is providing more clerical'''. P.
and sales jobs for girls. Negro'
doctors, lawyers, dentists, insur-
ance companies and retail out.
bers of girls.
MOSTLY UNSKILLED
Ebony says that most jobs for
Southern Negro boys will be eon-,
centrated in unskilled and semi-'
skilled occupations, as drivers of
trucks, buses and taxis; in lum-
ber mills, mines, laundries and
food processing plants, with the
aec6nd greatest number working
as porters and janitors.
Negro fram workers, formerly 3
large employment category, are
diminishing as the stability and
Civil service jobs in the South also
are becoming more available.
OPPORTUNITY UNEQUAL
Despite the generally good out.
look, one of the big roadblocks for
Negro high school graduates is the
lack of equal opportunity. Only li
states have comprehensive laws
which seek to eliminate discrimi-
nation in hiring.
However, Ebony says that stu-
dents who have taken their edu-
cation seriously should have little
difficulty cashing in on their Oil.
ities and pursuing ther ambitons.
Youngsters of average skills will
find less satisfactory work, but
may better their opportunities by
taking advantage of part-time edu-
cation.
higher economic return of urban
employment lures families in the 0
city. uails TourneyNegroes continue to predominate
With their ranks needing gradu-






Comrades! We salute the month
of June, which has marched in
just as stately and beautiful as a
;wedding procession. And speaking
, of weddings, that reminds me that
[ this is the month when civic mind-
ed citizens lose their mental equi--
, librium and fall into a state of
being called "marriage." The
groom, hiding his fear behind
a tuxedo that he probably will
never wear again, meets the fig.
ure clad in white, called the bride,
and they approach the altar to the
melodic strains of, "Here Comes
the Bride. How solemn the audi-
ence; how sacred the vows, Well,
lets not get sentimental, but this
might at least remind you to add
an extra pound of rice to this
Line 10 $5.00; and juniors, $5.00.The champion of the junior'
The Sam Qualls Golf club an-
nounces its Annu,a1 City Golf tour-
nament which will be held Solar. 
dayand Sunday, June 20 and 21,
at the Fuller Golf course.
There will be three flights for
men, one flight for women and
one flight for juniors. Trophies
will be presented champions and
place winners in each flight. En-
, try fee for men is $7 20: women, porter.
r HE'S GOT THEIR
NUMBER ...
their choice-
A LIGHT TASTE OF BARLEY
-AT ITS BEST
Taste is where you find it. And the brew-
ers of '92 find it...in the heart of the grain
—.in the part of the grain that's best- (No
husky over-tones of taste.)
Nature's goodness, from inside the barley
grain...comes through to your tongue.
JUST A LIGHT TASTE OF BARLEY AT _40"
ITS BEST. Clean, crisp, refreshing! 
°
Some num1ar--'92106°1
Dunbar elementary school will
be the guest speaker. Gradu-
ates are above with their prin-
cipal and teacher. FRONT
ROW, left to right, Gloria
Lemon, Valedictorian, Rosa-
lind Strong, Doris Anderson,
Iodell Cox, Henrietta Jackson,
Sophia Tate and Versie Stin-
nett. CENTER ROW, left to
right. Mrs. Josephine Winbush.
principal, Thomas Stewart,
Robert Rook, Fred Edwards,
Carl Wright, Elijah Wright
and Mrs. Juanita Taylo r,
teacher.
radio station WLOK.
Mrs. Celtic Lentz Stevens, 800
E. MeLemore ave., a member of
the faculty of Booker T. Washing-
ton High school, has been select.
ed for participation in an advanc-
ed Counseling Institute, "Conserv-
ing and Salvaging Human Resour-
ces," to be held on the ca-upus of
New York university this summer
in cooperation with the U. S. W-
I lice of Education under the e:a-
tional Defense Aducatioa Ace.
Her selection was announced re-
cently by Dr. William D. Wilkins.
chairman of the department of
.guidance and personnel adminis•
tration at the school.
The institute is limited to 30
barticipan's for whom i,eee will
be no tuition or fees. They will
receive stipends of $75 a week,
plus an allowance of $15 for each
dependent.
HUMAN CONSERVATION
The purpose of the institute is
I to give experienced counselors a
deeper understanding of the pay-
!chosocial dynamics of human
waste. Concentration will be in the
:areas of unused talents involving
I such minority groups as Puerto
I
Ricans and Negroes in low social
economic groups. Problems of the
emotionally distressed among these
groups will also be discussed.
1 Mrs Stevens serves as one of
the counselors at Booker T. Wash-
Mallory KnightsF Thorm MYKCA'S AIMSe club was formed for the'
A celebration - benefit program The principal speaker for the
for the newly • organized 1Mal-' occasion will be Rev. Sattuel Her-
lory Knight Youth Club of ring, pastor of St. Paul Baptist
America will be given at the Petite- church, whose subject will be
costal Temple Church of God inl"Youth and Charity."
Christ on Sunday afternoon. June, Other speakers will be Rev. Da-
14, at 4 p. m., and the public is vid S. Cunningham, pastor of Col-
invited. ['ins Chapel CME church, and
'Dick "Cane" Cole, announcer for
week's grocery list. What more
can we do? And who knows, chan-
ces are you 'Just might get a
chance to throw it.
This past week was crowded
activities and events of var-
ious sorts. At Morning Star Bap-I
tint church Sunday before last,:
Lowell Thomts promoted a finan-,
cial drive in the afternood. First
prize, an electric perculator, was
,awarded to Mrs. Pearl Lee Mur•
[ray for reporting the largest sum
of money. Mrs. Lula Brown took
second prize, a hot plate, while
Miss Gloria Hutcherson was
'awarded a water set for third
place. These contestants contrib-
uted much to the financial success
of this program.
1 The Masons and Eastern Stors
held closed sessions at the Mason-
ic Hall also on Sunday before last,
[followed by dinner in the Lauder.
dale high school cafeteria. Many
out of town visitors shared in this
observance.
While many were engaged in
Sunday activities at home, the
Lakes, and mother Laura, took in'
.the annual homecoming at Wood.
lawn Baptist church.
We mourn the sudden death of
the daughter of William Manna,
.who passed away in her sleep
Tuesday morning May 26. She was
the wife of Earl Beard and the
mother of eleven children. Also
Bob Halfacre, who had been ill for
about 3 weeks, passed Tuesday
night May 26 at his -home. Fun-
eral services were held at the
Miles Chapel CME church, Rev.
B. F. Ilarris, pastor.
Miss Beatrice Crook, as she was
formerly known, is visiting rela-
tives here. A former teacher of
Lauderdale High School last Wed-
nesday. That day, being the last
school day of work for Lauder-,
dale County Negro teachers, the'
social committee served a tasty
menu of barbecued chicken, po-
tato salad, coca colas, ice cream
and cookies. The meeting was
closed with singing, "May the
Good Lordl Bless and Keek You."
Happy birthday wishes to Miss
Betty Delores Murray.
The sister of Mrs. Ann Clay was
bured recently.
Mrs, Birch Mae Barbee's sister
was here visiting recently.
On the sick list are Mrs. Vir-
ginia Barbee, Mrs. Ellen Sanders,
Mrs. Josie Queni and Miss Lillie
Mae Fitzpatric.
NEW YORK — The organiza-
tion plan for the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of
Colored People was first unveiled
at the National Negro Conference
held here 50 years ago this past
week end, May 31 and June 1,
1909.
Some 250 Negro and white
leaders assembled in response to
a call issued on Feb. 12, 1900,
the centennial of the birth of
Ab It Li I Th II
the discussion of present evils,
the voicing of protests, and the re-
newal of the struggle for civil and
political libtrty."
New York papers covering the
conference deemed the interrac-
ial character of the conference
newsworthy .The New York World
headlined its story on the openini
session: WHITES AND NEGROES
mix at conference," the two
races sat together and comming-
led during debate," The World re-
ported. The New York Times not-
ed: WHITES AND BLACKS CON.
FER AS EQUALS and observed
that "there was no effort in the
arrangement of seating to draw
the colorline." The liberal New
Howard Grads
To Hear Mboya
WASHINGTON D C — The
Honorable Tom Mboya. member
of the Legislature of Kenya, will
deliver the principal address at
Howard university's 91st annual
Commencement Friday, June 5,
at 5:30 p. m.
The exercises will be held in
the upper quadrangle of the How.
ard campus, in front of Frederick
Douglass hall, and will be open
to the public.
In case of inclement weather
;the exercises will be transfer-
red to Constitution Hall, 15th and
D ate,, N. W.
Bawls *oaten VOC1.114. Sags, Hose
and Part, and Pasts
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS FANS
TV Tub•s Checked Pro,
Parking
160 union Ave.-JA 7-2631 -2268 Park Ave -FA 3-8507
install where she has been teach-
ing for the past five years.
Before coining to Memphis to
to teach, Mc'. Stevens was associ-
ate professor of business educatioa
CALLIE STEVENS
at Tennessee A and 1 State univer-
sity. She has taught in the public
schools of St Louis, Mo., and at a
rrivate business colleg ,. .n :
She received her bachelor of
science degree from Tenn. A and
1 State university and her
master of arts degree from North-
western university in Evanston,
Say Negroes Resent
White Jazz Musicians
The first full story of how the
world of jazz is infected with race
prejudice among both white andl
Negro musicians, is revealed in the,
June issue of Harper's magazine.1
Jazz Review, brands as a "myth"
the idea that "jazz is a micocosm
of nearly ideal democracy in which
everyone is judged by what he
has to say musically, not by an
external characteristic like skin
color."
There are many Negro music-
ians "who are not yet ready to
extend full musical and social
efuaiily to whites," Ilentoff says.,
ECONOMIC REASONS
"Part of the reason for the re- 1
luctance of many Negroes fully to!
accept white jazzmen is economic.
From the beginning Negro music-1
ians have resented the fact that
white jazzmen, by and large, have
had a wider choice of better pay-I
ing jobs, more publicity, and more
credit from the public."
For instance, in the' 'thirties
when the large jazz hands were in
the ascendant, the Goodmans and
Dorsey* and Shawa were the most
consistent money•makers, while
the "musically superior" Negro
hands of Duke Ellington, Count
Basic, and Jimmie Lunceford, were
• "usually restricted to less lucra-
tive " Renton says.
And while many Negro bands
will not accept white musicians,
most TV and film studio orchest•
ras remain closed to Negroes.
JIM CROW BARRIER
"And the Negro who is ful
qualified for work in a symphony
orchestra is even more certain to
be frustrated," Hentoff continues.
"Though a very few symphony or-
che;tras have admitted an isolat'
ed Negro or two in the past
few years, most are all-white, an
area of Jim Crow that for years
has escaped the attention of even
the most 'liberal' concertgoers."
In addition, the author says,
"many locals of the American Fed-
eration of Musicians, t[se union
they must join to get work of any
quality, are Jim Crowed into di-
visions. one for white and one for
Negro."
Words of the Wise
Does not every tree man
feel that he is himself made
higher by doing reverence ha
what Is really above him? No
nobler of more blessed feel-
ing welts In man's heart.
—(Carlytea
Graduation? Wedding? New baby?
Quick — share the happy new, with
90MO011e by telephone.
Just a pinch of happiness, mixed wen
with two people on the phone, makes the
day a little brighter at both ends
of the line. Try it!
( '
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